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Digital broadcasting system,digital broadcasting apparatus, and associated receiver

sets of video data and control information. The reception
apparatusincludes an extracting unit for extracting a set
of video data and a set of control information in a same

content as the set of video data, a storing unit for storing
the extracted set of control information, a reproducing

unit for reproducing the extracted set of video data and

outputting an imagesignal, an operation unit for receiv-
ing a user operation that indicates a content switching,
and a control unit for controlling the extracting unit to
extract another content indicated by the set of control
information storedin the storing unit, in accordance with
the user operation.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an apparatus for
transmitting and receiving image data, voice data, and
other supplementary data over a network, and more

particularly to a communications system capable of
maintaining the real time requirement of such data.

2. Description of the Related Art

In recent years, with increasing performance of
microcomputers and the advent of OSs equipped with
networking capabilities, coupled with increasing speeds

of peripheral interfaces and increasing performance of
computers, dramatic changes have been occurring in
the field of computers, particularly personal computers
and workstations, these changesentailing changesin
information that computers handle. Earlier, information
handled by computers was character code, such as
ASCII and JIS, but gradually expandedto include graph-
ics and the like in the field of CAD, and nowadays, han-
dling of multimedia information such as moving images
and voiceis increasing in importance. The most notable
feature of multimedia information is that information

occurs continuouslyin real time (hereinafter referred to
as the real time requirement). On the other hand, with
the spread of high-speed wide area networks, networks

are being commercially implemented that store and
manage such multimedia data and that have fast data
transfer rates that enable such data to be launched into
the networks. What characterizes such networksis that

whentransmitting signals having the real time require-
ment over the network, the transmitting end must send
out data notlater than the time expectedat the receiving
end.

One example of a network suitable for multimedia
communications is the ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode) network. With ATM, transmission systems capa-
ble of 156 Mbit/s, for example, have been commercially
implemented. ATM specifications are being discussed
and standardized by the ITU-T (International Telecom-
munications Union-Telecommunication Standardization

Sector), the ATM Forum,etc., and manyrelated books
have been published. Besides ATM, there are other
techniques, such as 100-Mbps Ethernet (100BASE-T)
and Fiber Distributed Data interface (FDDI), that can
provide fast transmission capabilities of 100 Mbit/s or
higher and can achieve multimedia information commu-

nications. With slower versions of Ethernet (IEEE 802.2,
IEEE 802.3) also, since switching hubs are now readily
available, each terminal connected to the switching hub
is capable of a transmission rate of about 10 Mbit/s and
is therefore able to transmit real time signals that do not

require data rates higher than that. In the Internet also,
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signals having real time requirements, such as video-

conferencing and Internet telephone signals, are being
transmitted.

Prior art examples of communications systemsfor
real time signals are disclosed, for example, in Japa-
nese Patent Unexamined Publication Nos. 7-170502, 7-
170503, 7-170290, 7-170291, 7-170504, and 7-170292.

Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication No. 7-
170502 discloses a system in which, when the amount

of video or voice data in a buffer memoryat the receiv-
ing end exceeds an upperlimit value or drops below a
lowerlimit value, the buffer memoryis controlled in such
a manner as to discard portions of the video or voice
data other thancritical portions thereof.

Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication No. 7-
170503 concerns a system in which, when the amount
of videoor voice data in the buffer memoryat the receiv-

ing end exceeds an upperlimit value or drops below a
lower limit value, the clock rate for buffer read is

adjusted.
Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication No. 7-

170290 describes a system in which, when the amount
of voice data in the buffer memoryat the receiving end
exceeds an upperlimit value or drops below a lower
limit value, a control signal is sent to alert the transmit-
ting end, and at the transmitting end the clock rate for
memoryreadis adjusted.

Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication No. 7-
170291 proposes a system in which, when the amount
of voice data in a buffer memoryat the transmitting end
exceeds an upperlimit value or drops below a lower

limit value, video and voice data in the buffer memory
are discarded.

Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication No. 7-
170504 provides a system in which a frame buffer is
placed in front of the buffer memoryat the transmitting
end and, when the amouniof data in the buffer memory
exceeds an upper limit value or drops below a lower
limit value, the amount of data is adjusted by adjusting
the clock rate of the frame buffer memory.

Japanese Patent Unexamined Publication No. 7-
170292 discloses a system in which, when the amount
of voice data in the buffer memory at the transmitting
end exceeds an upperlimit value or drops below a lower
limit value, the clock rate for memory read is adjusted,
and when the amountof voice data in the buffer mem-

ory at the transmitting end exceeds an upperlimit value
or drops below a lowerlimit value, the amount of com-
munication is controlled by changing the compression
ratio.

However, the prior art systems disclosed in Japa-
nese Patent Unexamined Publication Nos. 7-170502, 7-
170503, 7-170290, 7-170291, 7-170504, and 7-170292

have had the problem that the system size increases
becauseof the provision of extra circuitry such as a cir-
cuit for measuring the amount of buffer contents, a cir-
cuit for manipulating the discarding of buffer contents, a

circuit for judging mathematical operations, and a circuit
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for specifying compression parameters necessary for

obtaining the desired image compressionratio.

Furthermore, since the degree of network conges-
tion varies overtime, there can occur cases where data

cannot be handled at one or more exchangepoints,etc.
resulting in overflow. Generally, when a networkfalls
into such a condition, the amount of transmission is

reduced to alleviate the condition. The above prior art
systems have had the problem that, when the transmis-

sion capacity is restricted, it becomes impossible to
maintain the real time requirement of real time signals
or image quality degrades more than necessary.

The present invention has been devised to over-
comethe above-outlined problems,and it is an object of
the invention to provide a communications system that
is simple in configuration and that, when transmitting
digital data having a real time requirement such as a

moving image (video) signal or voice signal, ensures
transmission of all frames without compromising the
real time requirement of the data.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

To resolve the above problems, the present inven-
tion provides a communications system for communica-
tion of a real time signal having a real time requirement,
comprising:

real time signal generating means for generating
the real time signal of data rate R;
real time signal transmit buffer means for temporar-

ily storing the real time signal;
real time signal transmitting means for transmitting
the real time signal;
transmission means, having a transmission rate C
(C > R), over whichthereal time signalis transmit-
ted;

real time signal receiving means for receiving the
real time signal transmitted from the real time signal
transmitting meansover the transmission means;
real time signal receive buffer means for temporarily
storing the real time signal received bythe real time
signal receiving means; and
real time signal outputting means for outputting the
real time signal stored in the real time signal receive
buffer means.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of a
communications system accordingto a first embod-
iment of the present invention;

Figure2 is a flow chartillustrating a control program
in a transmitting terminal 102 according to thefirst
embodiment of the invention;

Figure 3 is a flow chartillustrating a control program
in a receiving terminal 103 according to thefirst
embodimentof the invention;
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Figure 4 is a conceptual diagram showing a frame
data buffer used in the first embodiment of the

invention;

Figure 5 is a timing chart showing the operation ina
normal condition according to the first embodiment
of the invention;

Figure6 is a timing chart showing the operation ina
congested condition according to thefirst embodi-
ment of the invention;

Figure 7 is a diagram showing a TCP segmentfor-
mat;

Figure 8 is a diagram showing the configuration of a
communications system according to a second
embodiment of the present invention;
Figure 9 is a diagram showing the configuration of a
communications system according to a_ third
embodimentof the present invention;

Figure 10 is a flow chartillustrating a control pro-
gram in a transmitting terminal 102 according to the
third embodiment of the invention;

Figure 11 is a flow chartillustrating a control pro-
gram in a receiving terminal 103 according to the
third embodimentof the invention; and

Figure 12 is a diagram showing the configuration of
a communications system according to a fourth
embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-

MENTS

The preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described below with reference to the

accompanying drawings.
The real time signal contemplated by the present

invention can be applied to any signal having a real time
requirement, such as a moving imagesignal or a voice
signal, but in the embodiments of the present invention,
a digitized moving imagesignalis taken as an example
of the real time signal, unless otherwise stated.

Further, the present invention is applicable regard-
less of the quality of the transmitted moving image
which is determined by the number of samples in the
horizontal and vertical directions relating to the resolu-
tion of the moving image or by whether compression is
applied or not and, if compression is applied, then by

the type of compression applied. That is, the present
invention is applicable regardless of the bit rate of the
transmitted real time signal.

In the embodiments of the present invention, an
image signal employing the sampling method and com-
pression method used in VTRs manufactured to the
DVC standard is taken as an example.

DVCis an acronym for Digital Video Cassette, and
the DVC standard was agreed upon by the HD Digital
VCR Consortium. This standard is described, for exam-

ple, in a magazine "National Technical Report", Vol. 41,
No. 2, April 1995, pp. 152-159. In the embodiments of

the present invention, the NTSC signal compliant with
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the DVC standard is taken as an example. According to
the method defined by the DVC standard (NTSCsig-
nal), the data bit rate is 28.8 Mbit/s (hereinafter
described as 28.8 Mbps).

Any transmission means may be used aslongasit
has a transmission capacity greater than the bit rate of
the real time signal used, but in the embodiments of the
present invention, an ATM network having a transmis-
sion rate of 156 Mbit/s is used as the transmission

means; further, as a network protocol, a schemecalled
IP over ATM is used that is defined in RFC 1577 and

that realizes a virtual IP network, and as higher layer
protocols, TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Inter-
net Protocol), now the standard suite of protocols for the
Internet, is used in the examples described herein.

Generally, the lowest level ina communications net-
work provides unreliable packet delivery. If a transmis-
sion error occurs that affects the data,orif the network

load becomestoo heavyto be handled properly, pack-
ets maybelost or destroyed. In a network that dynami-
cally routes packets, the packets may be delivered out
of order, may be duplicated, or may evenarrive after a
large delay. Therefore, at the highest level, program-
mers are required to incorporate error detection and
recovery into application programs to achieve transmis-
sion of large volumesof data.

TCP/IP uses the basic technique called the positive
acknowledgementwith retransmission to providerelia-
ble transmission. This technique requires that the
receiver communicate with the sender and return an

acknowledgement (ACK) message each time data is
received. The sender maintains records of each trans-

mitted packet, and sends the next packet after an
acknowledgementarrives. The senderalso activates a
timer when sending a packet and, if the timer has timed
out before arrival of an acknowledgment, retransmits
the packet.

The transfer unit used by TCPis called a segment.
Figure 7(a) illustrates the TCP segment format. Each
segmentis divided into two areas, the header and the
data area. The headeris known as the TCP header and

carries expected identification and control information.
The SOURCE PORTfield and the DESTINATION

PORTfield contain the TCP port numbers identifying
application programs at both ends of the connection.

The SEQUENCE NUMBER field identifies the position
in a byte stream of the sender's data contained in the
segment. The ACKNOWLEDGEMENT NUMBER field
identifies the beginning of the sequence number
expected to be received next (the next octet to be
received). Since the TCP headerlength varies depend-
ing on the options selected, the HLENfield indicates the

offset of the data area in the segment. The six-bit field
labeled RESERVEDis set aside for future use. The

TCP segment may beused to carry a connection setup
or connection clear request or to carry only an acknowl-
edgementor data. The six-bit field labeled CODE BITS
is used to determine the purpose and contents of the
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segment. More specifically, the CODE BITSfield dic-
tates the way howtheotherfields in the headerare to
be interpreted in accordance with the table shown in
Figure 7(b). The WINDOWfieldtells the amountof data
the receiving end is willing to accept, by specifying the
buffer size each time a segmentis sent. Data that needs

immediate processingis called urgent data. If the urgent
code bit is on, that means that this segment contains
urgent data. The URGENT POINTER field carries a
pointer that indicates the position where the urgent data
ends. The CHECKSUMfield in the TCP header con-

tains an integer checksum usedto verify the integrity of
the TCP header and the data. The OPTIONSfield is

used for expanded TCPspecifications, for example, but
it is usually used to notify the remote end of the maxi-
mum receivable segmentsize.

As previously described, TCP/IP uses the tech-
nique called the positive acknowledgement; however, in
a simple positive acknowledgement protocol, since
transmission of the next packet hasto wait until a posi-
tive acknowledgement for the previous packet is
received, the available bandwidth of the network is

wasted. To address two important problems of efficient
transfer and flow control, TCP uses a special mecha-
nism called a sliding window. In this method, a fixed-
length window is set in the sequence, and all packets
inside the window are transmitted at a time. For exam-

ple, in a sliding window protocol of windowsize 8, the
senderis allowed to transmit eight packets before an
acknowledgementis received. After the sender receives
an acknowledgementfor the first packet, the sender

slides the window and sends another packet. The win-
dow continues to slide as long as an acknowledgement
is received.In this case, the numberof packets that may
be remaining unacknowledged at any giventimeis lim-
ited by the windowsize, andis restricted to a small pre-
determined value. Further, when the remaining capacity
of the receiving buffer becomes low, for example, the
amount of data being transmitted from the remote end
can be reducedby reducing the window size value. TCP
performs flow control by using this value.

There are two major causesfor the loss of a TCP
segmenttransferred over a network. One is a sporadic
error. This, however, is not common in LANs and WANs

whereline quality is good. The otheris the existence of

a bottleneck such as a low-speedline or low-processing
capacity router in the path through which the TCP seg-
mentis carried. A condition in which a critical delay is
caused by overload with datagrams at one or more
exchange points such as routers is called congestion.
Once congestion occurs, the delay increases and the
router begins to queue datagrams until they can be
routed out. In the worst case, the total numberof data-

gramsarriving at the congested router reachesthelimit
of the router's capacity and the router begins to drop
datagrams. Usually, an end point has no detailed idea of
where and how the congestion has occurred, and the

congestion simply manifests itself as an increased delay
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at the end point. The increased delay, in turn, causes

the transport protocol to request retransmissions due to
timeouts, further increasing the traffic on the network
and exacerbating the congestion. This condition is
called congestion collapse.

To avoid congestion collapse, in TCPit is recom-
mended to use two techniques, slow siart and multipli-
cative decrease congestion avoidance.

In multiplicative decrease congestion avoidance, a

second restriction called a congestion windowis pro-
vided to control congestion, and anytime, TCP com-
pares the receiver's window size (buffer size) with the
congestion window size and uses the smaller window in
transmission. Each time a segmentlossis detected, the
congestion windowsize is reduced by one half (the min-
imum value is 1 segment) and the timeout interval is
doubled. This strategy provides a quick and significant
decreasein traffic and allows a sufficient time to clear

the datagrams already queued at the router.
When it is determined that the congestion has

ended, TCPinitializes the congestion window to 1,
sendsthefirst segment, and waits for an acknowledge-
ment. Thereafter, the congestion window is increased
by one segment each time an acknowledgement
arrives. This techniqueis called slow start.

To prevent the windowsize from increasing too rap-
idly and thereby causing congestion again, TCP pro-
vides a still another restriction. That is, when the

congestion window size reaches onehalf of its original
size, TCP enters a congestion avoidance stage and
reducesthe increasing speed of the congestion window

size. During the congestion avoidanceperiod, the con-
gestion window is increased only by 1 even if the
acknowledgements for all the segments in the window
are received.

The above has described the process in TCP from
the occurrence of congestion to the recovery from the
congestion. While this processis in progress, the net-
work can only transmit data at a lower transmission rate
than its actual transmission capacity and imposes extra
loads on end points. This presents a problem, espe-
cially when transmitting real time signals. That is, the
real time signals cannot be delivered in time and the
real time requirementis impaired.

In the present invention, the numberof frames of a

real time signal accumulated in advanceatthe receiving
end can be applied to any signals having real time
requirements. In the embodiments of the present inven-
tion, description will be given by taking a digitized mov-
ing image signal as an example, unless otherwise
stated.

(Embodiment 1)

Figure 1 shows a system configuration according to
a first embodimentof the present invention. In Figure 1,
reference numeral 101 is a camera for capturing a mov-

ing image, 102 is a transmitting terminal, 103 is a
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receiving terminal, 104 is an ATM switch, and 105 is a
monitor.

In the transmitting terminal 102, reference numeral
106 is a DVC encoder for applying DVC compression,
107 is a CPU, 108 is a transmit memory for temporarily
storing transmit data and a conirol program for the
transmitting terminal 102, 109 is a memory coniroller for
controlling the transmit memory 108, 110 is an ATM net-
workinterface card (ATM-NIC), and 111 is a PCI bus.

In the receiving terminal 103, reference numeral
112 is a DVC decoder, 113 is a CPU, 114 is a receive

memory for temporarily storing received data and a con-
trol program for the receiving terminal 103, 115 is a
memory controller for controlling the receive memory
114, 116 is an ATM networkinterface card (ATM-NIC),
and 117 is a PCI bus.

The operation of the thus configured communica-

tions system will be described below.
First, in the transmitting terminal 102, the moving

image signal from the camera 101 is input into the DVC
encoder 106 where DVC compression is applied on a
frame by frame basis. Since the NTSC signal consists of
30 frames per second,data for 30 frames per secondis
obtained in the embodiment of the present invention.
The DVC data output from the DVC encoderis stored
frame by framein the transmit memory 108 via the PCI
bus under the control of the memory coniroller 109.
Then, the DVC data stored in the transmit memory 108
is transferred to the ATM-NIC 110 via the PCI bus.

With the above-described processing in the trans-
mitting terminal 102, the moving image data from the
ATM-NIC 110 is transmitted over the ATM networkto the

receiving terminal 103 via the ATM switch 104.
Next, processing at the receiving terminal 103 will

be described.

First, at the receiving terminal, the data received by
the ATM-NIC is stored in the receive memory 114 via
the PCI bus. The DVC data stored in the receive mem-

ory 114 is then transferred frame by frame to the DVC
decoder 112, where the compressed image data is
decoded into a decompressed image signal, which is
output to the monitor 105.

In Figure 1, the DVC encoder 106 and the DVC
decoder 112 operate with clocks of the same frequency.

Next, the processing at the transmitting terminal

102 described with reference to Figure 1 will be
explained from the standpoint of the control program
with referenceto Figure 2.

Figure 2 is a flow chart of the control program of the
transmitting terminal 102. This program is stored in the
memory 108 and executed by the CPU 107.

The control program of the transmitting terminal

102 executes two threads, an input thread and a trans-
mit thread, in time division fashion to accomplish the
transmitting process. At this time, a transmit buffer is
used to temporarily store the DVC data, and the trans-
mit buffer is accessed in accordance with an input

pointer pointing to the storage location (address) where
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data is to be stored and a transmit pointer pointing to the

storage location (address) where data to be transmitted
is stored. The transmit buffer is implemented, for exam-
ple, as part of the memory 108.

The thread here is the most basic unit in terms of

which the operating system assigns the processor's
execution time.

Previously, many multitasking operating systems
such as UNIX employed a process as a basic unit, but

in recent UNIX and Windows NT, multiple threads can
be allocated to one process, and mostof the functions
implemented by multiprocessing can now be imple-
mented by multithreading. In previous systems using
multiprocessing, information on all resources, including
virtual memory space, is stored temporarily, and inter-
process communication is necessary in order to share
the information between processes; here, the perform-

ance of the interprocess communication becomes a
bottleneckthatlimits the overall performance of the sys-
tem. In the case of multithreading, on the other hand,
since many memory spaces including virtual memory
space are shared, this kind of bottleneck can be
avoided.

Figure 4(a) shows a conceptual diagram of the
transmit buffer. The buffer has a so-called queue struc-
ture. SB1 to SB5 are buffer sections where data are

actually stored, and IP indicates the input pointer and
SP the transmit pointer. The initial values of the input
pointer and transmit pointer are both SB1. The input
pointer IP is updated each time data for one frame is
read from the DVC encoder 106 and stored in a buffer

section. On the other hand, the transmit pointer SP is
updated eachtime data in a buffer section is transmitted
out onto the network. More specifically, the input pointer
and the transmit pointer both move from one buffer sec-
tion to the next as they are updated,that is, from SB1 to
SB2, then from SB2 to SB3, and returning to SB1 after
SB5.

In the present invention, the transmit buffer can be
of any size as longasit is larger than the receive buffer.
In the example shown here, the transmit buffer size is
set to five frames.

The actual transmitting process will be described
below with reference to Figure 2. In the input thread,
processing is performed in 201, such as establishing a

logical connection with the receiving terminal 103 and
securing andinitializing the transmit buffer. Next, in 202,
the transmit thread is created. Then, in 203, frame data

generated by the DVC encoder 106 is written to the
transmit buffer at the address indicated by the input
pointer. In 204, the input pointer is updated to point to
the transmit buffer address at which the next data is to

be stored. Conditional branches are provided at 205
whereit is determined whetherthe transmitting process
is to be continued or not. If it is to be continued, the

process from 203 onwardis repeated. If it is determined
in 205 that the transmitting process is not to be contin-

ued, a transmit thread termination notification is gener-
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ated in 206 to cause the transmit thread to terminate,

and at the sametime, the execution of the input thread
is terminated in 207.

The transmit thread is created in step 202 in the
input thread. First, in 208, processing such asinitializa-
tion of the transmit pointer is performed.If it is deter-
mined in 209 that there is frame data at the transmit

buffer address indicated by the transmit pointer, then
the data is transmitted out in 210. After the data is trans-

mitted out, the contents of the buffer indicated by the
transmit pointer are cleared in 211, and in 212 the trans-
mit pointer is updated to point to the transmit buffer
address at which the next data to be transmitted is

stored. Conditional branches are provided at 213 where
it is determined whether the transmit thread is to be

continued or not. If it is to be continued, the process
from 209 onward is repeated. On the other hand, if the
transmit thread termination notification 216 is received,

the execution of the thread is stopped, and the transmit
thread is terminated in 214.

Next, the processing at the receiving terminal 103
described with reference to Figure 1 will be explained
from the standpoint of the control program with refer-
ence to Figure 3.

Figure 3 is a flow chart of the control program of the
receiving terminal 103. This program is stored in the
memory 114 and executed by the CPU 113. The control
program of the receiving terminal 103 executes two
threads, a receive thread and an output thread, in time
division fashion to accomplish the receiving process. At
this time, a receive buffer is used to temporarily store
the DVC data, and the receive buffer is accessed in

accordance with a receive pointer pointing to the stor-
age location (address) where the received data is to be
stored and an output pointer pointing to the storage
location (address) where data to be output is stored.
The receive buffer is implemented, for example, as part
of the memory 114.

Figure 4(b) shows a conceptual diagram of the
receive buffer. This buffer has the samestructure as the

previously described transmit buffer structure. RB1 to
RBSare buffer sections where data are actually stored,
and RP indicates the receive pointer and OP the output
pointer. Theinitial values of the receive pointer RP and
output pointer OP are both RB1. The receive pointer RP

is updated each time data is received from the network
and stored in a buffer section, and the output pointer OP
is updated eachtime data in a buffer section is output to
the DVC decoder 112. More specifically, the receive
pointer and the output pointer both move from one
buffer section to the next as they are updated, thatis,
from RB1 to RB2, then from RB2 to RB3, and returning
to RB1 after RBS.

In the presentinvention, the receive buffer size and
the numberof frames of a real time to be accumulated

in advanceare arbitrary within the range that does not
impair the real time requirement of the signal. In the

example shownhere,the receive buffer size is set to five
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frames and the numberof frames to be accumulated in

advanceis set to four frames.

In the receive thread, processing is performed in
301, such as establishing a logical connection with the
transmitting terminal 102 and securing andinitializing
the receive buffer. Next, in 302, frame data is received,
the frame data is written to the receive buffer at the

address indicated by the receive pointer, and then the
receive pointer is updated; this sequence of processing

is repeated for four successive frames. Next, the output
thread is created in 303. If, in 304, there is frame data to
be received, then in 305 the data is received and written

to the receive buffer at the address indicated by the
receive pointer. Then, the receive pointer is updated in
306.

Conditional branches are provided at 307 whereit
is determined whether the receiving process is to be

continued or not. If it is to be continued, the process
from 304 onward is repeated. On the other hand, ifit is
determined in 307 that the receiving processis not to be
continued, an output thread termination notification is
generated in 308 to cause the output thread to termi-
nate, and at the sametime, the execution of the receive
thread is terminated in 309.

The output thread is created in step 303 in the
receive thread. First, in 310, processing such asinitiali-
zation of the output pointer is performed. Next, in 311,
frame data at the address indicated by the output
pointer is transferred from the receive buffer to the DVCG
decoder 112 shownin Figure 1. The transferred frame
data is decoded and output to the monitor 105 shownin

Figure 1. Then, in312, the contents of the receive buffer
indicated by the receive pointer are cleared, and in 313
the output pointer is updated to point to the receive
buffer address at which the next data to be output is
stored. Conditional branches are provided at 314 where
it is determined whetherthe output thread is to be con-
tinued or not. If it is to be continued, the process from
311 onward is repeated. On the other hand, if the output
thread termination notification is received, the execution

of the thread is stopped, and the output thread is termi-
nated in 315.

Figures 5 and6are timing charts according to the
embodiment of the present invention. Figure 5 is a tim-
ing chart in a normal operating condition, and Figure 6

is a timing chart when the transmission capacity of the
networkis temporarily restricted due to congestion,etc.
In Figures 5 and 6, 501 and 601 indicate the timing for
reading data from the DVC encoderat the transmitting
terminal, 502 and 602 the timing for transmission to the
network, 503 and 603 the state of the transmit buffer,

504 and 604 the timing at the receiving terminal for

receiving data from the network, 505 and 605 the timing
for outputting frame data to the DVC decoder, and 506
and 606thestate of the receive buffer. The hatched por-
tions in Figures 5 and 6 are data invalid portions where
actual real time signal data is not handled. Data valid

portions are each shown without breaks, but in actual
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communications, data is transmitted in an intermittent

manner; accordingly, the valid portions in Figures 5 and
6 meanportions during the period of which valid data is
transmitted.

Here, since transmission delays, fluctuations, etc.
do not affect the essential characteristics of the present
invention, for simplicity the timing charts assume condi-
tions of a constant delay and nofluctuations.

First, the embodimentof the present invention will

be described with referenceto the timing chart of Figure
1 illustrating the normal operating condition.

Symbols FAO to FA10 in the figure designate frame
data being handled at the respective times, the same
symbolindicating the same frame data.

Reference numeral 501 showsthe timing for read-
ing real time signal data from the DVC encoder 106 at
the transmitting terminal 102. As shown by 501, the

data is read into the transmit buffer precisely at intervals
of one frame period Ti (1000/30 = 33.3 [msec]). T2
denotes a valid data period during which valid data is
read from the DVC encoder 106, and T3 aninvalid data

period. T2 and T3 are both constant values such that
T2+T3=T71. Thatis, in practice there is no need to
read data into the transmit buffer during the period T3.

Reference numeral 502 showsthetransmit timing
for the real time signal data transmitted out onto the net-
work by the ATM-NIC 110 at the transmitting terminal
102. As shownby 502, T4is a valid data portion for the
transmit data and 75 is an_ invalid portion
(T4+T5=T1). The ratio of T4 to T5 is determined by
the bit rate of the transmit data and the transmission

capacity of the network including the NIC. As is appar-
ent, transmission of real time signals requires that the
transmission capacity of the network be greater than the
bit rate of the data actually transmitted in the normal
operating condition. This means that valid data is trans-
mitted in a time interval shorter than one frame time

interval (T4 < T1).
Shown at 503 is a schematic diagram illustrating

the state of the transmit buffer at the transmitting termi-
nal 102, starting from the time at the left edge of the dia-
gram. $1 to S6 designate the buffer sections, and FA4
to FAQ in the diagram indicate the frame data stored in
the buffer at the respective times and the position of that
data. Further, arrows |IP1 to IP6 in the diagram indicate

the position of the input pointer at the respective times,
and likewise, SP1 to SP6 indicate the position of the
transmit pointer.

Reference numeral 504 showsthe receive timing
for the real time signal data that the ATM-NIC 116 at the
receiving terminal 103 receives from the network. Since
it is assumed that the transmission delay is constant,
and no fluctuations are considered, the valid data and

invalid data periods are the samein length as T4 and
T5, respectively, in the transmit timing. T6 indicates the
transmission delay with respect to the transmit timing.

Reference numeral 505 showsthe timing for out-

putting the real time signal data to the DVC decoder 112
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at the receiving terminal 103. As shownby 505,the data

is read from the receive buffer precisely at intervals of
one frame period T1. Asin the read timing at the trans-
mitting terminal 102, T2 denotesa valid data period dur-
ing which valid data is transferred to the DVC decoder
112, and TS aninvalid data period, T2 and T3 both

being constant values. That is, in practice there is no
need to transfer data to the DVC decoder112 during the
period T3.

Shown at 506 is a schematic diagram illustrating
the state of the receive buffer at the receiving terminal,
starting from the time at the left edge of the diagram. R1
to R6 designate the buffer sections, and FAO to FA8 in
the diagram indicate the data stored in the buffer at the
respective times and the position of that data. Further,
arrows RP1 to RP6in the diagram indicate the position
of the receive pointer at the respective times, and like-

wise, OP1 to OP6indicate the position of the output
pointer.

Next, the condition where the transmission capacity
of the network is temporarily restricted due to conges-
tion, etc. will be described with reference to the timing
chart shownin Figure 6. Symbols FBO to FB10 in the
figure designate frame data being handled at the
respective times, the same symbolindicating the same
frame data.

Reference numeral 601 showsthetiming for read-
ing real time signal data from the DVC encoder 106 at
the transmitting terminal 102. As in the case of Figure 5,
the data is read into the transmit buffer precisely at inter-
vals of one frame period T1. T2 denotes a valid data

period during which valid data is read from the DVC
encoder 106, and T3 aninvalid data period, T2 and T3
both being constant values.

Reference numeral 602 showsthetransmit timing
for the real time signal data transmitted out onto the net-
work by the ATM-NIC 110 at the transmitting terminal
102. Unlike the case of Figure 5, in Figure 6 time T7 (T7
> T1) is required for the transmission of FB4 because
the transmission capacity of the network is restricted
during congestion. When the congested condition is
cleared, the transmission capacity gradually recovers
as a result of the previously described congestion con-
trol, so that transmission of the next frame data FB5

takes time T8 (T7 > T8 > T1 > T4). Starting with the
transmission of frame data FB6, the network returns to
the normal condition and each frameis transmitted in

time T4. Further, since data continues to be transmitted

as long asthereis data in the transmit buffer indicated
by the transmit pointer, valid data transmission contin-
ues without interposing data invalid portions, unlike the
normal operating condition.

Shown at 603 is a schematic diagram illustrating
the state of the transmit buffer at the transmit terminal

102, starting from the time at the left edge of the dia-
gram. 87 to $12 designate the buffer sections, and FB4
to FB9 in the diagram indicate the data stored in the

buffer at the respective times and the position of that
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data. Further, arrows IP7 to IP12 in the diagram indicate

the position of the input pointer at the respective times,
and likewise, SP7 to SP12 indicate the position of the
transmit pointer. $7 to $12 in the diagram correspond to
$1 to S6 in Figure 5. In S1 to S6, the frame data accu-
mulated in the buffer at any given timeis only onethatis

stored in the buffer section indicate by the transmit
pointer; on the other hand, in S7 to $12, since the next
frame data is read into the buffer before the current

frame data is sent out, data for multiple frames are
stored, starting with S8.

Reference numeral 604 showsthe receive timing
for the real time signal data that the ATM-NIC 116 at the
receiving terminal 103 receives from the network. Since
it is assumed that the transmission delay is constant,
and no fluctuations are considered, the data receiving
time is the sameasthat in the transmit timing. T6 indi-

cates the transmission delay with respect to the transmit
timing.

Reference numeral 605 showsthe timing for out-
putting the real time signal data to the DVC decoder 112
at the receiving terminal 103. As in the caseof Figure 5,
the data is read from the receive buffer precisely at
intervals of one frame period T1. As in the read timing at
the transmitting terminal 102, T2 denotes a valid data
period during which valid data is transferred to the DVC
decoder 112, and T3 an invalid data period, T2 and T3
both being constant values.

Shown at 606 is a schematic diagram illustrating
the state of the receive buffer at the receiving terminal
103, starting from the time at the left edge of the dia-

gram. R7 to R12 designate the buffer sections, and FBO
to FB8 in the diagram indicate the data stored in the
buffer at the respective times and the position of that
data. Further, arrows RP7 to RP12 in the diagram indi-
cate the position of the receive pointer at the respective
times, and likewise, OP7 to OP12 indicate the position
of the output pointer. R7 to R12 in the diagram corre-
spond to R1 to R6 in Figure 5. In Ri to R6, frame data
for four frames are accumulated, from the buffer section

indicated by the output pointer to the buffer section indi-
cated by the receive pointer, at any given time, and the
numberof accumulated framesis thus constant. On the

other hand, in R7 to R12, since frame data is output
before the next frame data is received, the number of

accumulated frames at each instant in time begins to
decrease at R8 and, when recovered from the conges-
tion at R12, begins to increase and continues to
increase until four frames are accumulated, thus return-

ing to the normal operating condition.
The important point of the present invention is that

even when the transmission capacity is temporarily

restricted due to congestion,etc. rendering it impossible
to transmit a real time signal within the real time, since
data are accumulated in advanceat the receiving termi-
nal the real time signal can be output without interrup-
tion as long as the accumulated data are output, and

when recovered from the congestion, the valid data
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accumulated in the transmit buffer are transmitted suc-

cessively until data for a prescribed numberof frames
are accumulated in the receive buffer as in the previous
normal operating condition.

(Embodiment 2)

Figure 8 is a block diagram showing a second
embodimentof the presentinvention. In the figure, ref-

erence numeral 801 is a master tape on which a DVC-
compressed digital signal is prerecorded, 802 is a DVC
player for playing back the master tape 801 and for out-
putting the prerecorded digital signal, 803 is a DVC
interface (DVC-I/F) for transferring the digital signal out-
put from the DVC deck802into the memory 108 via the
PCI bus 111, 804 is a DVC-IF for outputting via the PCI
bus 117 the DVC data stored in the memory 114 at the
receiving terminal, 805 is a subtape for recording the
received DVC data, and 806 is a DVC recorder for

recording the DVC data on the subtape 805. The same
constituent elements as those in Figure 1 are desig-
nated by the same reference numerals. In Figure 8, the
DVCplayer 802 and the DVC recorder 806 operate with
clocks of the same frequency.

According to the above configuration, between
remote terminals interconnected over an ATM network,

all frame data on the master tape connected to the
transmitting terminal can be copied onto the subtape
connected to the receiving terminal without impairing
the real time requirement.

(Embodiment3)

Figure 9 is a block diagram showing a third embod-
iment of the present invention. In the figure, reference
numeral 901 is a disk medium on which DVC-com-

pressed data is prerecorded. Not only can the disk
medium 901 be read faster than the real time of the

recorded DVC data, but it also permits random access
to the recorded data. Otherwise, the configuration is the
sameasthat shownin Figure 1, and the sameconstitu-
ent elements are designated by the same reference
numerals betweenthe twofigures.

The disk medium 901 may be constructed from a
semiconductor memoryorthe like as long as it permits
random access and can be read faster than the real
time of the recorded data.

Actual processing in this embodiment will be
described with reference to Figures 10 and 11.

Figure 10 is a flow chartillustrating the control pro-
gram of the transmitting terminal 102. The same constit-
uent elements as those in Figure 2 are designated by
the same reference numerals. The flow of this embodi-

ment differs from that of Figure 2 in that an image for
transmission is selected before transmission because

data at the transmitting terminal is recorded on a ran-
domly accessible medium, and in that each time a

frame data request is received, synchronization is
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established with the receiving terminal 103 by sending
data, since the medium can bereadfaster than the real
time.

First, in 1001, an image selection notification is
received from the receiving terminal, and in 1002, the
selected image is transmitted in accordance with the
instruction. The receiving terminal checks the received
image, decides whether or not to determine the selec-
tion, and sends the decision notification. In 1003, an

appropriate branch is chosen in accordance with the
decision notification sent from the receiving terminal.
Whentheselection is determined,the transmit thread is

created, as in the case of Figure 2. Thereafter, the input
thread reads the next frame data each time a frame data

request notification is received in 1004. Otherwise, the
process is the samein operation as that shownin Fig-
ure 2. The transmit thread is the samein operation as

that shownin Figure 2.
Figure 11 is a flow chartillustrating the control pro-

gram of the receiving terminal 103. The same constitu-
ent elements as those in Figure 3 are designated by the
samereference numerals. The flow of this embodiment

differs from that of Figure 3 in that an imagefor trans-
missionis selected before transmission becausedata at

the transmitting terminal is recorded on a randomly
accessible medium,and in that each time a frame data

request is received, synchronization is established with
the receiving terminal 103 by sending data, since the
medium can beread faster than the real time.

First, in 1101, the receiving terminal 103 sends an
image selection notification, and in 1102, the image
transmitted in accordance with the instruction is dis-

played. The receiving terminal 103 checks the received
image and decides whether or not to determine the
selection in 1103, and if the selection is determined,
sends the decision notification in 1104. When the selec-

tion is determined, then in 1105 a moving image data
request notification is sent to the transmitting terminal
102 and moving image data for a prescribed numberof
frames are received, and the output thread is created,
as in the case of Figure 3. Thereafter, the receive thread
performs the same operation as thatin Figure 3. In the
output thread, on the other hand, each time image data
is output to the external monitor, a request notification
for the next moving image data to receive is sent to the

transmitting terminal in 1106. Otherwise, the processis
the samein operation as that shownin Figure 3.

According to the above embodiment, moving image
data is recorded on a randomly accessible disk medium
capable of being read faster than the real time of the
recorded DVCdata, so that a moving image recorded at
any location on the disk medium can be retrieved

quickly, and after the selection is determined, the real
time signal can be transmitted without interruption while
maintaining synchronization with the transmitting termi-
nal via the network.
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(Embodiment 4)

Figure 12 is a block diagram showing a fourth
embodiment of the present invention. In the figure, ref-
erence numerals 1201, 1203, and 1205 are cameras

corresponding to 101 in Figure 1, 1202, 1204, and 1206
are transmitting terminals which are identical in configu-
ration to 102 shownin Figure 1, and 1207is a receiving
terminal whichis identical in configuration to 103 shown

in Figure 1.
According to this embodiment, when selecting a

transmitting terminal, received data is immediately dis-
played on the monitor, and after determining the trans-
mitting terminal selection, frame data for a prescribed
numberof frames are accumulated and then the image
is displayed on the monitor; in this way, the desired
transmitting terminal can be selected quickly, and once

the selection is determined, the received image can be
displayed withoutinterruption.

The embodiments of the present invention have
been described as using the TCP/IP transmission proto-
cols for example, but since the essential characteristic
of the present invention is that data is output without
interruption even when the transmission capacity is
temporarily restricted due to retransmissions or when
transmitting means has a congestion control mecha-
nism, the invention is not limited to using TCP/IP and
configurations using other protocols having similar func-
tions should not be excluded from the scope of the
presentinvention.

Further, the embodiments of the present invention

have been described as handling only moving images
for example, butit will be appreciated that the invention
can also be applied to configurations where both mov-
ing image and voice signals are transmitted simultane-
ously, by using, for example, time division multiplexing
techniques.

As described above, according to the communica-
tions system of the presentinvention,at the transmitting
terminal, processing for reading a real time signal and
processing for sending it out on the network are per-
formed by using multithreading techniques, and at the
receiving terminal, real time signal data for a prescribed
number of frames are accumulated first, and then

processing for receiving real time signal data from the

network and processing for outputting the accumulated
data to the external monitor are performed by using
multithreading techniques; this enables the real time
signal to be output to the external monitor without inter-
ruption, even whenthe transmission capacity is tempo-
rarily restricted due to congestion, etc. on the network
and transmission of the real time signal within the real

time is rendered impossible.
In one preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion, the real time signal transmitted from the transmit-
ting terminal is a signal reproduced from a master tape
on which the real time signal is prerecorded, and the

real time signal is then recorded on a subtape at the
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receiving terminal; in this way, between apparatuses

connected via a network it becomespossible to dupli-
cate the tape with the real time signal recorded thereon
without causing interruptions in the recorded signal.

In another preferred embodiment of the present
invention, the real time signal to be transmitted from the
transmitting terminal is prerecorded on a medium thatis
capable of being read faster than the real time of the
recorded data and that permits random access to the

recorded data; when searching for the location of
desired data for transmission, the received data is

immediately displayed on the monitor, and after the
location is determined, frame data for a prescribed
numberof frames are accumulatedfirst and then output
for display on the monitor, each time followed by trans-
mission of a data requestnotification to the transmitting
terminal. In this way, a moving image recorded at any

location on the medium can beretrieved quickly, and
oncethe location is determined, the real time signal can
be transmitted without interruption while maintaining
synchronization with the transmitting terminal.

In a further preferred embodiment of the present
invention, a plurality of transmitting terminals are pro-
vided, and oneof the transmitting terminals is selected
to transmit data to the receiving terminal; when select-
ing a transmitting terminal, received data is immediately
displayed on the monitor, and after determining the
transmitting terminal selection, frame data for a pre-
scribed number of frames are accumulated first and

then the image is displayed on the monitor. In this way,
the desired transmitting terminal can be selected

quickly, and once the selection is determined, the
received image can be displayed without interruption.

Thus, in a network having a transmission capacity
greater than the transmission rate of a real time signal,
the present invention offers an enormous advantage in
that the real time signal received from the transmitting
end can be output at the receiving end without interrup-
tion even whenthe transmission capacity is temporarily
restricted due to congestion,etc.

Claims

1. A communications system for communication of a
real time signal having a real time requirement,

comprising:

real time signal generating meansfor generat-
ing said real time signal of data rate R with one
frame as oneunit;

real time signal transmit buffer means for tem-
porarily storing said real time signal;

real time signal transmitting means for trans-
mitting said real time signal;
transmission means, having a transmission
rate C (C > R), over which said real time signal
is transmitted;

real time signal receiving means for receiving
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said real time signal transmitted from said real

time signal transmitting means over said trans-
mission means;

real time signal receive buffer means for tem-
porarily storing said real time signal received
by said real time signal receiving means; and
real time signal outputting means for outputting
said real time signal stored in said real time sig-
nal receive buffer means, wherein

after storing said real time signal for a pre-
scribed number, N,of frames in said real time

signal receive buffer means,said real time sig-
nal outputting meansis activated, thereby per-
forming control so that all generated portions of
said real time signal can be output at the
receiving end without interruption.

Acommunications system according to claim 1, fur-
ther comprising real time signal recording means
for recording said real time on a recording medium,
wherein said real time signal stored in said receive
buffer meansis recorded on said recording medium
as said real time signal is output by said real time
signal outputting means.

A communications system for communication of a
real time signal having a real time requirement,
comprising:

real time signal reproducing means for repro-
ducing a real time signal of data rateRin real

time with one frame as one unit by playing back
a first information recording medium on which
said real time signal is prerecorded;
real time signal transmit buffer means for tem-
porarily storing said real time signal;
real time signal transmitting means for trans-
mitting said real time signal;
transmission means, having a transmission
rate C (C > R), over which said real time signal
is transmitted;

real time signal receiving meansfor receiving
said real time signal transmitted from said real
time signal transmitting means over said trans-
mission means;

real time signal receive buffer means for tem-
porarily storing said real time signal received
by said real time signal receiving means; and
real time signal recording means for recording
in real time said real time signal stored in said
real time signal receive buffer means onto a
second information recording medium, wherein

after storing said real time signal for a pre-
scribed number, N,of frames in said real time

signal receive buffer means,said real time sig-
nal recording meansis activated, thereby per-
forming control so that all reproduced portions

of said real time signal can be recorded on said
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secondinformation recording medium without

interruption.

Acommunications system accordingto claim 3, fur-
ther comprising: real time signal reproduction con-
trol means for externally controlling reproduction
start timing of said real time signal reproducing
means; and real time signal recording control
meansfor controlling recording start timing of said

real time signal recording means, wherein controlis
performed so thatall or part of said real time signal
prerecorded on said first information recording
medium can be recorded on said second informa-

tion recording means.

A communications system comprising:

a real time signal recording medium on which
real time signal data having a real time require-
mentis prerecorded on a frame by frame basis;
real time signal reproducing means capable of
reading said real time signal prerecorded on
said real time signal recording medium faster
than real time, and capable of randomly
accessing said realtime signal;
real time signal transmit buffer means for tem-
porarily storing said real time signal;
real time signal transmitting means for trans-
mitting said real time signal;
transmission means over which said real time

signalis transmitted;

real time signal receiving means for receiving
said real time signal transmitted from said real
time signal transmitting means oversaid trans-
mission means;

real time signal receive buffer means for tem-
porarily storing said real time signal received
by said real time signal receiving means; and
real time signal outputting means for outputting
said real time signal stored in said real time sig-
nal receive buffer means, wherein

after storing said real time signal for a pre-
scribed number, N, of frames in said real time

signal receive buffer means, said real time sig-
nal outputting meansis activated, and

each time said real time signal outputting
means outputs said real time signal of a pre-
scribed unit, a receive notification is sent to

said real time signal transmitting means, andif
said receive notification does not reach said

real time signal transmitting means within a
predetermined time, said real time signal read

by said real time signal reproducing meansis
added to said real time signal transmit buffer
means, thereby performing control so that all
portionsof said real time signal generated from
said real time signal transmitting means can be

output at the receiving side without interrup-
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tion.

6. A communications system for communication of a
real time signal having a real time requirement,
comprising: 5

a plurality of real time signal generating means,
eachfor generating said real time signal of data
rate R with one frame as oneunit;

a plurality of real time signal transmitting 10
means respectively connected to said plurality
of real time signal generating means;
a plurality of real time signal transmit buffer
means for temporarily storing said real time
signals respectively generated by said plurality 75
of real time signal generating means;
a plurality of real time signal transmitting

means respectively connected to said plurality
of real time signal transmit buffer means, for
transmitting said real time signals; 20
transmission means, having a transmission
rate C (C > R), over which said real time signals
are transmitted;

selecting means for selecting one of said plu-
rality of real time signal transmitting means; 25
real time signal receiving meansfor receiving
said real time signal transmitted from said real
time signal transmitting means selected by said
selecting means;
real time signal receive buffer means for tem- 30
porarily storing said real time signal received

by said real time signal receiving means; and
real time signal outputting means for outputting
said real time signal stored in said real time sig-
nal receive buffer means, wherein 35

when selecting said real time signal to be
received by said real time signal receiving
means, the real time signal to be received is
output sequentially from said real time signal
transmitting means, and once the selection is 40
determined, after storing said real time signal
for a prescribed number, N, of frames in said
real time signal receive buffer means said real
time signal outputting means is activated,
thereby performing control so that, after the 45

selection is determined, all generated portions
of said real time signal can be output at the
receiving end without interruption.

50

55
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(54) A data transmission system and reproducing apparatus

(57) A data transmission system including: at least
one server apparatus for supplying video (moving pic-
ture image) data and audio data and at leas client ap-

paratus coupled through a networkreceiving the video
data and audio datais disclosed. The server apparatus
transmits a burst including the video data and audio da-

ta. The client apparatus receives and reproducethevid-
eo and audio data and server's time data indicative of a

timing of requesting the next burst. The next burst trans-
mission requestis transmitted according to the clockof
the client and the server's time data. The video data and
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a a data transmission
system and a reproducing apparatus.

2. Description of the Prior Art

[0002] A data transmission system including a server

apparatus supplying video data and audio data to be re-

produced continuously in time base to a network and a
client apparatusfor receiving the video data and the au-
dio data from the network and reproduces the received
video data and audio data continuously in time baseis
known. Moreover, a reproducing apparatus receives
video data and audio data from a network and reproduc-

es the received video data and audio data continuously
in time base is known.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The aim of the present invention is to provide
a superior data transmission system and a superiorre-
producing apparatus.

[0004] According to the present invention a first data
transmission system is provided which comprises: at
least one server apparatus having a memory storing

codeddata of at least one of coded movingpicture im-
age data and coded audio data and a transmitting circuit
for incontinuously transmitting the data read from the
memory in every burst to a network system; and at least
client apparatusincluding a receiving circuit for receiv-

ing the transmitted data in the burst directing to the client

apparatus and a decoding and reproducingcircuit for
decoding the received data to be reproduced continu-

ously in time base, wherein the server apparatus further
comprises a server's time data generation circuit for
generating server's time data indicative of time of the

next burst to provide continuously reproducing the mov-

ing picture image data and the audio data and a data
attaching circuit for attaching the server's time data to
the data in the burst and the client apparatus further
comprises extraction circuit for extracting the server's
time data from the received data, a client's time data

generation circuit for generating client's time data indic-

ative of present time of the client apparatus, and a data

requesting circuit for transmitting a request for the next
burst at a request timing determined in accordance with
the server's time data from the extraction circuit and

presenttime indicated by the client's time data.
[0005] According to the present invention, a second

data transmission system is also provided which com-
prises at least one server apparatus having a memory
storing coded moving picture image data and coded au-
dio data and a transmitting circuit for incontinuously
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transmitting a video burst including the coded moving

picture image data and an audio burst including coded
audio data read from the memory to a network system
respectively; and at least client apparatus including a
receiving circuit for receiving the video and audio bursts
directing to the client apparatus and a decoding circui

for decoding the coded moving picture image data in the
video burst and the coded audio data in the audio burst

to be reproduced continuouslyin time base, wherein the
server apparatus further comprises a video time data
generation circuit for generating video time data indica-
tive of transmission time of the next video burst to pro-

vide continuously reproducing the moving picture image

data and the audio time data generation circuit for gen-
erating audio time data indicative of transmission time
of the next audio burst, and a data attaching circuit for
attaching the video time data to the coded moving pic-
ture imagedata in the video burst and for attaching the
audio time data to the coded audio data in the audio

burst, and the client apparatus further comprises an ex-

traction circuit for extracting the video time data from the
video burst from the receiving circuit and the audio time
data from the audio burst from the receiving circuit, a
client's time data generation circuit for generating a cli-

ent reference time data, andafirst data requesting cir-
cuit for transmitting a first request for transmitting the
next video burst in accordance with the extracted first

server's time data and timeindicated by the client's ref-
erence time data and a second data requesting circuit
for transmitting a second requestfor transmitting the the
next audio burst in accordance with the extracted audio

time data and present time indicated by the client's ref-
erence time data.

[0006] According to the present invention, a third
transmission system is further provided which compris-

es: at least one server apparatus having a memorystor-

ing data of at least one of coded moving picture image
data and coded audio data and a transmitting circuit for

intermittently transmitting a burst including the data read
from the memory to a network; and at least client appa-
ratus including receiving circuit for receiving the trans-

mitted burst directing to the client and a decoding circuit

for decoding the received data in the received burst to
be reproduced continuously in time base, wherein the
server apparatus further comprisesa time interval data
generationcircuit for generating time interval data indic-
ative of time interval of successive coding to provide
continuously reproducing the moving picture image cata

and the audio data and data attaching circuit for attach-

ing the time interval data to the data in the burst and the
client apparatus further comprises an extraction circuit
for extracting the time interval data from the received
data, a clock circuit circuit for generating a reference
clock signal, and adata requesting circuit for periodically

transmitting a request for transmitting the next burst at
a timing determinedin accordancewith the time interval
data and time indicated by the reference clock signal.
[0007] According tothe presentinvention, a fourth da-
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ta transmission system is also provided which compris-

es: at least one server apparatus having a memorystor-
ing data of at least one of coded moving picture image
data and coded audio data and a transmitting circuit for
intermittently transmitting a burst including the data read
from the memory to a network in responseto data re-

quest; and at least client apparatus including a data re-
quest transmission circuit for transmitting the data re-
quest, a receiving circuit for receiving the transmitted
data in the burst directing to the client apparatus and a
decodingcircuit for decoding the data from the receiving
circuit to be reproduced continuously in time base,

wherein the client apparatus further comprises a net-

workbuffercircuit for temporally storing the received da-
ta and supplying the temporally stored data to the de-
coding circuit, a buffer observingcircuit for detecting an
empty area of the network buffer circuit regarding the
stored data, and a request transmitting circuit transmit-
ting the data request to the server when the empty area

is higher than a reference and the server apparatus fur-

ther comprises a request receiving circuit for receiving
the data requestfrom the client and operating the trans-
mitting circuit to transmit the next burst in response to
the data request.

[0008] In the fourth data transmission system, the re-
questtransmitting circuit transmits the data requestin-
cluding empty area size data indicative of a size of the

detected empty area and the transmissioncircuit con-
trols an amount of data of the coded data to be trans-

mitted in accordance with the capacity of the empty ar-
ea.

[0009] Inthe fifth data transmission system, the client
apparatus may further comprise a request numberdata
generating circuit responsive to the buffer memory ob-
serving circuit for generating request numberdata indic-

ative of successively increasing number when the emp-

ty area is higher than the reference, the request trans-
mitting circuit may further transmit the request number

data with the transmission request, and the server ap-
paratus may transmit the received request numberdata
with the data requested by the transmission request to

the client apparatus.

[0010] Inthe fifth data transmission system, the buffer
observing circuit may generate atest signal and transmit
the test signal to the server whenthe emplyareais high-
er than the reference,the server apparatus may further
compriseatest circuit for receiving the test signal and
immediately transmitting a response signal at least

once, the client apparatus may further comprise a data

buffer control circuit for controlling a capacitance of the
data buffer circuit, a responsesignal receiving circuit for
receiving the response signal and measuring circuit for
measuring an interval between whenthetest signalis
transmitted and when the responsesignal is received,

the data buffer observing circuit further generates
amount control data in accordancewith the interval and
transmits the amount control data with the next burst

transmission request, the request receiving circuit in the
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server apparatus controls transmitting the burst includ-

ing the coded data at an amount determinedin accord-
ance with the amount control data, and the data buffer

control circuit controls the capacitance of the data buffer
circuit in accordance with the interval.

[0011] In this case, the server apparatus may further

comprise a test signal generation circuit for generating
atest signal and transmitting the test signal to the server
in responseto the data request, a calculation circuit, and
a compensationcircuit, the client apparatus mayfurther
comprise a test circuit for receiving the test signal and
immediately transmitting a response signal including

data transmitting amount data and capacity data of the

data buffer circuit, the server apparatus may further
comprise a response signal receiving circuit for receiv-
ing the response signal and a measuring circuit for
measuring an interval between whenthetest signalis
transmitted and when the responsesignal is received,
the calculation circuit may calculate a data rate from the

the interval and the capacity data, and the compensa-

tion circuit may compensate the data amount data from
the responsesignal receiving circuit in accordance with
the data rate from the calculation circuit.

[0012] In the first to fifth data transmission systems,

the client apparatus may further comprise a reproducing
circuit for reproducing the video data and the audio data
continuously in time base as a reproducing apparatus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The object and features of the present inven-
tion will become more readily apparent from the follow-
ing detailed description taken in conjunction with the ac-
companying drawings in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of aclient apparatus of the
first embodiment;

Figs. 2A to 2D showtiming charts of transmitting

data requests and transmitted data of the first em-
bodiment;

Figs. 3A and 3Baretiming charts showing data re-

quests and data transmission of the first embodi-
mentin detail;

Figs. 4A and 4B are timing charts of a second em-
bodiment showing data transmission between a
server apparatus and a client apparatus:
Figs. 5A and 5B showstiming charts of a third em-
bodiment showing transmission timings between a

server apparatus and a client apparatus:

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of a server apparatus of a
fourth embodiment;

Fig. 7 is a block diagram of the fourth embodiment
showing a network buffer memory shownin Fig. 6;
Figs. 8A to 8D are timing charts of the fourth em-

bodiment showing transmission timings between
the server apparatus and the client apparatus;
Figs. 9A and 9Bare timing charts of a fifth embod-
iment showing transmission operation between a
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server apparatus and a client apparatus;

Figs. 10A and 10B aretiming charts of a sixth em-
bodiment showing transmission operation between
a server apparatus and a client apparatus;
Figs. 11A and 11B are timing charts of a seventh
embodiment showing transmission operation be-

tween a server apparatus and a client apparatus;
Figs. 12A and 12Bare timing charts of a modifica-
tion in the seventh embodiment showing transmis-
sion operation between the server apparatus and
the client apparatus;
Figs. 13A and 13Bare timing charts of an eighth

embodiment showing transmission operation be-

tween a server apparatus and a client apparatus;
Fig. 14 is a block diagram of a client apparatus of a
ninth embodiment;

Figs. 15A to 15D aretiming charts of the ninth em-
bodiment showing the video data transmission op-
eration betweenthe server apparatus andthe client

apparatus and the audio data transmission opera-

tion between the server apparatus andthe client ap-
paratus;

Figs. 16Aand 16B are block diagramsof data trans-
mission systemsof this invention;

Fig. 17 is a block diagram of a server apparatusof
the first embodiment:

Fig. 18 is a block diagram of a server apparatus of
the second embodiment;

Fig. 19 is a block diagram of a client apparatus of
the second embodiment;

Fig. 20 is a block diagram of a server apparatusof
the third embodiment:

Fig. 21 is a block diagram of a client apparatus of
the third embodiment;

Fig. 22 is a block diagram of a client apparatus of
the fourth embodiment;

Fig. 23 is a block diagram of a server apparatus of
the fifth embodiment;

Fig. 24 is a block diagram of a client apparatus of
the fifth embodiment:

Fig. 25 is a block diagram of a server apparatusof
the sixth embodiment;

Fig. 26 is a block diagram of a client apparatus of
the sixth embodiment;

Fig. 27 is a block diagram of a server apparatusof
the seventh embodiment;

Fig. 28 is a block diagram of a client apparatus of
the seventh embodiment;

Fig. 29 is a block diagram of a server apparatusof

the eighth embodiment;
Fig. 30 is a block diagram of a client apparatus of
the eighth embodiment; and
Fig. 31 is a block diagram of a server apparatusof
a ninth embodiment.

[0014] The same or corresponding elements or parts
are designated with like references throughout the
drawings.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

(FIRST EMBODIMENT)

[0015] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a client apparatus
of the first embodiment. Figs. 16A and 16B are block

diagramsof the data transmission system ofthis inven-
tion. Fig. 17 is a block diagram of a server apparatus of
the first embodiment.

[0016] The data transmission system of the first em-
bodiment comprises at least a server apparatus Sa and
at least a client apparatus Ca coupled through a network

NE comprising a single network as shownin Fig. 16A.

The server apparatus Sa may coupledto the client ap-
paratus Ca through a network system NE’ including a
plurality of different kinds of networks as shownin Fig.
16B.

[0017] A server apparatus Sa includes a memory
1701 for storing data of at least one of coded video (mov-

ing picture image) data and coded audio data to bere-

produced continuously and a transmission circuit 1702
for intermittently transmitting a burst of the data read
from the memory 1701 to a network system NE or NE'
through a networkinterface circuit 1703.

[0018] The client apparatus Ca has a network inter-
face 11, a buffer memory12 for receiving the transmitted
datain the burst directing to the client apparatus Ca and

a decoder18 for decoding the received codedvideo da-
ta and audio (sound) data from the buffer memory 12 in
response to client's time data 15a, and a reproducing

unit 19 for reproducing the decodedvideo data and the
decoded audio data continuously in time base.
[0019] The server apparatus Sa further comprises a
server's time data generation circuit 1704 for generating
server's time data indicative of time of next transmitting

the burst to provide continuously reproducing the video
data and the audio data. The transmission circuit 1702
attaches the server's time data to the coded data from

the memory 1701 in the burst to transmit the burst to the
network system NE' throughthe networkinterfacecircuit
1703.

[0020] Theclient apparatus Ca further includes atime

data extraction circuit 13 for extracting the server's time
data from the received data, a client's time data gener-
ation circuit 15 for generating a client's time data in re-
sponse to a referenceclock signal, and a data request-
ing circuit 21 for transmitting a request for transmitting
the next burst at a request timing determined in accord-
ance with the server's time data andclient's time data.

More specifically, the data request circuit 21 comprises
a subtractor 14, a memory 16, a requesttiming deter-
mining circuit 17, and a request transmission circuit 20.
[0021] The subtractor 14 obtains a difference be-
tweenthe server's time data from the time data extrac-

tion circuit 13 and the client's time data 15a when the

time data is received. The data requesting circuit 17
compensates a relation betweentheclient's time data
and the received server's time data in accordance with
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the difference from the memory 16, and determines the

request timing in accordance with the client's time data
and the compensatedrelation. Alternatively, the client's
time data generation circuit 15 may be compensatedin
accordancewith the extracted server's time data.

[0022] In the data transmission system ofthe first em-

bodiment, the server apparatus Sa stores the coded vid-
eo data and the accompanied audio data, the coded au-
dio data, and the coded video data and transmits in re-

sponseto a program transmission requestfrom the cli-
ent apparatus Ca. The server apparatus Sa transmits
the program data incontinuously, that is, intermittently

transmits a burst including the video data and the audio

data to be continuously reproducedin the real time base
without lack of data to be reproduced.
[0023] Figs. 2A to 2D show timing charts of transmit-
ting request and transmitted data of the first embodi-
ment.

[0024] Theclient apparatus Ca transmits a requestfor

transmitting the next burst of the coded data to the sever

apparatus $1. In responseto this, the server apparatus
$1 transmits the coded data read from the memory 1701
to the client apparatus C1. On the other hand, another
client apparatus C2 transmits a request for transmitting

the next burst of the coded data to the same sever ap-
paratus S1. In responseto this, the server apparatus $1
transmits the coded data read from the memory 1701 to

the client apparatus C2 at different timing. If there is a
collision of requesting data to the same server appara-
tus $1, one of the client apparatus, (ex. C1), should wait

until the other client apparatus (ex. Ca) finishes receiv-
ing the transmitted data. However,if there is a collision
between data requesting by the client apparatus C1 and
C2 to different server apparatus S1 and S2, it is possible
to transmit the data at the sametime.

[0025] Figs. 3Aand 3Bare timing charts showing data

requests and data transmission of the first embodiment
in detail.

[0026] Aclient Ca transmits the data request rl for the
next burst of the coded data to the server apparatus Sa
through a network system NE or NE', the server appa-
ratus Sal transmits the coded data read from the mem-

ory 1701 inaburst 31. The burst 31 includes coded data
di (d1-d4) such as the video data and the accompanied
audio data or the data to be reproducedin the real time
base and the server's time data t1 (t1-t4) indicative of
next transmission to be requested by the client appara-
tus Ca. However,it is also possible to transmit only the
coded data d5 in a burst 32. The server's time data t1

is time-division multiplexed with the coded data at the
end of the burst 31. However, it is also possible to ar-
rangethe server's time data in any position in the burst
31.

[0027] The server's time data t1, t2, t8, and t4 repre-
sents the last time information of each data d1 to d4 or

time information of the next data d2, d3, d4, and d5

whichis being waiting for transmission.
[0028] The client apparatus Ca receives variable
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length of coded data, thatis, the burst 31 by the network

interface circuit 11 and temporally stores the coded data
dl in the buffer memory 12. On the other hand, the serv-
er's time datatl is extracted from the received data from

the networkinterface circuit 11 and supplies the extract-
ed server's time data t1 to the subtractor 14 and to the

request timing determining circuit 17. The decoder 18
decodes the coded data d1 in response to a reference
clock signal andthe client's time data 15a from thecli-
ent's time data generation circuit 15. The client's time
data generation circuit comprises a counter (not shown)
for counting the reference clock signal of 90 KHz gen-

erated from a clock signal of 27 MHzfor digital video

signal for example.
[0029] Generally, there is a difference between the
server's time data t1 and the client's time data. There-

fore, the subtractor 14 obtains the difference between
the server's time data tl and the client's time data and

the memory 16 storesthe difference. The request timing

determining circuit 17 compensates the server's time

data and compares the compensatedserver's time data
with the client's time data 15a. When there is agree-
ment, the request transmission circuit 20 generates the
data request r2 requesting the next transmitting the
burst.

[0030] Compensating the server's time data may be
executed by the server's time data is presetto thecli-

ent's time data generation circuit (counter) 15 and then,
the client's time data generation circuit 15 self-runs.
Thatis, the client's time data generation circuit 15 may

comprise a self-running counter.
[0031] The request timing determining circuit 17 com-
pensates the server's time data t1 in accordance with
the difference stored in the memory 16 andat T1 indi-
cated by the compensatedtl, the request timing deter-

mining circuit 17 informs the request transmissioncircuit

20 of the requesting timing. The request transmission
circuit 20 generates the request r2 and transmitsit to

the server apparatus Sa through the networkinterface
circuit 11. The server apparatus Sa transmits the next
coded data d2 and the server's time data t2 to the client

apparatus Ca according to the requestr2.

[0032] There is a delay to receive the coded data (ex.
d1) from transmission of the request (ex. r1). However,
it is also possible to take consideration of the delay in
transmission of the data request (ex. r1). Moreover,if
the capacity of the data buffer is sufficient, it is possible
to transmit the request earlier than the determined tim-

ing to provide a margin against busytraffic or erroneous
transmission.

[0033] This processing is repeated to reproduce the
data to be reproducedin real time base.
[0034] The coded data d1-d5 includes error check da-
ta Cr3 (cyclic redundancy check code) and the decoder
18 effects the error check and the error correction in ac-
cordance with the error check data Cr3.

[0035] If an error occurs which cannot be corrected in
accordancewith the error check data Cr3 during decod-
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ing, the client apparatus Ca transmits the re-transmis-

sion request "e", as shownbyFig. 3, to the server ap-
paratus Sa. Then, in responseto the re-transmission re-
quest, the server apparatus Sa transmits the same cod-
ed data d4 and the server's time data t4 to the client

apparatus Ca again.

[0036] Theclient apparatus Ca decodesthe re-trans-
mitted data d4 by the decoder 14 and at the timing T4
indicated by the compensated t4 as described above,
the data requestr5 for next transmission of the burstis
transmitted by the request transmissioncircuit 20.
[0037] In responseto this data request r5, the server

apparatus Sa transmits the coded data dé to the client
Ca.

[0038] As mentioned, in response to the data request
for next transmitting the coded data to be reproducedin
the real time base by the client apparatus Ca,the client
apparatus Ca canreceives the incontinuously transmit-
ted coded data and the server's time data from the serv-

er apparatus Sa thorough the network system NE or

NE’, so that the client apparatus Ca can continuously
reproducethe incontinuously transmitted data as mov-
ing picture image and a sound.

(SECOND EMBODIMENT)

[0039] Fig. 18 is ablock diagram of a server apparatus

of a second embodiment. Fig. 19 is a block diagram of
a client apparatus of a second embodiment.
[0040] Adata transmission system of the second em-

bodimentincludesat least one server apparatus Sb and
at least one client apparatus Cb coupled through the
network system NE or NE’.
[0041] The data transmission system of the second
embodiment is substantially the sameasthefirst em-
bodiment. The difference is that the video data and the

audio data is transmitted independently with transmis-
sion timings controlled video time data and audio time

data transmitted from the server apparatus Sb. Thatis,
in Fig. 18, the server apparatus Sb includes a video time
data generation circuit 1804 for generating video time
data indicative of next transmission time of the video

burst to provide continuously reproducing the video data
and an audio time data generation circuit 1805 for gen-
erating audio time data indicative of next transmission
time of the next audio burst. The transmission circuit

1802 attaches the video time data from the memory
1701 to the codedvideo data in the video burst andin-

dependently attaches the audio time data from the

memory 1701 to the coded audio datain the audio burst,
[0042] Correspondingly, in Fig. 19, the client appara-
tus Cb includes a time data extraction circuit 1913 for

extracting the video time data and the audio time data
from the video burst and the audio burst respectively, a

video data request circuit 1821 and an audio data re-
questcircuit 1921.
[0043] The video data requestcircuit 1821 comprises
a subtractor 1814, a memory 1816, a requesttiming de-
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termining circuit 1817, and a request transmissioncir-
cuit 1820.

[0044] The subtractor 14 obtains a difference be-
tweenthe video time data from the time data extraction
circuit 1913 and theclient's time data 15a when thevid-

eo time data is received. The data requesting circuit

1817 compensates a relation betweentheclient's time
data and the received video time data in accordance

with the difference from the memory 1816, and deter-
minesthe requesttiming of the video data in accordance
with the client's time data and the compensatedrelation
regarding the video time data.

[0045] The audio data request circuit 1921 comprises

a subtractor 1914, amemory 1916, a requesttiming de-
termining circuit 1917, and a request transmission cir-
cuit 1920.

[0046] The subtractor 1914 obtains a difference be-
tweenthe audio time data from the time data extraction

circuit 1913 and the client's time data 15a when the au-

dio time data is received. The data requesting circuit

1917 compensates a relation betweentheclient's time
data and the received audio time data in accordance

with the difference from the memory 1916, and deter-
minesthe requesttiming of the audio data in accordance

with the client's time data and the compensatedrelation
regarding the audio time data.
[0047] In response to the request transmission cir-

cuits 1820 and 1920, the request transmission circuits
1820 and 1920 respectively transmit the video data re-
quest and the audio data request independently.

[0048] Intheserver apparatus Sb, the video time data
generation circuit 1804 generates the video time data
indicative of next transmission time of the video burst to

provide continuously reproducingthe video data. On the
other hand, the audio time data generation circuit 1805

generates the audio time data indicative of next trans-

mission time of the audio burst independently. The
transmission circuit 1802 having a data attaching func-
tion attachesthe video time data to the coded video data
in the video burst and attaches the audio time data to
the coded audio data in the audio burst.

[0049] In the client apparatus Cb, the time data ex-
traction circuit 1913 extracts the video time data from
the video burst from the networkinterfacecircuit 11 and

supplies the video time data to the video data request
circuit 1821 and extracts the audio time data from the
audio burst from the networkinterface circuit 11 and

supplied the extracted audio time data to the audio data

requestcircuit 1921. The client's time data generation

circuit 1915 supplies the client's time data to the video
data requestcircuit 1821 and the audio data requestcir-
cuit 1921.

[0050] The video data requesting circuit 1821 trans-
mits the video data request for transmitting the next vid-
eo burst in accordancewith the extracted video time da-

ta and the presenttime indicated bythe client's time da-
ta. The audio data requesting circuit 1921 transmits the
audio request for next transmitting the audio burst in ac-
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cordancewith the extracted audio time data and present

time indicated by the client's time data.
[0051] Figs. 4Aand 4Bare timing charts of the second
embodiment showing data transmission between the
server apparatus Sb and the client apparatus Cb.
[0052] The client apparatus Cb transmits the video

data request f1 and the audio data request g1 to the
server apparatus Sb as shownin Fig. 4A. In response
to the video data request f1 and the audio data request
gi, the server apparatus Sb transmits a video burst VO
including video data and video time data tv1 and an au-
dio burst AO including the audio data and the audio time

data ta1. At timing Tv1, indicated by the compensated

video time data tv1, the client apparatus Cb transmits
video data request f2. In response to reception of the
video data request f2, the server apparatus Sb transmits
the next video burst V1. On the other hand,at the timing
Ta1 indicated by the compensated audio time datatal,
the video burst V1 is being transmitted from the server

apparatus Sb to the client apparatus Cb, so thatthecli-

ent apparatus Cb postponestransmitting audio data re-
quest g2 to completion of the video burst V1 and trans-
mits the audio data request g2 at a timing Tai’. This
processing is repeated to reproducethe video data and

the audio data continuously in time base.
[0053] In this embodiment, transmitting the video data
and the audio data is controlled by independent video

time data and audio time data indicating the next trans-
mission video burst and audio burst respectively, where-
in the video time data and the audio time data is com-

pensated by the subtractors 1814 and 1914 to obtain
the difference betweenthe video time data extracted by
the time data extraction circuit 1913 andthe client's time
data and the difference betweenthe audio time data ex-

tracted by the time data extraction circuit 1913 and the

client's time data respectively, so that it is possible to
receive the video data and the audio data from the dif-

ferent server apparatus Sb1 and Sb2. For example,the

client apparatus Cb receives the video data from the
server apparatus Sb1 and receives the audio data from
the server apparatus Sb2.

(THIRD EMBODIMENT)

[0054] Fig. 20 is ablock diagram of a server apparatus
Sc of a third embodiment. Fig. 21 is a block diagram of
a client apparatus Cc of a third embodiment.
[0055] Adatatransmission system of the third embod-

iment includes at least one server apparatus Sc and at

least one client apparatus Cc coupled through the net-
work system NE or NE’.
[0056] The data transmission system of the third em-
bodiment is substantially the sameasthe first embodi-
ment. The differenceis that interval data is transmitted

from the server apparatus Sc to the client apparatus Cc
at least once and the data requestof the burstis repeat-
ed periodically at the interval indicated by the interval
data transmitted from the server apparatus Sc.
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[0057] The server apparatus Sc comprisesaninterval

data generation circuit 2004 for generating video time
interval data indicative of time interval of successive

coding to provide continuously reproducing the video
data and audio time interval data indicative of time in-

terval of audio burst for continuously reproducing. The
transmission circuit 2002 attaches the video timeinter-

val data to the video data from the memory 2001 in the
video burst and the audio timeinterval data to the audio

data from the memory 2001 in the audio burstto the cli-
ent apparatus Cc through the networkinterface circuit
2003.

[0058] The client apparatus Cc, as shownin Fig. 21,

comprises an interval data extraction circuit 2113 for ex-
tracting the video time interval data and the audio time
interval data from the received data from the network

interval circuit 11, a request timing determining circuit
2114 for determining a request timing of the video burst
in accordancewith the videotime interval data from the
interval data extraction circuit 2113 and the client's time

data from the client's time data generation circuit 15 and
arequesttiming determining circuit 2117 for determining
a request timing of the audio burst in accordance with
the audio time interval data from the interval data ex-

traction circuit 2113 and the client's time data from the

client's time data generation circuit 15, a request trans-
mission circuit 2116 responsive to the requesttiming de-

termining circuit 2114 for transmitting data request for
the next video burst, a request transmissioncircuit 2120
responsive to the request timing determining circuit

2117 for transmitting data request for the next audio
burst through the networkinterface circuit 11 in addition
to the buffer memory 12, the decoder18, the reproduc-
tion circuit 19, the client's time data generation circuit
15, and the networkinterface circuit 11.

[0059] Figs. 5A and 5B showtiming charts showing

transmission timings between the server apparatus Sc
and the client apparatus Cc.

[0060] In this embodiment, the video timeinterval da-
ta j1 and the audio timeinterval data k1 is transmitted
at the first video burst VO and the first audio burst AO.

In Fig. 21, the request transmissioncircuit 2116 period-

ically transmits the data request of the video burst at the
interval determined in accordancewith the video interval

data ji and the request transmission circuit 2120 peri-
odically transmits the data request of the audio burst at
the interval determined in accordancewith the audioin-

terval data k1. The buffer memory 12, the decoder 18,

and reproducing circuit 19 continuously reproduce the

incontinuously received video data and the audio data.
[0061] For example if the video data is coded every
frame of 25 Hz, the coding period of the video datais
40 ms (=1/25 Hz) and the audio signal is sampled at 32
kHz and coded every 1024 events of sampling (this is

referred to as an audio frame), so that the coding period
of the audio data is 32 ms (=1024/(32x 10°) Hz).
[0062] InFigs. 5A and 5B,the client Cc transmits data
requests h1 and i1 to the server apparatus Sc. In re-
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sponseto this, as shownin Fig. 5B, the server apparatus

Sc transmits the first video burst VO including the video
interval data j1 of 40 msec coding period and the video
data and thefirst audio burst AO including the audioin-
terval data k1 of 32 ms coding period and the audio data.
That is, the client apparatus Cc transmits the data re-

quest of the video burst every 40 ms as shownby the
references h2 to h4 and one frame of the video data as

shownby the references V1 to V3 respectively. On the
other hand, the client apparatus Cc transmits the data
requestof the audio burst every 32 ms as shownby the
referencesi2 to i4 and one frame of the audio data as

shownbythe references A1 to A3 respectively.

[0063] In this embodiment, the video time interval da-
ta j1 and the audio time interval data k1 is transmitted
beforethe first video data vd at the samefirst video burst
VO and before the first audio data ad at the samefirst

audio burst AO. However,it is also possible that the vid-
€0 timeinterval data j1 is independently transmitted be-
fore the first video data vd and the audio time interval

data k1 is independently transmitted before the first au-
dio data ad.

[0064] In this embodiment, the transmitting data is
controlled in accordancewith the client's time data from

the client's time data generation circuit 15, so thatit is
possible that different server apparatus Sc1 and Sc2
transmit the video burst and the audio burst.

[0065] Moreover, the capacity of the buffer memory
12 is determined to store N framesof the video data or

the audio data, so that the transmission request may be

effected every N frames, N being a natural number.
[0066] If the inter-frame prediction such as MPEG2is
used, an interval equal to or more than three framesis
necessary to outputthefirst frame. In this case, the data
request for the video data is performedfirst and then,

after two frames, the data request for the audio datais
effected.

(FOURTH EMBODIMENT)

[0067] Fig. 6 is a block diagram of a client apparatus

Cd of a fourth embodiment. Fig. 22 is a block diagram

of a server apparatus Sd of a fourth embodiment.
[0068] A data transmission system of the fourth em-
bodimentincludesat least one server apparatus Sd and
at least one client apparatus Cd coupled through the
network system NE or NE’.
[0069] The server apparatus Sd includes a memory

1701 for storing data of at least one of coded video data

and coded audio data, a transmitting circuit 2201 for in-
termittently transmitting a burst including the data read
from the memory 1701 to the network system in re-
sponseto data request, and a networkinterface circuit
1703, and a request receiving circuit 2202.

[0070] Theclient apparatus Cd includes a networkin-
terface circuit 41, areceiving circuit 47 including network
buffer memory 42 for receiving the transmitted data in
the burst directing to the client apparatus Cd, the net-
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work buffer memory 42 for temporally storing the re-

ceived data and supplying the temporally stored data, a
buffer observing circuit 43 for detecting an empty area
of the stored data and transmitting the data request to
the server Sd whenthe empty areais higher than a ref-
erence, a decoding buffer 44 for storing the data from

the network buffer memory 42, a decoder45 for decod-
ing the data from the decoding buffer memory 44, a re-
producingcircuit 19 for reproducing the data from the
network buffer memory 42 continuously in time base,
and a time data and clock generation circuit 46 for gen-
erating time data of the client apparatus Cd and a refer-

enceclocksignal.

[0071] Fig. 7 is a block diagram of the fourth embod-
iment showing a network buffer memory 42 shownin
Fig. 6.
[0072] The the network buffer memory 42 comprises
a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) memory 51 for successively
storing the received data and successively reading and

outputting the received data and outputting a quarter-

occupied signal 52, a half-occupied signal 53, and a
three-quarter-occupied signal 54.
[0073] When a quarter of the capacity of the FIFO
MEMORY51 is occupied, the quarter-occupied signal

52 is outputted, when a half of the capacity is occupied,
the half-occupied signal 53 is outputted, and whenthree
quarters of the capacity is occupied, the three-quarter-

occupied signal 54 is outputted.
[0074] The buffer memory observing circuit 43 de-
tects that the empty area of the network buffer memory

42 is higher than the reference by logic operation among
the quarter-occupiedsignal 52, the half-occupied signal
53, and the three-quarter-occupied signal 54.
[0075] The server apparatus Sd transmits the coded
data to the client apparatus Cd in responseto the data

request from the client apparatus Cd to the server ap-

paratus Sd. The client apparatus Cd receives the coded
data from the server apparatus Sd in the networkbuffer

memory 42.
[0076] The coded data in the network buffer memory
42 is read and supplied to the decoder 45 through the

decoding buffer memory 44. The decoder 45 decodes

the coded data from the decoding buffer memory 44 on
the basis of the time data and the reference clock signal
from the time data and clock signal generationcircuit 46
to output the video data and the audio data continuously
in time base with a synchronousrelation therebetween.
The reproducingcircuit 19 including a CRT anda speak-

er reproduces the video data and the audio data.

[0077] The buffer memory observing circuit 43 re-
sponsiveto the quarter-occupied signal 52, the half-oc-
cupied signal 53, and the three-quarter-occupied signal
54 observesthe emptyareaof the network buffer mem-
ory 42 and whenthe emptyis higher than a half of the

capacity for example, the buffer memory observingcir-
cuit 48 transmits data request to the server apparatus
Sd.

[0078] Figs. 8A to 8D aretiming charts of the fourth
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embodiment showing transmission timings between the

server apparatus Sd1 and the client apparatus Cd1 and
between the server apparatus Sd1 and the client appa-
ratus Cd2.

[0079] For example, as shownin Figs. 8A and 8B,the
client apparatus Cd1 transmits a data request to the

server apparatus Sdi by the buffer memory observing
circuit 43 because the empty area is higher then a half
of the capacity of the network buffer memory 42 (Fig.
8A). In responseto this, the server apparatus Sd1 trans-
mits a burst of which amountis less than a half of the

capacity of the network buffer memory 42 to the client

apparatus Cd1 (Fig. 8B).

[0080] Similarly, as shownin Figs. 8C and 8D, thecli-
ent apparatus C2d transmits a data request to the server
apparatus Sd1 by the buffer memory observing circuit
43 because the empty area is higher then a half of the
capacity of the network buffer memory 42 (Fig. 8C). In
responsetothis, the server apparatus Sd1 transmits a

burst of which amountis less than a half of the capacity

of the network buffer memory 42 to the client apparatus
Cd2 (Fig. 8D). The capacity of the network buffer mem-
ory 42 may be predetermined or registered in advance.
If the capacity of the network buffer memory 42 is reg-

istered in advance, the capacity may be different be-
tween respective client apparatus.
[0081] As mentioned in the network buffer memory,

there is coded data of which amountis higher than a
predetermined amount, so thatit is possible to repro-
duce the video data and the audio data in accordance

with the client's time data.

(FIFTH EMBODIMENT)

[0082] Fig. 23is ablock diagram of a server apparatus

Se of a fifth embodiment. Fig. 24 is a block diagram of

a client apparatus Ceofthe fifth embodiment.
[0083] The data transmission system of the fifth em-

bodimentis substantially the same asthat of the fourth
embodiment. The difference is that the client apparatus
Ce transmits the data requestincluding transmission re-

questing amount data corresponding to a size of the de-

tected empty area and the server apparatus transmits
the burst including coded data at an amountof data in
a burst determined in accordancewith the transmission

requesting amountdata from the client apparatus Ce.
[0084] More specifically, the buffer memory observing
circuit 143 transmits the data request including the

transmission request amountdata and the transmission
circuit 2301 controls an amountof data of the coded data
to be transmitted in a burst in accordance with the trans-

mission request amount data.
[0085] Figs. 9A and 9Bare timing charts of the fifth
embodiment showing transmission operation between

the server apparatus Se andthe client apparatus Ce.
[0086] The client Ce transmits a data request includ-
ing headerhel indicative of data requesting and trans-
mission request amountdata r1 indicating an amount A
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which corresponds to the size of the empty area of the

network buffer memory 42 at that instance.
[0087] Then, the client apparatus Ce intermittently
transmits following data requests including header he2
to he5 and transmission request amount data r2 to r5.
The transmission request amountdata r1 to r5 indicates

maximumsof requested transmission amounts are A to
E.

[0088] When the server apparatus Se receives the
data request, the server apparatus Se analyses the
transmission request amount data r1 and determines
the transmission amount d11 of the coded data in the

burst by the transmission amount determining circuit
2301 and the transmission circuit 2301 transmits the
burst d11 of which amount of data is Ax whichis less

than the maximum of the requested transmission
amountA.In responseto the following transmission re-
quest amountdatar2 to r5, the transmissioncircuit 2301
transmits the bursts d12 to d15 of which amountsof data
are Bx to Ex which are less than the maximumsof the

requested transmission amounts B to E. Therefore,
there is a relation:

A> Ax, B > Bx, C > Cx, D > Dx, E > Ex

[0089] In this embodiment, the client apparatus Ce

transmits the data request including the request amount
data correspondingto the size of the empty area of the
network buffer memory 42 and the server apparatus Se
transmits a burst of which data amountis less than the

requested transmission amount but corresponding to
the requested transmission amount, so that if there is a

much empty area in the network buffer memory 42, the
more codeddata is transmitted from the server appara-

tus Se to the client apparatus Ce. Therefore, jitter due
to delay in transmission data is surely prevented.
[0090] A modification of the fifth embodiment will be
described.

[0091] The server apparatus Se measures an amount
of the data transferred to the decoding buffer memory

44 trom whentheclient apparatus Ce transmits the data
request to whenthe server apparatus Se transmits the
burst. Then, the server apparatus Se adds the meas-
ured amount of the data to the transmission request

amount(r1-r5) and then, the server apparatus Se trans-
mits a burst of which data amountis less than the added
amount.

(SIXTH EMBODIMENT)

[0092] Fig. 25isa block diagram of a server apparatus
Sf of a sixth embodiment. Fig. 26 is a block diagram of
a client apparatus Cf of the sixth embodiment.
[0093] The data transmission system of the sixth em-
bodiment is substantially the same asthat of the fifth

embodiment. The difference is that a buffer memory ob-

serving circuit 243 of the client apparatus Cf transmits
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to a server apparatus Sf a data request including re-

quest numberdata of which number increases every da-
ta request and a transmission numberdata generation
circuit 2502 generates transmission numberdataindic-
ative a natural number which increases every transmis-
sion of the burst and the transmission circuit 2501 adds
the transmission numberdata to coded datain the burst.

[0094] Figs. 10Aand 10Baretiming charts of the sixth
embodiment showing transmission operation between
the server apparatus Sf and the client apparatusCf.
[0095] The client apparatus Cf transmits a data re-
questincluding a headerhel indicative of the data re-

quest and transmission numberdata rnl indicative of re-

quest number 1 when the empty area of the network
buffer memory 42 is higher than the reference. Then,
the client apparatus Cf intermittently transmits following
data requests including header he2 to hed and request
numberdata rn2 to m5 respectively.
[0096] Whenthe server apparatus Sf receivesthe da-

ta request, the transmission numberdata generationcir-

cuit 2502 generates transmission number data n1-n5
andthe transmission circuit 2501 adds the transmission
numberdata n1-n5 to coded data d11-d15.

[0097] Inthis embodiment, the client apparatus Cf can

detect which data request does the received burst re-
spond to,so that if one of successive burst of coded data
is delayed dueto busytraffic, the client apparatus can

rearrangethe bust of the coded data to correctly repro-
ducethe video data and the audio data. Moreover, there

is the case that a data request is transmitted before the

coded data is transmitted from the server apparatus to
the client apparatus Cf in responseto the previous data
request. In such a case, the client apparatus Cf can
judge which data request does the received burst re-
spondsto, so that receiving bursts of data is controlled.

(SEVENTH EMBODIMENT)

[0098] Fig. 27 is ablock diagram of a server apparatus
Sg of aseventh embodiment. Fig. 28 is a block diagram
of a client apparatus Cg of the seventh embodiment.

[0099] The data transmission system of the seventh

embodiment is substantially the same as that of the
fourth embodiment. The difference is that the buffer

memory observing circuit 343 generates a test signal
TEST and transmitting the test signal TEST to the server
Sg whenthe emptyarea is higher than the reference, a
transmission control circuit 2802 receivesthetest signal

TESTin addition to data request and immediately trans-

mits a response signal re at least once and the buffer
memory observing circuit 343 measures a turnaround
interval, that is, from transmission of the test signal
TEST to receiving the response signal re and deter-
mines an amountof the codeddatain a burst in accord-

ance with the measured turnaroundinterval.

[0100] Figs. 11A and 11B are timing charts of the sev-
enth embodiment showing transmission operation be-
tweenthe server apparatus Sg and the client apparatus
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Cg.

[0101] The client Cg transmits the test signal TEST
with the header he1 whenthe emptyarea of the network
buffer memory 42 is higher than the reference. Then,
the server apparatus Sg transmits a responsesignal re
with a header.

[0102] The buffer memory observing circuit 343 re-
ceives the response signal re and measuresthe turna-
round interval and determines the request amount of
coded data and transmits request amount data AMT
with a header he2 to the server apparatus Sg. The serv-
er apparatus Sg transmits the burst of which data

amount is determined in accordance with the request
amount data AMT.

Modifications will be described.

[0103] In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 28, the
client apparatus Cg mayfurther include a buffer memory

control circuit 2801 for controlling a capacity of the net-

work buffer memory 42 in accordance with the meas-
ured turnaroundinterval or a transmissionbit rate.

[0104] In this embodiment, the test signal TEST is
transmitted when the empty area of the network buffer

memory is higher than the reference. However,it is also
possible that the test signal TEST is transmitted when
the empty area of the network buffer memoryis higher

than the reference every when a predeterminedinterval
has passed.
[0105] Figs. 12A and 12B aretiming charts of a mod-

ification in the seventh embodiment showing transmis-
sion operation between the server apparatus and the
client apparatus.
[0106] The test signal TEST is transmitted from the
client apparatus Cg twice and the server apparatus Sg

receives every test signal TEST and transmits a re-

sponse signal re in response to every reception of the
test signal TEST. Then, the buffer memory observingcir-

cuit 343 averages the measured turnaround intervals.
Moreover, the buffer memory observing circuit 343 may
effect other statistic operation to obtain a variance for

example to determine determine the turn aroundinterval

and to estimate an amountotjitter.
[0107] In this modification, the test signal TEST is
transmitted from the client apparatus Cg twice. Howev-
er, it is also possible to the test signal TEST is transmit-
ted from the client apparatus Cg more thantwice.

(EIGHTH EMBODIMENT)

[0108] Fig. 29isa block diagram of a server apparatus
Sh of an eighth embodiment. Fig. 30 is a block diagram
of a client apparatus Ch of the eighth embodiment.
[0109] The data transmission system of the eighth

embodimentis substantially the sameasthatof the sev-
enth embodiment. The differenceis that the test signal
TESTis transmitted from the server apparatus Sh to the
client apparatus Ch and the responsesignalre is trans-
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mitted from the client apparatus Ch to the server appa-
ratus Sh.

[0110] More specifically, the transmission control cir-
cuit 2902 generatesa test signal TEST and transmitting
the test signal TEST to the Client apparatus Chin re-
sponse to a program request signal from the client ap-

paratus Ch. The buffer memory observing circuit 434
transmits a response signal re to the server apparatus
Sh in responseto the test signal TEST from the server
apparatus Sh. The transmission control circuit 2902 re-
ceives the response signal re and measures a turna-
roundinterval. This operation is repeated to obtain the
turnaround interval 2.

[0111] Figs. 138A and 13B are timing charts of the
eighth embodiment showing transmission operation be-
tweenthe server apparatus Sh and the client apparatus
Ch.

[0112] The transmission control circuit 2902 gener-
ates the test signal TEST and transmitting the test signal

TESTto the client apparatus Ch in responseto the pro-

gram request signal from the client apparatus Ch. The
buffer memory observing circuit 434 transmits a re-
sponsesignal re with data BU indicative of the capacity
of the memory buffer memory 42 or the like to the server

apparatus in responseto the test signal TEST from the
server apparatus Sh. The transmission control circuit
2902 receives the response signal re and measures a

turnaroundinterval 1. This operation is repeated to ob-
tain the turnaround interval by effecting a statistic oper-
ation from the turnaround interval 1 and the turnaround

interval 2. The transmission control circuit 2902 calcu-

lates the transmission bit rate in accordance with data

BU indicative of the capacity of network buffer memory
42 and compensates request amountdata from the cli-
ent apparatus Ch in accordance with the transmission
bit rate. That is, the transmission control circuit 2902 de-
termines the amountof data in the network buffer mem-

ory 42 in responseto a data request, wherein thebit rate
is limited under the calculated transmission bit rate.

[0113] Setting the bit rate to a suitable value deter-
mined in accordance with the delay in the network and

the capacity of the network buffer memory 42 prevents

the fluctuation of the delay andthejitter.
[0114] Whenthe capacity of the network buffer mem-
ory 42 is fixed, a degree of absorbing jitter depends on
the bit rate. For exampleif thereis a jitter of one second
peak to peakandthereis the capacity of 4M bits in the
network buffer memory 42, the maximumbit rate is less

than 4 Mbit/ sec to absorb jitters. That is, in this embod-

iment, if the delay interval is long andjitters occur fre-
quently, the bit rate is limited, i.e., the resolution is made
low.

[0115] The client Ch transmits the test signal TEST
with the headerhel when the emptyarea of the network

buffer memory 42 is higher than the reference. Then,
the server apparatus Sh transmits a responsesignal re
with a header.

[0116] The buffer memory observing circuit 443 re-
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ceives the response signal re and measuresthe turna-

round interval and determines the request amountof
coded data and transmits request amount data AMT
with a header he2 to the server apparatus Sh. The serv-
er apparatus Sh transmits the burst of which data
amount is determined in accordance with the request
amount data AMT.

(NINTH EMBODIMENT)

[0117] Fig. 31 isablock diagram of aserver apparatus
Si of aninth embodiment. Fig. 14 is a block diagram of

a client apparatus Ci of the ninth embodiment.

[0118] The data transmission system of the ninth em-
bodiment is substantially the same asthat of the fourth
embodiment. The difference is that the server apparatus
Si transmits the video data and the audio data independ-
ently and the client apparatus Ci of the ninth embodi-
ment can receive the video data and the audio data from

the sameor different server apparatus Si at the same
time.

[0119] More specifically, the server apparatus Si in-
cludes a memory 1701 for storing data of at least one
of coded video data and coded audio data, a transmit-

ting circuit 3102 for intermittently transmitting a burstin-
cluding the data read from the memory 1701 to the net-
work system in responseto a data request, and a net-
workinterface circuit 1703, a video data transmission
control circuit 3103, and an audio data transmission
control circuit 3104.

[0120] The video data transmission control circuit
3103 operates the transmission circuit 3102 and the
memory 1701 to transmit the video data in response to
a video data request and independently the audio data
transmission control circuit 3104 operates the transmis-

sion circuit 3102 and the memory 1701 to transmit the

audio data in response to an audio data request.
[0121] The client apparatus Ci includes a networkin-

terface circuit 61 with a separator, clock generation and
countercircuit 70, and a PLL circuit and counter 71, a

video system, and an audio system. The video system

includes a video network buffer memory 62 for receiving

the transmitted video data in the burst directing to the
client apparatus Ci from the networkinterfacecircuit 61,
a buffer memory observing circuit 63 for detecting an
emptyareaof the stored video datain the video network
buffer memory 62 and transmitting the data request to
the server apparatus Si when the empty area is higher

than a reference, a decoding buffer 66 for storing the

data from the video network buffer memory 62, a video
decoder 67 for decoding the video data from the decod-
ing buffer memory 66, and a video reproducing circuit
72 for reproducing the decoded video data from contin-
uously in time base.

[0122] The audio system includes a audio network
buffer memory 64for receiving the transmitted audio da-
ta in the burst directing to the client apparatus Ci from
the network interface circuit 61, a buffer memory observ-
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ing circuit 65 for detecting an empty area of the stored

audio data in the audio network buffer memory 64 and
transmitting an audio data request to the server Si2
when the emptyareais higher than a reference, a de-
coding buffer memory 68for storing the audio data from
the audio network buffer memory 64, and an audio de-

coder 69 for decoding the audio data from the decoding
buffer memory 68, and an audio reproducingcircuit 73
for reproducing the decoded audio data continuously in
time base.

[0123] The network interface circuit 61 receives the
video data and the audio data independently,thatis, re-
ceives the video data and the audio data from different

server apparatus Si1 and Si2 and supplies the received
video data to the video network buffer memory 62 and
supplies the received audio data to the audio network
buffer memory 64, so that the video data and the audio
data can be received from the different server apparatus
Sil and Si2.

[0124] Figs. 15A to 15D are timing charts of the ninth

embodiment showing the video data transmission oper-
ation between the server apparatus Si1 and the client
apparatus Cil and the audio data transmission opera-
tion betweenthe server apparatus Si2 and the client ap-

paratus Ci1.
[0125] In the above-mentioned embodiment the
fourth to ninth embodiments and their modifications can
be combined each other.

Claims

1. Adata transmission system comprising:

at least one server apparatus having a memory

storing codeddata of at least one of coded mov-

ing picture image data and coded audio data
and transmitting means for incontinuously

transmitting said data read from said memory
in every burst to a network system; and
at least client apparatus including receiving

meansfor receiving the transmitted data in said

burst directing to the client apparatus and de-
coding meansfor decoding the received data
to be continuously reproduced in time base,
wherein said server apparatus further compris-
es server's time data generation means for
generating server's time data indicative of time

of the next burst to provide continuously repro-

ducing said moving picture image data and said
audio data and data attaching meansforat-
taching said server's time data to said data in
said burst and said client apparatus further
comprises extraction meansfor extracting said
server's time data from the received data,a cli-

ent's time data generation means for generat-
ing client's time data indicative of present time
of said client apparatus, and data requesting
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means for transmitting a request for the next

burst at a requesttiming determinedin accord-
ance with said server's time data from said ex-

traction means and present time indicated by
said client's time data.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim
1, wherein said decoding and reproducing means
decodesin responseto said client's time data and
said data requesting means comprises a subtractor
for obtaining a difference between said time data
and said reference clock signal when said server's

time data is received, request timing determining

means for compensating a relation between said
client's time data and the received server's time da-
ta in accordancewith said difference and determin-

ing said request timing in accordance with said cli-
ent's time data and the compensatedrelation, and
request transmission means responsiveto said re-

questtiming determining meansfor generating and

transmitting said request.

A data transmission system comprising:

at least one server apparatus having a memory
storing coded moving picture image data and
coded audio data and transmitting meansfor

incontinuously transmitting a video burst in-
cluding said coded moving picture image data
and an audio burst including coded audio data

read from said memory to a network system re-
spectively; and
at least client apparatus including receiving
meansfor receiving said video and audio bursts
directing to said client apparatus and decoding

meansfor decoding said coded moving picture

image data in said video burst and said coded
audio data in said audio burst to be reproduced

continuously in time base,

wherein said server apparatus further comprises

video time data generation means for generating
video time data indicative of transmission time of

the next video burst to provide continuously repro-
ducing said moving picture image data andsaid au-
dio time data generation means for generating au-
dio time data indicative of transmission time of the

next audio burst, and data attaching meansfor at-

taching said video time data to said coded moving

picture image data in said video burst and forat-
taching said audio time data to said coded audio
data in said audio burst, and said client apparatus
further comprises extraction means for extracting
said video time data from said video burst from said

receiving meansand said audio time data from said
audio burst from said receiving means,client's time
data generation meansfor generating a client ref-
erencetime data, and first data requesting means
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for transmitting a first request for transmitting the
next video burst in accordance with the extracted

first server's time data and time indicated by said
client's reference time data and second data re-

questing meansfor transmitting a second request
for transmitting said the next audio burst in accord-

ancewith the extracted audio time data and present
time indicated by said client's reference time data.

The data transmission system as claimedin claim
3, wherein said decoding and reproducing means
decodes said data in response to said reference

clock signal and said first data requesting means

comprisesafirst subtractor for obtainingafirst dif-
ference between said first server's time data and

said reference clock signal whensaid first server's
time data is received, first compensating means for
compensating a first relation between said refer-
ence clock signal and the receivedfirst server's time
data in accordance with said first difference, and

first requesting timing determining meansfor deter-
mining said first request timing in accordance with
said time data and the compensatedfirst relation
and said second data requesting means comprises

a second subtractor for obtaining a second differ-
ence between said second time data and said ref-

erence clock signal when said second time data is

received, second compensating means for com-
pensating a secondrelation between said reference
clock signal and the received second time data in
accordance with said second difference, and sec-

ond requesting timing determining meansfor deter-
mining said second request timing in accordance
with said second time data and the compensated
secondrelation.

A data transmission system comprising:

at least one server apparatus having a memory
storing data of at least one of coded movingpic-
ture image data and coded audio data and

transmitting means for intermittently transmit-

ting a burst including said data read from said
memory to a network; and
at least client apparatus including receiving
means for receiving the transmitted burst di-
recting to said client and decoding means for
decoding the received data in the received

burst to be reproduced continuously in time
base,

wherein said server apparatus further compris-
es time interval data generation meansfor gen-
erating time interval data indicative of time in-
terval of successive coding to provide continu-

ously reproducing said moving picture image
data and said audio data and data attaching
meansfor attaching said time interval data to
said data in said burst and
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said client apparatus further comprises extrac-

tion meansfor extracting said time interval data
from the received data, a clock circuit means

for generating a referenceclock signal, and da-
ta requesting meansfor periodically transmit-
ting a request for transmitting the next burst at

a timing determined in accordance with said
time interval data and timeindicated by said ref-
erenceclock signal.

6. A data transmission system comprising:

at least one server apparatus having a memory

storing data of at least one of coded moving pic-
ture image data and coded audio data and
transmitting means for intermittently transmit-
ting a burst including said data read from said
memory to a network in response to data re-
quest; and

at least client apparatus including data request

transmission means for transmitting said data
request, receiving means for receiving the
transmitted data in said burst directing to said
client apparatus and decoding meansfor de-

coding said data from said receiving means to
be reproduced continuously in time base,

wherein said client apparatus further comprises
networkbuffer means for temporally storing the re-
ceived data and supplying the temporally stored da-

ta to said decoding means, buffer observing means
for detecting an empty area of said network buffer
means regarding the stored data, and request
transmitting means transmitting said data request
to said server when said empty area is higher than

a reference and said server apparatusfurther com-

prises request receiving meansfor receiving said
data request from said client and operating said

transmitting means to transmit the next burstin re-
sponseto said data request.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim

6, wherein said request transmitting means trans-
mits said data requestincluding empty area size da-
ta indicative of a size of the detected emply area
and said transmission means controls an amount
of data of said coded data to be transmitted in ac-

cordancewith said capacity of said empty area.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim
6, wherein said client apparatus further comprises
request numberdata generating means responsive
to said buffer memory observing means for gener-
ating request number dataindicative of successive-

ly increasing number whensaid empty areais high-
er than said reference, said request transmitting
meansfurther transmits said request number data
with said transmission request, and said server ap-
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paratus transmits the received request numberdata

with said data requested by said transmission re-
questto said client apparatus.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim
6, wherein said buffer observing means generates

a test signal and transmitting said test signal to said
server whensaid emply areais higher than said ref-
erence, said server apparatus further comprises
test meansfor receiving said test signal and imme-
diately transmitting a responsesignalat least once,
said client apparatus further comprises data buffer

control meansfor controlling a capacitance of said

data buffer means, response signal receiving
means for receiving said response signal and
measuring means for measuring an interval be-
tween whensaid testsignalis transmitted and when
said response signal is received, said data buffer
observing meansfurther generates amountcontrol
data in accordancewith said interval and transmits
said amount control data with said next burst trans-

mission request, said request receiving meansin
said server apparatus controls transmitting said
burst including said coded data at an amountdeter-
mined in accordance with said amount control data,
and said data buffer control means controls said ca-

pacitance of said data buffer means in accordance
with said interval.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim

9, wherein said client apparatus further comprises
statistically processing means for statistically
processing data of said interval and supplies the
processed data of said interval to said data buffer
observing meansandsaid data buffer means.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim
9, wherein said server apparatus further comprises

test signal generation means for generating a test
signal and transmitting said test signal to said serv-
er in response to said data request, calculation

means, and compensation means, said client ap-

paratus further comprises test meansfor receiving
said test signal and immediately transmitting a re-
sponse signal including data transmitting amount
data and capacity data of said data buffer means,
said server apparatus further comprises response
signal receiving meansfor receiving said response

signal and measuring means for measuring an in-

terval between whensaid test signal is transmitted
and whensaid responsesignal is received, said cal-
culation meanscalculatesa data rate from the said

interval and said capacity data and said compensa-
tion means compensates the data amount data

from said response signal receiving meansin ac-
cordance with said data rate from said calculation
means.
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The data transmission system as claimed in claim

11, wherein said client apparatus further comprises
statistically processing means for statistically
processing data of said interval data and supplies
the processed data of said interval to said calcula-
tion means.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim
6, wherein said data transmission system compris-
esfirst and second server apparatus, said client ap-
paratus further comprises separating means for
separating the received data into said coded mov-

ing picture image data and said coded audio data

at the sametime, said buffer means comprisesfirst
and second buffer circuits for temporally storing the
separated coded moving picture image data and
the separated coded audio data respectively,first
and second data buffer observing means for ob-
serving first and second emptyareaof said first and

second buffer circuits, and request transmitting

meansincludesfirst and second request transmit-
ting circuits for respectively transmitting first and
second next burst transmission requeststo said first
and second server apparatus in response to said

first and second data buffer observing means inde-
pendently of each other.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim
6, wherein said transmitting means transmits said
nestburst including said data of a data amountless

than a predetermined value.

The data transmission system as claimed in claim
7, wherein said client apparatus further comprising
numberdata generation means responsiveto said

data buffer observing meansfor generating request

numberdata indicative of successively increasing
number when said empty area is higher than said

referenceand, said request transmitting meansfur-
ther transmitting said request numberdata with said
transmission request and said server apparatus

transmits the received request number datain said
next burst.

The data transmission system as claimedin claim
7, wherein said data transmission system compris-
es first and second server apparatus, said client ap-
paratus further comprises separating means for

separating the received data into said coded mov-

ing picture image data and said coded audio data
at the sametime, said buffer means comprisesfirst
and secondbuffer circuits for temporally storing the
separated coded moving picture image data and
the separated coded audio data respectively,first

and second data buffer observing means for ob-
serving first and second emptyarea of saidfirst and
second buffer circuits, and request transmitting
meansincludesfirst and second request transmit-
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ting circuits for respectively transmitting first and

second next burst transmission requeststo said first
and second server apparatus in responseto said
first and second data buffer observing means inde-
pendently of each other.

A reproduction apparatus to be connected to a net-
work to receive burst data including server's time
data indicative of time of next transmitting said burst
data for continuously reproducing said moving pic-
ture image data and said audio data and at least
one of coded moving picture image data and coded

audio data, comprising:

receiving meansfor receiving the said burst da-
ta directing to the same from said network;
extraction means for extracting said server's
time data from the received burst data;

reference clock means for generating a refer-

enceclock signal;

data requesting means for transmitting a re-
quest for transmitting the next burst data at a
request timing determined in accordance with
said server's time data from said extraction

means and time indicated by said reference
clock signal:
decoding and reproducing meansfor decoding

and reproducing the received data continuous-
ly in time base in response to said reference
clock signal.

A reproduction apparatus to be connectedto a net-
work to receive burst data at least one of coded

moving picture image data and coded audio data,
the top of burst data transmitted in responseto data

requestfrom the same including interval data indic-

ative of periodically transmitting said burst data
comprising:

receiving meansfor receiving the said burst da-
ta directing to the same from said network;

extraction meansfor extracting said interval da-

ta from said top of burst data from said receiving
means;

reference clock meansfor generating a refer-
enceclock signal;
data requesting means for transmitting a re-
quest for transmitting the next burst data at a

request timing determined in accordance with
said interval data from said extraction means

andtime indicated by said referenceclock sig-
nal; and

decoding and reproducing meansfor decoding
and reproducing the received data continuous-

ly in time base in responseto said reference
clock signal.

19. Areproduction apparatus to be connectedto a net-
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work to receive burst data at least one of coded

moving picture image data and coded audio data,
comprising:

receiving meansfor receiving the said burst da-
ta directing to the same from said network;

reference clock means for generating a refer-
ence clock signal;
data buffer meansfor temporally storing the re-
ceived burst data and supplying the temporally
stored data;

decoding and reproducing meansfor decoding

and reproducing the received burst data from

said data buffer continuously in time basein re-
sponseto said referenceclock signal;
request transmission means for observing an
empty area of the stored data and transmitting
anext burst transmission request to said server
when said empty area is higher than a refer-
ence.

20. The reproduction apparatus as claimedin claim 19,

21.

further comprising generating data demanding
amount data corresponding to said reference, said

request transmission means further transmitting
said data demanding amount data with said next
burst transmission request.

The reproduction apparatus as claimed in claim 19,
further comprising request numberdata generating

means for generating request numberdata indica-
tive of successively an increasing numberand said
request transmitting meansfurther transmitting said
request numberdata with said transmission request
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(54) A data transmission system and reproducing apparatus

(57)  Adata transmission system including: at least
one server apparatus for supplying video (moving pic-
ture image) data and audio data andatleas client ap-
paratus coupled through a networkreceiving the video

data and audio data is disclosed. The server apparatus
transmits a burst including the video data and audio da-

ta. The client apparatus receives and reproducethevid-
eo and audio data and server's time data indicative of a

timing of requesting the next burst. The next burst trans-
mission requestis transmitted according to the clock of
the client and the server's time data. The video data and
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audio data may be transmitted independently. The video
data and audio data may be transmitted periodically.
The next burst transmitting request may be transmitted

when an empty data is less than a reference. Data de-
manding amount data may be transmitted from the client

apparatus to said server apparatus. Data transmission
number data may be transmitted in the next burst trans-
mission signal. A test signal is transmitted between the
client and the server to determined the data demanding
amount data and a capacity of the buffer memory and
corresponding reproducing apparatusis also disclosed.
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The Search Division considers that the present Europeanpatent application does nat comply with the
requirementsof unity of invention and relates to several inventions or groups of Inventions, namely:

1. Claims: 1-5,17,18

A data transmission system comprising at least one server
apparatus for incontinuously transmitting coded moving
picture image data and coded audio data in every burst to a
network system, and at least one client apparatus for
receiving the transmitted data in said burst and for
decoding the received data to be continuously reproduced in
time base, wherein said server apparatus generates server's
time data indicative of time of the next burst to provide
continuously reproducing said moving picture image data and
said audio data and attaches said server's time data to said
data in said burst and said client apparatus extracts said
server's time data from the received data, generates
client's time data indicative of present time of said client
apparatus, and transmits a request for the next burst at a
request timing determined in accordance with extracted
server's time data and present time indicated by said
client's time data.

2. Claims: 6-16,19~21

A data transmission system comprising at least one server
apparatus for intermittently transmitting a burst including
coded moving picture image data and coded audio data
to a network in response to data request, and at least one
client apparatus for transmitting said data request, for
receiving the transmitted data in said burst and
for decoding the received data to be reproduced continuously
in time base, wherein said client apparatus temporally
stores the received data in a network buffer before decoding
them, detects an empty area of said network buffer regarding
the stored data, and transmits said data request to said
server when said empty area is higher than a reference,
and said server apparatus transmits the next burst in
response to said data request.    
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(54)—_Internet multimedia broadcast system

(57) A method and system for playbackoflive and highly efficient distribution system that allows a large
pre-recorded multimedia data in real-time over a large number of users accessing the host through Terminal
scale communication network, such as the world-wide Information Handlers to rapidly access one or more

web. The invention allows a user connected to a spe- channels of multimedia data. The system architecture
cialized network to play back a multimedia broadcast. provides a "fan out" mechanism that includes a master
The invention includes a processthat allows multimedia broadcastprocessthat accepts a multi-stream data flow
content to be created and scheduled as a playlist. The and then distributes the multi-stream data flow to essen-
playlist data is compressed and transmitted to a host tially every Terminal Information Handler accessible to
system as part of a capture protocol. The captured play- the host. The load of providing data streams is thus
list data may then be "broadcast" to users. A user may spread among a large numberof Terminal Information
choose a channel selection from a playlist, and cause Handlers, reducing access latency and providing sup-
the selected item to be downloaded and played back by port for hundreds of thousands of users overa large
meansof a playback tool. The host system includes a scale communication network.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to a method and system
for playbackof live and pre-recorded multimedia data in

real-time over a large scale communication network,
such as the world-wide web.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The world wide web, or Internet, is a large
scale communication network that has become increas-

ingly popular with users for accessing data from a huge
variety of sources. Currently, a large percentage of us-
ers access the Internet through modems, typically hav-
ing a data rate between about 33.6 Kbps and 14.4 Kbps.
For data such astext or simple graphics, such speeds
are adequate to enable a "web browsing" experience

that most users find enjoyable. These data rates are al-
so acceptable for transmittal and playback of multimedia
data (e.g., audio, video, still images, text, hyperlinks,
etc.) in real-time if the data is highly compressed. Ac-
cordingly, a number of schemeshave been implement-

ed for allowing users to access and download com-

pressed multimedia data streams for local decompres-
sion and playback.
[0003] One such approach for real-time multimedia
data playback utilizes the Internet multicast protocol.
Multicasting includes transmitting a communication
from onesite to a groupof selected receivers (multicast-

ing differs from broadcasting in that a broadcastis sent
to everyone whohasthe equipment or connectionto re-
ceive it). Under this scheme, a user initiates an action
(e.g., selection of a uniform resource locator - URL- ad-
dress) that requests that a multimedia data stream be

transmitted from a server to the user's client system, for

decompression and playbackby a software process ex-
ecuting on the client. The request causes the router to
which the user is coupled to access special multicast
Internet addresses. The requested data is then supplied
to the user(or “subscriber") by means of a multicasting
backbone (MBone), which is a networkof special |nte-

metsites that supports Internet Protocol multicasting for
a limited numberof users. MBone providesa faster tech-
nology thanthe Internetfor transmitting real-time audio
and video programs.
[0004] A disadvantageof Internet multicasting is that

a multicast event (e.g., a live radio show) can only ef-

fectively support several hundreds to a few thousands
of users with uninterrupted data streams. Due to band-
width constraints and the lack of guaranteed quality of
service for the Internet, adding more users may cause
objectionable pausesin content (e.g., pauses in multi-
media playback). Thus, for some events, Internet mul-
ticasting cannot meet user demand.

[0005] Accordingly, there is a need for an architecture
that can provide for playback of live and pre-recorded
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multimedia data in real-time over a large scale commu-

nication network. such as the world-wide web,fora large

number of users, typically in the hundredsof thousands
of users. The present invention provides a method and
system for such an architecture.

SUMMARY

[0006] The preferred embodimentof the inventional-
lows a user connected to a specialized network having
a "Multimedia Broadcast" feature to play back a multi-
media broadcast. One aspectof the invention includes

a Studio Console Process executing on a content pro-
vider client system that allows multimedia contentto be

created and scheduled as a "playlist". The data compris-
ing a playlist may be pre-recordedorlive. The playlist
data is compressed under the cortrolof the Studio Con-
sole Process and transmitted to a host system as part
of a "capture" protocol controlled by a "radio IN" proc-
ess. The captured playlist data may then be "broadcast"
to users who "tune in" to a "live multimedia show", or

stored for later broadcast. (In this context, "broadcast"
simply meanstransmittal of a data stream to a user who
selects content to be played back on the user's client

system).
[0007] Auser may choose a "channel" selection from

a playlist, and cause the selected item to be downloaded
and played back by meansof a"playback tool". The data
stream corresponding to the selected item optionally
may include embedded non-audio content. such as hy-
pertext links to other forms, URLs to web pages, static
images, video images,etc.

[0008] The host system includes a highly efficient dis-
tribution system that allows a large numberof users ac-
cessing the host through Terminal Information Handlers
to rapidly access one or more channels of audio data

augmented by non-audio multimedia data. In particular,
the inventive system architecture provides a “fan out"
mechanism that includes a master broadcast process

that accepts a multi-stream data flow from a "radio OUT"
process andthendistributes the multi-stream data flow
to essentially every Terminal Information Handler ac-
cessible to the host. The load of providing data streams
is thus spread among a large numberof TerminalInfor-
mation Handlers, reducing access latencyto typically

less than about 3 seconds, and providing support for
hundreds of thousandsof users over a large scale com-
munication network such as the world-wide web.

[0009] In particular, in one aspect the invention in-
cludes a system for playback of live and pre-recorded
multimedia data in real-time over a large scale commu-

nication network, including a computer system having a
plurality of terminal information handlers for managing
general information flow to and from a plurality of users;
an output process for assembling multiple multimedia
data streamsfor distribution; at least one broadcast

process, in communication with the output process, for

distributing the assembled multiple multimedia data
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streams to each of the terminal information handlers;

and a selector process, in communication with the ter-
minal information handlers, for receiving a channel re-
quest from a user through an terminal information han-
dler associated with the user, mapping the channel re-
quest to a corresponding oneof the multiple multimedia

data streams, and enabling transmission of the corre-
sponding one multimedia data stream to the user
through the associated terminal information handler. In
another aspect, the invention includes a corresponding
method.

[0010] The details of one or more embodiments of the

invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings

and the description below. Other features, objects, and
advantages of the invention will be apparent from the
description and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0011] FIG. 1A is block diagram of the preferred em-
bodimentof the invention.

[0012] FIG. 1B is block diagram of a portion of an al-
ternative embodimentof the invention.

[0013] FIG. 2 is a “screen shot" of one embodiment

of a graphical user interface (GUI) for defining a data
stream within a studio console process in accordance
with the invention.

[0014] FIG. 3 is a “screen shot" of one embodiment
of a GUI for defining a playlist schedule within a studio
console processin accordancewith the invention.
[0015] FIG. 4 is a "screen shot" of one embodiment
of a GUI for displaying playback information and allow-
ing selection of a playback channel within a userclient
process in accordancewith the invention.
[0016] FIG. 5A is ablock diagram showing theclient-
host architecture for a capture session.

[0017] FIG. 5Bis adata flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for establishing a capture session.
[0018] FIG. 5C is adata flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for recording during a capture session.
[0019] FIG. 5Dis adata flow diagram showingthe da-
ta flow for ending a capture session.
[0020] FIG. 6A is adata flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow architecture for playback of a multimedia data
stream.

[0021] FIG. 6Bis adata flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for starting a playback session.
[0022] FIG. 6C is adata flow diagram showing the da-

ta flow for switching a playback channel.

[0023] FIG. 6D is adata flow diagram showingthe da-
ta flow for ending a playback session.
[0024] Like reference numbers and designations in
the various drawings indicate like elements.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0025] The preferred embodimentof the invention al-
lows a user connected to a specialized network having
a "Radio" feature (e.g., the America Online network) to
play back an audio broadcast that may be augmented
with non-audio multimedia data, such as video andstill

images, URLs, text fields, etc. One aspect of the inven-
tion includes a Studio Console Process executing on a
contentprovider client system that allows such content
to be created and scheduled.

[0026] For example, the Studio Console Process en-
ables a content provider to schedule a week's worth of
prerecorded content that changes daily. The content
provider uses a form in the Studio Console Process to
assemble a "playlist" for each day. If the content provider
then needs to conducta live event on the Radio system,
the content provider uses the Studio Console Process
to override any existing playlist. When the live eventis
completed, the playlist resumes asoriginally scheduled.
[0027] The data comprising a playlist may be pre-re-
cordedorlive. The playlist data is compressed under
the control of the Studio Console Process and transmit-

ted to a host system as part of a “capture” process. The

captured playlist data may then be "broadcast" to users
who "tune in" to a “live multimedia show", or stored for

later broadcast. (In this context, "broadcast" simply
meanstransmittal of adata stream to a user whoselects

content to be played back on the user's client system).
[0028] Auser mayinitiate a form that displays availa-

ble playlists for one or more "channels" of a host system,
choosea selection from a playlist, and causethe select-
ed item to be downloaded and played back by means
of a "playbacktool". The data stream corresponding to

the selected item optionally may include embedded
non-audio content, such as hypertext links to other
forms, URLs to web pages, static images, or video im-
ages.

[0029] The host system includes a highlyefficient dis-
tribution system that allows a large numberof users to
rapidly access one or more channels of audio data aug-
mented by non-audio data. The latency of access - the
time between a request for playback of a particular

channel and commencementof playback on a user cli-
ent- is typically less than about 3 seconds, compared
to tens of seconds for many prior art systems.

System Architecture - Content Provider Client

[0030] FIG. 1A is block diagram of the preferred em-
bodiment of the invention. Content to be broadcast is

typically developed by a contentproviderutilizing a con-
tent providerclient 100. A Studio Console Process 102
executes on the contentproviderclient 100. The Studio
Console Process 102 allows a contentprovider to define
("author") a play list data stream to be uploaded to a
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host 300 during a "capture" session for "broadcast" to

users selecting the channel assigned to the playlist. (De-
tails of a capture session are described below.) The
playlist data stream includes audio content and mayin-
clude images or other data which may beinserted into
the data stream as the data is being compressed. In the

preferred embodiment, the Studio Console Process 102
communicates with a separate encoder tool 104 that re-
sponds to and carries out the directions of the content
provider input by means of the Studio Console Process
102. In particular, the encoder tool 104 selects one of a
plurality of encoder "plugins" 106 to perform necessary

data compression of the multimedia content of the data

stream. The encoder tool 104 also packages the com-
pressed multimedia content into packets for transmis-
sion to the host 300. In the preferred embodiment,audio
data is given priority over non-audio data to reduce the
likelihood of any objectionable interruption in audio play-
back. In general, other types of data may be appended

to audio packetsas long asthetotal transmission packet
(e.g., an Internet protocol packet) does not exceed a tar-
getbit rate (e.g., 10 Kbps).
[0031] Audio content may comefrom "live" sources to
the content provider client 100, such as an input to a

computer sound card from a microphone 108or"line-

in" source (e.g., an analog or digital audio playback de-
vice such as an audio tape or CD player), or a direct
input to the computer from a direct digital connection(e.
g., CDROM player). Alternatively, audio content may
come from pre-recorded("canned") soundfiles, such as
WAVand ARTfiles, located on storage media 110 ac-

cessible to the content providerclient 100.
[0032] Similarly, images(still or video) may come from
"live" sources to the contentproviderclient 100, such as
video cameras. Still images can be from standardfile
formats, including ART, BMP, GIF or JPG (JPEG)for-

mats. In the preferred embodiment, all such formats are

re-compressedinto a single format (ART)for the broad-
cast data stream.

[0033] One aspectof the invention is that a content
provider may change an encoderplugin 106 "on-the-fly"
to accommodatedifferent content inputs as such inputs
change. For example, an encoderplugin 106 particular-

ly well-suited for soeech may be usedfor a time (for ex-
ample, while a conductor is explaining a music piece
about to be played), and then an encoder plugin 106
particularly well-suited for music may be switched in
whenthe source material changes (for example, when

the music pieceis being played).

[0034] FIG. 2 is a “screen shot" of one embodiment
of a graphical user interface (GUI) for defining a data
stream within the Studio Console Process 102. The pre-
ferred content definition GUI for the Studio Console
Process 102 includes controls that allow the content

provider to do at least the following in "authoring" a play-
list entry:

*- Select an audio source 150 ("live" or "canned") for
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a data stream.

Define an audio target 152 for the data stream (e.
g., a file name for storage on the content provider
client 100 or on the host300 for later broadcast, or

a channel name fora live broadcast).

Select an encoder 154 for compressing the audio
source data stream. The list of available encoders

allows selection of varying degrees of compression,
depending on the desired final sound quality and
the nature of the audio source material (é.g.,

speech generally can be compressed more than
music). Examples of such encoders include those
available from Voxware, Inc. of Princeton, NJ. For

example, the Voxware VR12 Speech Codec re-
quires a bit rate of only 1.5 Kbps for speech, while
a music codec may require as much as 10 Kbps.

Define a "stream name" 156, which is a namefor

the data stream that is delivered to a user's play-
back tool whenever playbackis started for a partic-
ular virtual channel.

Define a "stream description" 158 that provides a
detailed description of the data stream that can be

delivered to a user's playback tool on demand. For
example, the description may contain rich-text -
HTML formatted text that may contain font and color
information tags.

Define "caption text" 160, which is simple text that

can appearwithin the data stream.In the preferred
embodiment, when a playbacktool receives a com-
plete caption string. the caption string is forwarded
to an auxiliary tool for display in a textfield ona form,

if the field exists. The caption text may be used for
closed captioning or for other “headline” updates,
and is preferably in "rich text format" (RTF). The

caption text may also included hyperlinks.

Select image data 162 that can be delivered ap-
pendedto and interleaved with the audio data. The
image data is inserted in the data stream wherever
available space is found after the audio packets (a

target bit rate for the data stream is set at authoring
time) to expedite transfer to the client. When data
is received at the playbacktool, it is forwarded to

an auxiliary tool for rendering. The original image
data maybe in any of a variety of formats, such as
the well-known ART, BMP, GIF or JPG (JPEG) im-
age formats, but is preferably transformed into a
single multimedia ART format for broadcast. A
number of images may be linked to form a “slide
show". To save space in the data stream itself, a
global ID reference to an image or video data may
be delivered instead of an image itself. The global

ID is passed by the user's playback tool to an aux-
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iliary tool for rendering. This approach is useful if

the referenced data resides on the client's system
(.e., the data was downloaded previously). Video
data can also be delivered appended to andinter-
leaved with the audio data. As with image data,vid-
eo data is inserted in the data stream wherever

available space is found after the audio packets.
However, a significant amount of bandwidth is re-
quired for video data, even for highly compressed
video images, and thus should belimited for low-
bandwidth users. When video data is received at

the playbacktool,it is forwarded to an auxiliary tool

for rendering.

* Select or define URLs 164 that can be delivered ap-
pended to and interleaved with the audio data.
When URLsarereceivedat the playbacktool, they
forwarded to an auxiliary tool which attaches them
to a button or image on a form (if one exists) dis-

played to the user. When the button or imageis se-
lected by the user, the attached URLis activated in
conventional fashion.

[0035] The Studio Console Process 102 also may be

used to schedule playlist content on a channel for an

extended period of time. FIG. 3 is a"screen shot" of one
embodiment of a GUI for defining a playlist schedule
within the Studio Console Process 102. The preferred
playlist definition GUI for the Studio Console Process
102 includes controls that allow the content provider to
do at least the following in scheduling a playlist:

* Define a schedule 170 of start and stop times for
each of a plurality of audio contentfiles.

¢ Select a channel 172 on which multimedia content
will be made available to users.

- Define a release date 174 for the playlist.

¢« Check the overall start and stop times 176 and file
characteristics 178 for the playlist content.

System Architecture - User Client

[0036] FIG. 1A also shows a userclient 200. In the
preferred embodiment, a User Client Process 202 com-
municates through a playbacktool 204 across anetwork

(e.g., the Internet) with the host 300 to accessplaylists

and select a channel for playback. The User Client Proc-
ess 202 respondsto and carries out the directions of a
user by means of the playback tool 204. In particular,
the playback tool 204 selects oneof a plurality of decod-
er plugins 206 to perform necessary data decompres-
sion of the multimedia content of a received data stream.

The playback tool 204 also parses multimedia packets

received from the host 300. In particular, the playback
tool 204 processesall audio data internally, but forwards
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all non-audio data to one or more auxiliary tools 208,

each of which can manage and rendersuch data.

[0037] In the preferred embodiment, while a data
stream may contain all types of data, each particular
calling form displayed by the User Client Process 202
notifies the auxiliary tools 208 of the data that pertain to
the form. That way, different forms can have different
presentations for the same data stream. For example,

one small form may only have start and stop buttons for
the audio portion of the stream with no image box. The
auxiliary tools 208 would not try to render any accom-
panying image data. Another, larger form may have an

image boxthat is updated by an auxiliary tool 208 when-
ever a new image appearsin the data stream.

[0038] In the preferred embodiment. the userclient
process 202 providesthe ability for a user to play back
a particular playlist selection until a different channel is
selected or the playback session is ended. Multimedia
content may be delivered in a one-time transmission or
may be continuously broadcastin a looping manner. In

either event, the user is able to join an active broadcast
at any point during its transmission.
[0039] FIG. 4 is a "screen shot" of one embodiment
of a GUI for displaying playback information and allow-

ing selection of a playback channel within the User Cli-
ent Process 202. (Details of a playback session are de-

scribed below.) The preferred playback GUI includes
controls that allow the user to do at least the following:

¢ Display a playlist 400 of stream namesfor selecta-
ble data streams.

- Display a stream description 404 for a selected
stream name.

¢« Display accompanying caption text 406.

¢ Display accompanying graphics 408.

¢« Display active link buttons 410 for accompanying
URLs.

¢ Include other desired or convenient controls, such

a stop button 412. For example, if the user presses
the stop button 412, the playback tool 204 should

blank out the stream name, stream description, link
button, and caption text. The playback tool 204
could also display a default name, such as "no sta-

tion selected". The playback tool 204 may also
cause a blank image sent to the appropriate auxil-
iary tool 208if the user presses the stop button 412

while an image is being rendered. A standard
graphic can be displayed instead.

System Architecture - Host Broadcast System
Architecture

[0040] Referring to FIG. 1A, a playlist of multimedia
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content generated by a content providerclient 100 is

transferred in conventional fashion over a network(e.g.,
the Internet) to a host 300. The host 300 generally in-
cludes one or more "front-end" Terminal Information

Handlers (TIH) 302 that manage general information
flow to and from the host 300 for multiple users. For ex-

ample, on the America Online network, each TIH 302
can manage about 63 concurrentusers.A radio IN proc-
ess 304 executing on the host 300 receives data from
a content provider client 100 that is transmitted by
meansof "ri" (radio input) messages. The radio IN proc-
ess 304 generally stores multimedia content asfiles in

a storage device 306 that is accessible to the host 300

for later broadcastor for archiving of the multimedia con-
tent. However. the radio IN process 304 may also be
usedto directly transfer the received multimedia content
to a radio OUT process 308 for broadcast to users re-
questing playback.
[0041] In accordance with a primary aspectof the in-

vention, the radio OUT process 308 provides multiple
data streams of multimedia content for access by users.
In particular. the radio OUT process 308 may access
multiple data streams from one or more storage devices
306, or accept "live" feeds of multimedia content from

the radio IN process 304 (e.g., a live interview or live

reporting from the scene of a news event). Thus, the
radio OUT process 308 gathers and assemblesthe data
packets representing such multimedia content data
streamsinto a "broader" multi-stream data flow.

[0042] In order to provide a highly efficient distribution
system that allows a large number of users to rapidly
access one or more channels of multimedia data, the

inventive system architecture provides a "fan out" mech-
anism that includes a master broadcast process 312.
The broadcast process 312 accepts the multi-stream
data flow from the radio OUT process 310 and thendis-

tributes the multi-stream data flow (shownasthick ar-

rows in FIG. 1A) along with instancesof itself 312 to
essentially every terminal information handler 314 ac-
cessible to the host 300. (Although only two instances
of the broadcast process 312 and two TIHs 314 are
shown, any number maybe selected). Thus, the load of
providing data streams is spread among a large number
of Terminal Information Handlers 314.

[0043] For example, in the America Online network,
one instance of each broadcast process would bedis-
tributed within an internal network to a "pod", each com-
prising a large numberof individual servers. Coupled to

each pod in aring are multiple TIHs 314. Executing on

each podis an instance of the broadcast process 312.
which circulates the multi-stream data flow amongall
TIHs within the pod. In this manner, any one channel of
multimedia data stream within the multi-stream data

flow is available for transmittal to a user requesting play-
back with verylittle delay. As noted above, in one em-
bodimentof the invention, the accesslatencyis typically
less than about 3 seconds.

[0044] FIG. 1B is block diagram of a portion of an al-
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ternative embodimentof the invention. In this embodi-

ment, the Terminal Information Handlers are configured

hierarchically. A multi-stream data flow from a broadcast
process 350 is transmitted to a top-level terminal front
end processor (TFEP) 352 of conventional design,
which controls multiple TIHs 354. The TFEP 352 then
re-transmits the multi-stream data flow to dependent
TIHs 354, reducing datatraffic within the overall system

compared to the ring architecture referenced above.
Multiple user clients 356 may then access selected
channels of the multi-stream data flow through the TIHs
354.

[0045] Once the multi-stream data flow content is
available in the TIHs 314, any channel of the multi-
stream data flow is available for transmittal to a user re-

questing playback. To allow a user to select a particular
channel, a tuner process 318 executing within the host
300 is coupled to each TIH 314. The tuner process 318
intercepts channel requests from users and commands
the TIH 314 with which the user is in communication to

deliver a particular multimedia data stream to that user
from the multi-stream data flow. Thereafter, packets
from that data stream are transmitted to the requesting
user (see belowfor further discussion of playback ses-

sions).
[0046] An additional function of the tuner process 318

is that itcan "map" a channel name to a channel number.
For internal efficiencies, each channel of the multi-

stream data flow is given a channel number. However,
it may be desirable to give one or more channel names
to each channel number. Thus, channel "1" may be as-
signed the channel name of "The AOL Radio Hour" on
one playbacklist form displayable to users for a partic-
ular time slot, but be assigned the channel name of "The
Motley Fool" on the sameor another playbacklist form
for a different time slot. Accordingly, in the preferred em-

bodiment, the tuner process 318 maintains a map of
channel namesto channel numbers. The tuner process
318 then mapsan incoming channel name from a user's

channel requestto the corresponding channel number.
That channel number is then used to select the corre-

sponding data stream on the TIH 314 to transmit to the
user.

[0047] The inventive architecture may also be used in
conjunction with conventional Internet multicast sys-

tems by providing a connection 320 from the radio OUT
process 308 to a multicast server system, in Known fash-
ion. This capability may be useful when a channel is ex-

pectedto havea relatively small audience which would
not tax the "fan out" characteristics of the multicast sys-
tem. However. for large "fan out" needs, the inventive

architecture provides the advantages noted above.

Capture Session

[0048] FIG. 5A is a block diagram showingtheclient-
host architecture for a capture session. A content pro-

vider is provided with the Studio Console Process 102,
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encoder tool 104, and encoderplugins 106 described

above, which may be considered to be asingle “capture
tool" 502 executing on acontent providerclient 100. The
capture tool 502 communicates with the host 300 over
a network through a Send function 504, which takes
care ofthe details of data transmission in knownfashion.

The host 300 communicates with the capture tool 502
through a Terminal Information Handler (TIH) 302, as
described above. The capture process requires only
one host process, the radio IN process 304, whose func-
tion is to receive data from a content provider that is
transmitted by meansof "ri" (radio input) messages. The

radio IN process 304 stores multimedia contentasfiles

in a storage device 306 that are accessible to the host
300for later broadcast. There are three phasesof a cap-
ture session: Starting the capture session, Recording,
and Ending the capture session.
[0049] For a live input (e.g., a microphone capture),
initiating a capture session will start recording, com-

pressing the multimedia data using the selected encod-
er plugin 106, packetizing the compressed multimedia
data as a data stream, and uploading the data stream
to the host 300. Since the data is compressed and trans-
mitted while the "live" data (e.g., voice from a micro-

phone) is being recorded, the author has no ability to

edit and review the content. This option will mostlikely
be used for unrehearsed content. For pre-recorded in-
put (e.g., a WAVfile), initiating a capture session will
start compressing the multimedia data using the select-
ed encoder plugin 106, packetizing the compressed
multimedia data as a data stream, and uploading the

data stream to the host 300. Becausethe input data is
file based, the author has the ability to edit and review
contentoff-line before submitting it to the host 300.
[0050] FIG. 5Bis adata flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for establishing a capture session (the represen-
tation of the Send function 504 and TIH 302 from FIG.

5 have been omitted for clarity). To establish a capture
session, the user invokes a "connect" function 506 ina

form 508 of the capture tool 502, which uploads a
CLIENT_CONNECT message 510 to the radio IN proc-
ess 304 within the host 300. The radio IN process 304
returns the same message 512 to acknowledgethat a
connection has been established.

[0051] FIG. 5Cis adata flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for recording during a capture session. After the
host 300 has been informed that the content provider
client 100 will be sending data, the capture tool 502 in-

itiates transfer of multimedia content with an "re" (radio

control) START_STREAM message 514. The radio IN
process 304 returns the same message 516 to acknowl-
edge the start of data transmission and opens 515 a file
to store the data stream. The initialization messageis
then followed by "ri" (radio input) DATA messages 518-I
to 518-nfrom the capture tool 502. The DATA messages
contain the audio data and any supplemental data ap-

pended to the audio data. At the end of the data stream,
the capture tool 502 sends an "rc" (radio control)
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END_STREAM message 520.Theradio IN process 304

returns the same message 522 to acknowledge the end
of data transmission and closes 523 the datafile used
to store the data stream.

[0052] FIG. 5D is a data flow diagram showingthe da-
ta flow for ending a capture session. The capture ses-
sion is stopped by closing the open form 508of the cap-
ture tool 502 or by pressing the appropriate cancel con-

trol. When this happens, the capture tool 502 sends an
"re" (radio control) CLIENT_DISCONNECT message
524 to the radio IN process 304. The radio IN process
304 returns the same message 526 to acknowledge that
the connection has been terminated. When this occurs,

the capture tool 502 is shutdownby the content provider
client 100.

Playback Session

[0053] FIG. 6A is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow architecture for playback of a multimedia data

stream. A useris provided with a userclient process
202, playback tool 204, and decoderplugins 206 as de-
scribed above, which may be considered to be a single
“playback tool” executing on the userclient 200. The

playback tool includes a playback form 602 to accept
user selection of a channel. The channel selected is

communicated to the processes described above with
respect to FIG. 1A, which may be considered to be a
single "broadcast system" 604 from the user's perspec-
tive.

[0054] The broadcast system 604 managesthedeliv-
ery of radio control messages("rc") and radio broadcast

("rb") data to the user client 200 through a TerminalIn-
formation Handler, as described above. There are four

phasesof playback sessions: Start Playback, Playback,
Switching Channels, and Ending Playback.

[0055] FIG. 6B is a data flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for starting a playback session. To establish a
playback session, the user uses the playback tool to

download a selection form from the host 300. In partic-
ular, the broadcast system 604 will haveinitialized the
playback form 602 with the available channels. A chan-
nel is selected from the playback form 602, and the play-
back tool notifies the broadcast system 604 of the se-
lected channel through a CHANNEL REQUEST com-
mand message 606.
[0056] Oncethe broadcast system 604 has been in-
formed that the userclient 200 has selected a particular

radio channel for playback (i.e., the tuner process 316
receives an "rw" token with a channel name), the broad-
cast system 604initiates the broadcast with a "rc" (radio

control) START_CMD message 608.This initialization
message is immediately followed by "rb" (radio broad-
cast) data messages 610. The data messages 612 pref-
erably alternate header information and multimedia da-
ta. In the preferred embodiment, an identical header to-
ken is repeated with every data transmissionso that us-

ers can join in the broadcast at any particular moment.
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The final "rb" data packet 614 transmitted contains an

“end-of-file’ (EOF) identifier. In the preferred embodi-
ment, if the playback content loops, the first data header
will be transmitted again, and the broadcastwill restart.
Otherwise, a special "rc" STOP_PLAY_0 message(not
shown)is sent to shut down that particular channel.

[0057] FIG. 6Cis adata flow diagram showingthe da-
ta flow for switching a playback channel. The basic proc-
essis similar to the process described for FIG. 6B. How-
ever. when a programis playing, the user can request
a different program using the playback form 602. The
playbacktool notifies the broadcast system 604 of the

new selected channel through a channel request mes-

sage 606'. The broadcast system 604 then initiates the
new broadcast with a "rc" (radio control) START_CMD
message 608’. This initialization messageis immediate-
ly followed by "rb" (radio broadcast) data messages 610'
for the new channel. Whenever a new channel is start-

ed, the stream name and stream description is sent to

the appropriate auxiliary tool 208 for display if provided
by the playback form 602.
[0058] FIG. 6Dis adata flow diagram showing the da-
ta flow for ending a playback session. The playback ses-
sion is stopped by closing the open playback form 602

or by pressing the appropriate cancel control. When this

happens, a TERMINATE SESSION command message
616 is sent to the broadcast system 604 to force a
STOP_PLAY_0 618 messageto be sent backto the us-
er client 200. When this occurs, the playbacktoolis shut-
down.

Computer Implementation

[0059] The invention may be implemented in hard-
ware or software, or a combination of both. However,

preferably, the invention is implemented by meansof a

computer program executing on one or more program-

mable systems each comprising at least one processor.
a data storage system (including volatile and non-vola-
tile memory and/or storage elements). at least one input
device, and at least one output device. Program codeis
applied to input data to perform the functions described
herein and generate output information. The outputin-

formation is applied to one or more output devices, in
knownfashion.

[0060] Each such program may be implemented in
any desired computer language (including machine, as-
sembly, high level procedural, or object oriented pro-

gramming languages) to communicate with a computer

system. In any case, the language may be a compiled
or interpreted language.
[0061] Each such computer program is preferably
stored on a storage media or device (e.g., ROM or mag-
netic media) readable by a general or special purpose
programmable computer, for configuring and operating
the computer when the storage media or device is read

by the computer to perform the procedures described
herein. The inventive system may also be considered to
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be implemented as a computer-readable storage medi-

um, configured with a computer program, where the

storage medium so configured causes a computer to op-
erate in a specific and predefined manner to perform the
functions described herein.

[0062] A number of embodiments of the presentin-
vention have been described. Nevertheless, it will be un-

derstood that various modifications may be made with-

out departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
For example, while specific controls have been shown
in FIGS.2-4, other controls may be used to provide sim-
ilar functionality. Further, while FIGS. 5A-5D and 6A-6D

show preferred messaging and data flow protocols,oth-
er messaging and dataflow protocols may be used to

provide similar functionality. Accordingly, other embod-
iments are within the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. Asystem for playbackof live and pre-recorded mul-
timedia data in real-time over a large scale commu-
nication network, including:

(a} acomputer system having a plurality of ter-
minal information handlers for managing gen-

eral information flow to and fromaplurality of
users;

(b) an output process for assembling multiple
multimedia data streamsfor distribution;

(c) at least one broadcast process, in commu-
nication with the output process, fordistributing
the assembled multiple multimedia data
streams to each of the terminal information

handlers; and

(d) a selector process, in communication with

the terminal information handlers, for receiving
a channel request from a user through anter-
minal information handler associated with the

user, mapping the channel requestto a corre-
sponding one of the multiple multimedia data
streams, and enabling transmission of the cor-

responding one multimedia data stream to the
user through the associated terminal informa-
tion handler.

2. The system of claim 1, further including an input
process for receiving multimedia data streamsfor
distribution.

3. The system of claim 1, further including at least one
storage device for storing multimedia data streams
for later transmission.

4. Amethod for playbackoflive and pre-recorded mul-
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timedia datain real-time over a large scale commu-

nication network, including the steps of:

(a) providing a plurality of terminal information
handlers for managing general information flow
to and from a plurality of users;

(b) assembling multiple multimedia data
streamsfor distribution;

(c) distributing the assembled multiple multime-
dia data streams to eachof the terminal infor-

mation handlers; and

(d) receiving a channel request from a user
through an terminal information handler asso-
ciated with the user, mapping the channel re-
quest to a corresponding one of the multiple
multimedia data streams, and enabling trans-

mission of the corresponding one multimedia
data stream to the user through the associated
terminal information handler.

The methodofclaim 4, further including the step of

receiving multimedia data streamsfordistribution.

The method of claim 4, further including the step of
storing multimedia data streams for later transmis-
sion.
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Description

(0004) The present invention relates to a method and

apparatus for network communication by distributing
network addresses to user machines,

{6062} Computers have the capability to provide mas-
sive amountsof educational and entertainment informa-

tion by way of the Internet. Currently, on-line systems
offer a variety of different services to users, including

news feeds, electronic databases (either searchable by
user directly on the on-line system, or dawnloadahie to

the users own computer), privaia message services,
electronic newsletters, real time games for play by sev-
eral usersat the sametime, and job placement services,
io name afew. However, currently most on-line commu-
nications occur merely through text. This is in contrast

to the audio/visual presentation of the allernative elec-
tronic medium, television. However, it is expected that

as multi-media's incessant growth continues, audio/vis-
ual programs will proliferate and text will become less
and less dominant in the on-line environment.

{0003] Even though these prograrns will be intro-
duced, the Internet will remain essentially user unfriend-
ly due to iis very massiveness, organization, and ran-

domness. Simply stated, there is no order or direction
in. the internet. Specific pieces of information can be
hard fo find, and it is even harder to put that piece of
information into a rneaningful context.

{6064} Television, on the other hand, has been criti-
cized for being a passive medium. Whilst interactive tel-
evision systems have increased the level of user inter-
action, and thus, provided greater learning and enter-

tainment coportunities, vast information resources such
as databases are inaccessible from such a medium.

{0005} The present invention seeks fo close the gap
between video programming and the vast information
resources of the Internet.

{6068} According toa first aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a methodfor providing a machine
with network cammunication with a server, comprising:

receiving a request for a network connection;
generating a reference to a local connection in re-
sponse to the request;

detecting communication ait the local connection;
and

establishing a connection with the local connection
in response to the detecting and for facilitating net-
work communication with the machine.

{0007] In embodiments, a local web server function is
provided at the local connection.
{0008} Preferably, the receiving step comprises re-

ceiving networked conient, and/or a request for a web
page from a web browser, and/or a request froman ap-
plet.
{6069} The present invention also axiends to appara-

tus for providing a machine with network communication
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with a server, comprising:

receiving means for receiving a request for a net-
work connection;

generating means for generating a reference to a
local connection in response to the request; and
detecting means for detecting communicationat the
local connection; and

connection means for establishing a connection
with the local connection in response to the detect
ing and for facilitating network communication with
the machine

{6010} In ambodiments, the receiving means may be

arranged io receive networked content, and/or a request
for a web page from a web browser, and/or a request

from an applet.
{6047} In an embodimeni, the apparatus further com-
prises detecting meansfor detecting communication at
the local connection, which detecting means may be ar-

ranged to receive information for use in opening a soack-
et with the local connection.

{60142} According to a further aspect of the invention,
there is pravided a method for distributing network ad-
dresses to user machines for use in obtaining content

associated with the addresses, comprising:

receiving a plurality of network addresses identify-
ing network locations of particular content;

receiving a time value of a lime parameter associ-
ated with each of the network addresses; and

transmitting each of the network addressesto a us-
er based upon each of the corresponding time val-
ues,

{6013} The present invention also extends to anpara-
tus for distributing network addresses to user machines

for use in abiaining content associated with the address-
es, comprising:

receiving meansfor receiving a plurality of network

addresses identifying network locations of particu-
lar content;

rneans for receiving 4 time value of a time parame-
ter associated with each of the network addresses;
and

transmission meansfor transmitting each of the net-
work addresses to the user machines based upon
each of the corresponding time values.

{0014} According toa still further aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a methodfor distributing dy-
namic network addresses to user machines for use in

obtaining content associated with the addresses, com-
prising:

receiving a network address containing a variable,

the network address identifying varying network to-
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cations of particular cantent based upon the varia-
ble;

receiving an associated description for the network
address;

resolving the variable in the nebwork address based
upon information related to an intended recipient of
the network addrass; and

transmitting the network address along with the as-

sociated description to a user machine correspond-
ing with the intended recipient.

{0075} The present invention also exiends to appara-

tus for distributing dynamic network addresses to user
machines for use in obtaining content associated with
the address, comprising:

receiving means for receiving a network address
containing a variable, the network addressidentify-
ing varying network locations of particular content
based upon the variable, and an associated de-

scription for the network address;
resolution means for resolving the variable in the
network address based upon informationrelated to

an intended recipient of the network address; and

transmission means for transmitting the network
address along with the associated description to a
user machine corresponding with the intended re-
cigient.

{6016] Embodiments of the present invention will
hereinafter be described, by way of example, with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings, in which;

Figure 1 is a diagram showing the receipt and de-
coding of video signals at a subscriber location us-
ing a method of the invention;

Figure 2 is a diagram showing an alternative em-
bodiment to achieve the integration of Internet in-
formation with video content;

Figure 3 is a flow diagram of the basic software of
the invention;

Figure 4 is a diagram showing an ernbodiment in
which URLs are directly transmiited to a user;
Figure 5 shaws an embodiment of a system com-
prising a digital cable box;

Figure 6 shows an embodiment of a sysiem iInclud-
ing a digital TV.;
Figure 7 shiows an example of a user interface;
Figure 8 shows an example of a display providing
a user interface;

Figure 9 is a diagram showing an embodiment of a
system having distributed communication servers;
Figure 10 shows an example of a logical structure
for a local host;

Figure 11 is a flow chari of a mathodfor implement-
ing a local host of network communication;
Figure 72 illustrates a user interface displaying a

playlist to an authorof the playlist content;
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Figure 13 shows a user interface which permits an
author to edit the content of a playlist;
Figure 14 illustrates @ user interface displaying
playlist items pushed to a user;

Figure 15is a diagram of a data structurefor playlist
entifies;

Figure 16 is a flow chart of a mathadfor implement-
ing a playlist; and
Figure 17 ts a flow chart of a methodfor processing

dynarnic URLS.

(0047) Figure 1 illustrates an embodiment of a com-
puter based system for receiving a video program along

with embeddeduniform resource locators (URLs) which
direct a user's computer 16 to address locations, or web
sites, on the Interriat 20 to retrieve related web pages.
The web pages correspond to the video preseniation.

The particular video programming can be delivered in

analog, digital or digitally compressed formats (e.g.
MPEG2} via any transmission means, including satel-
lite, cable, wire, television broadcast or sent via the web.

{6018} The video programming is preferably created
ai a centralized location, for example, as content crea-
Hon 4 indicated in Figure 1, for distrioution to subsecrib-
ers. Program creation may be accomplished by any ap-

propriate means. After a video programis created, uni-

form resource iocators (URLs) are embedded. In one
embodiment, the URLs are embedded inte the vertical

blanking interval of the video programming by a URL

encoder 8, as shown in Figure 1. In this embodiment,
the URLs are encoded onto eight fields of tine 21 of the
VBI. Line 27 is the line associated with close captioning,
among other things. However, the URLs may addition-

ally and/or alternatively be embedded in otherfields of
the VBI, in the horizontal portion of the video, as part of
the audio channel, in any subcarrier to the video, or if
the video is digital, in one of the data fields.

{0018] Although Figure 1 shows the video with the
URLs broadcast over the same transmission line, the

URLs may be sent down independentlyof the video pro-
gram on a data channel. in this embodiment, the URLs
maybe forwarded to the remote sites eitherprior to in-

tation or during the program. Preferably, the URLs have
associatedtirne stamps which indicate to the subscriber
stations when, during the video program, to display the
particular web pages addressed by the URLs. Alterna-

ively, the user can select when to call the particular web
pagesfor display with the video program.
(6020) The particular information in line 27 is not part
of the visual part of the program, and thus, is not per-

ceptible to ihe human eye, theraby making it ideal to
send data information to the users. Whilst the bandwidth

capacity of ine 21 is limited, as @ systern as described
transmits only the URLs, and not full web pages, there

is more than enough capacity, Furthermore, no addition-
al hardware is necessary at the computer 16 to receive
ihe video and retrieve the web pages.
{6027} Once the video program is created, it may be
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transmitted to user sites over any transmission means,
including broadcast, cable, satellite, or Internet, and

may reside on video servers. Furthermore, the video

prograrn, with or without embedded URLs, may be en-
coded onto siorage meanssuchas a video tape, for ex-
ampie of VHS or Beta format, or an optical disc such as
CD or DVD, or any other medium.
{0022] Preferably, each receiver station comprises

any intel x86 machine (preferably a 486 processor, pen-
tium processor, etc), an Apple Computer, UNIX or any
other type of standard computer workstation. The local
computer 16 is preferably connected to either a cable
and/or broadcast television or to a local VCR or other

video source. Af each subscribersite, tha local sersonal

computer 18 preferably receives the cable transmission
by cable connection on the back of the personal com-

puter 16. The video/audio program may be processed
for display on the computer screen using a PC card ca-
pable of displaying video signals on a computer monitor
in. an appropriate TV format such as PAL or NTSC. One

example of a PC cardis a WinTV card. In addition to the
cable connection, there is the Internet 20 connection

created concurrently with the cable connection.
{6023} The internet 20 connection may be via high-

speed line, RF, conventional modem or by way of two-
way cable carrying ihe video programming. The local
PG 16 has Internet access via, for example, an ASCII
software mechanism. in an embodiment, at each sub-

scriber site, an associated iocal URL decoder 12 ex-

fracis the URLs, preferably embedded in the vartical
blanking interval, with the use of a suitable VBI decoder
device. The URL decoder 12 may be either a stand-

alone unit or a card which is implemented into the per-
sonal computer 16.
{0024} In the embodiment shown in Figure 2, the uni-

farm resource locators (URLs) are encoded into the vid-
eo as described above. Again, the URLsare preferably
encoded onto eight fields of line 21 of the VBI, but may
also be sant independenily of the video. In this ernbod-
iment, a URL decoder 24 is located at the server site
raiher than at the subscriber location. When the decoder

24 receives the video programsignal, it strips out the
URL codes on line 21 of the VBI and delivers these

codes independently to an Internet server 28. The URL
cade is then subsequently delivered over the Internet

20 tothe user PC 16. Simultaneously, the video is broad-
cast over conventional broadcast or cable transmission

means 36 to the user's personal computer 16.
{0625] The alternative shown in Figure 4, does not

use the VBI. In this embodiment, the systern runs an
online service overthe Internet 20. This service is in the

form of an Internet web site 62 which provides a user-
interface to a dalabase 78 and to one or more associ-

aied daia servers 90. The service provides member ac-
counts to TV broadcasters 66 who sign up to use the
ilustrated system in conjunction with their broadcasis.
Each member broadcasterwill enter the servica al their

computer 70 through web browser software 74 using
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their raember account by entering various identification
and password information. Once within their account,
the mernberwill be provided with a graphical userinter-
face for pre-scheduling URLs for transmission to users

118 over a diract Internet connection 94 at particular
umes of day. The sarne user interface, or a variation of
ii, can be used by broadcastersfor live transmission 82
of URLs to users af the same lime as a broadcast 86.

{6026} One exarnple of this interface might be a

scheduling calendar (daily, weekly, rnonthly, yearly) in
which the broadcaster 66 may allocate time periods
which coincide with their broadcasts 86, and during
which they wil send out URLs to their users to tink fo

web pages. For each time period (for example, a partic-
ular hour long period during the day) determined bythe
broadcaster 66 io ba a broadcast periad (a period during
which they want fo transmit URLs that correspond to a

television showbeing broadcastfrom their TV broadcast
faciity 110 to the external TV 114 of the user 118 at that

time), the broadcaster 66 may then enter a series of
URLs into an associatedfile (Link Fite") for transmis-

sion overthe Internet 20 at that time. This Link File may
have a user interface such as a spreadsheel, table, or
list, or it rnay be sirnply a tab-delimited or paragraph-
delimited text-file. As an example, each of the records

in the Link File consists of a data structure which may
contain information such as:

(8027) (<timecode>,<URL>,<label or tile>, <addi-
donal information>,<additional information>,...)
{0028] The above data structureis just one example.
The records in the Link File oreferably specify the time,

internet address(i.e. URL), label (such as an associaiad
name}, and some aptional additional inforrnation, for
each web page the broadcaster 66 desires to launch
during a show.
{6029} When a broadcaster 66 modifies their calendar

and/or the Link File associated with any given time pe-

riod(s) in their calendar, this information is saved into
the database 78 which is attached to the site 62. Each

broadcaster 66 may maintain multinie calendars in the
database 78 if they broadcast in differant lime zones,
for example.

{0036] The database 75 provides the Link File records
for upcoming time penadstc a server 90, which may be
one server or a distributed network of server programs
on raultiple cornputers across the network,to be utilized

for scaling to large national or global auciences. The
server 90 provides the Link File records, including the
URLs, to the user's personal computer 16, which is con-
nected via a network. Examples of possible networks

include the outlic internet 94, a direct private network,
or even a wireless network.

(0037) One feature of ihe embodiment illustrated in
Figure 4 is that one or more broadcasters 66 mayutilize
the same schedule in the database 78 for thair own

broadcasts 86 or during the same broadcast. For exam-
ple, a network broadcaster may develop a master
schedule and various affilate broadcasters may sub-
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scribe io that schedule or capyit (in the database) and
add or delete specific URLs in the schedulefortheir local
audiences or unique programming. This scheme ena-
bles affiliates to insert URLstor local advertisers or local

subjects into a sequence of more general URLs provid-
ed bytheir network broadcaster 66. In other words, the
affiliate can add links thal ride on the network feed and
then redistribute it to their local audiences.

{0032] The sysiem of Figure 4 also enables persan-
alizationin the forra of unique series of URLs specific to
each user's unique profile, which are directly sent over
the Internet 20 to each user's specific client software
106. This can be achieved from the broadcaster 66 to

each individual user 118, or to particular collections of
users. To accomplish personalization, the service may

send a different siream of URLsto each user's client
software program 106. The stream of URLs sent de-
pends upon 4 user profile stored in the database 75 or
the chent software program 106, a user profile which is
buillf on demand or over time for each user 118 based

on criteria such as the location of ihe user, choices the

user raakes while using 4 client software program 106,
choices the broadcaster 66 makes during a broadcast

86, or aulomatic choices made by an algorithm (such as

a filter) residing on the service 62. Personalization ana-
bles each user to receive URLS which are uniquely rel

vani to their interests, demographics, history, or behav-
iourin the system.

{6033} Once the URLs have reached the personal
computer 16, the operationof all of the systems shown
in Figures 1, 2 and 4 is sirnilar.
{0034] In one embadimani, a JAVA enabled browser

38 as well as specialized software 106 are installed on
the computer 16. The JAVA enabled browser 98 allaws
the comouter 16 to retrieve the web pages 102 and is
presenily the preferred software, as it is platform inde-

pendent, and thus, enables efficient and flexible transfer
of prograrns, images,etc., over the internet 20. The spe-

cialized interface software 106 (herainafter, "client soft-
ware") acts as an interface between the video program-
ming and theInternet functions. Theclient software 106

retrieves URLs frorn the video program (embodiment of

Figure 1) or directly from the Internet connection (em-
bodiments of Figures 2 and 4), interprets these URLs
and directs the JAVA enabled browser98to retrieve the

particular relevant web pages 102. The client software
166 also synchronizes web pages to the video content
for display on the user’s computer 16, as shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4 and explained in rnore detail below.

{0035] As explained above, the URLs may be encad-
ed and ernbeddedinto the video signal by inserting them

into the vertical blanking interval (VBI.
{0036} Alternatively, the URLs may be eniered by

member TV broadcasters 66 along with specified times
for transmitting the URLs to the user. At the appropriate
times, the URLs are sent directly over the Internet to the
usars PC 16 via the clent software 106 over a direct

point-to-point or multicasting connection.
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(G037] The system may have the capability io detect
identical URLs sent directly after one another and to
cause the browser not to fetch URLs in theseparticular
cases. As shown in Figure 3, once the URL code is re-

ceived at the computer, the client software 106 first in-
terprets the URL and deterrnines in step 42 whether the
particular URL has been received oreviously. Hit has
already been received, the next received URL is inter-
preted for determination of prior receipt. if the particular
URL has not been detected before, the software checks

far misspelling in step 46 and any other errors, and if
errors exist, correcis these particular errors. Once
again, it is determined whether the URL has been pre-

viously detected. if it has, the nexi URLis accessed in
step 38. if ine URL has not been detected, the specific
URL is added to the URLlist in step 54. The specific
URLis then sent to the web browser, preferably a JAVA

enabled browser 98. Upon receipt of the URL, the
browser98, in step 58, will access the website address

122 (Figure 4} indicated by the URL andretrieve the cit-
ed web page(s) 102 via the Internet.
{6038} Viewers can view the integrated presentation
in the following manner. As mentioned above, the video
signal is processed and displayed on a video window
on the PG screen using a WinTV card, for example. The

corresponding audio is forwarded to the audio card and
seni to the PC sneakers.
{0029} The retrieved web pages 102, referenced by
the URL, are optionally time stamped to be displayed

on the computer screen when predetermined related
video content is displayed in the video window,thus en-
hancing ihe video presentation by providing in-depthin-
farmation related to the video content thereto. Another

section on the screenis also preferably used to repre-
sent an operational contral panel. This coniral panel pro-
vides a list of the URLs which have been broadcast and

correspondingly received by the computer 16. This con-

trol panel is updated to add a URL cade each time anew
URL codeis received by the PC 16. Thislist gives the
subscriber the flexibility fo go back and retrieve5 partic.
ularly informative or interesting web pages that haveal-
ready beendisplayed earlier in the program, or alterna-

tively, to print therm out for future reference. Further-
more, the list may include URLsreferring to web pages
not displayed with the broadcast program, but which
provide further information on a certain topic ofinterest
to the viewer.

{0040] In an example, a viewer may bagin watching a
musical video featuring a band. As the video is received
by the PG 16, URLs areeither being received with the

video signal or are being received directly via the Inter-
net 20 or another data channel, and are interpreted by
the client software 106. Upon direction and comraand,
the JAVA enabled browser $8 retrieves particular web

pages 162 from Internet 20 web sites identified in the
URLs. These web pages 102 are then displayed on the
video screen at particular times. So, for example, whilst
ihe viewer is watching the music video, biographical in-
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formation on the band mayalso be displayed adjacent
to the video window. Web pages 102 may alsa include

an upcoming concerschedule, and/or audio clips of the
band’s music may be downloaded from the internet 20.
(0041) As another exampia, a user may be watching
a prograrn relating to financial news. Whilst the narrator
is shown discussing high tech stocks, web pages corre-
sponding to detailed financial perforrnance information

on high tech stocks, environment and characteristics
may be displayed with the video on the computer
screen. If the personalization features are included, web
pages associated with a particular user's stock may be

fetched and displayed on the computer screen with the
video program. Whenthe program narrator switches to
a discussion on the weekly performance of the Dow
Jones, web pages presenting related financial perform-

ance information may be simultaneously displayed.
{0042] A user may viewthe interactive program using
a television set 114 or other display monitor in conjunc-
tion with the display screen of the personal computer

16. In this case, the relevant web pages are shown on
the personal computer 16 whilst the video program is
displayed on thetelevision monitor 114. In this allerna-
tive, a cable set top box receives the television program

fram the multi-channel cable. The personal computer 16
also receives the video gragrarnfrorn the multi-channel
cable and extracts the URLs, embeddedin the vertical

blanking interval of the video signal or directly transmit-
ted 94 over the Internet 20. The client software 106 ex-

fracis the URLs and retrieves the particular web pages
as described above. The web pages are then synchro-
nized with the particular video frames and presented to

the user. tis understood that a hyperlink may exist on
the website that will allowthe user to automatically load
the client software and call up the specific television
channel referenced in the web site. For exampie, some-

one browsing the Internet 20 may come upon a major
television network's website. His possible then to scroll
fo an interesting story and then to click on an hypertink
to turn on the sofiware which tunes the TV windowto
the network.

(0043) instead of receiving the video program from a
transmission means, the video program may be ad-
dressed direcily from the usersite if the video program,
with or without embedded URLs, has been stored on

appropriate means. The storage means may bea vide-
otape in any forrnat, such as VHS or Beta, or an optical
disc in any format, such as DVD or CD-ROM. Inthis
case, the user PC 16 and/or television 114 are connect-

ed to a video tape player, a disc drive, or other anpro-
priate device.
{6044} Figures 5 and 6 showtwoalternative examples
of systerns which may be employed. As shownin Figure

5, a user may view an interactive program using a tele-
vision set 18 or other display monitor in conjunction with
a digital cable box 140. In this case, the digital cable box
140 perforrns the functions of the personal computer 16

shownin Figures 1, 2 and 4, and the client software is
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stored in memory in the digital cable box 140. In one
embodiment, the digital cable box 140 includes two tun-
ers, thus allowing bath the web page and the video pro-
gram to be simultaneously viewed on the same screen.
if video and web stream, however, are carried on one

channel, then only one tuner is necessary.
(0045) The chent software retrieves URLs fromthere-
ceived video program, directly from the Internet connec-
tion 20 or via a separate data channel, interprets these
URLs and directs tne web enabled browserio retrieve

the particular relevant web pages, and synchronizes the
retrieved web pages to ihe video content for display on
the television 18. The relevant web pages are preferably
shown in one frameof tha television 18 while the video

prograrn is displayed in another frame. Alternatively, the
wab page can replace the video prograrn onthe display.
{6048} In this embodiment, the digital cable set top

box 140 receives the television program from the multi-
channel cable. The URLs can be encoded inio the digital
program channe! using MPEG1, MPEG2, MPEG4,
MPEG?ar any other compression video scheme. Alfer-

natively, the URLs can be transmitted to the digital cable
boxes 140 from an Internet server 148. The digital cable
box 140 decodes the URLs from the digital video signal
or directly transmitted over the Internet 20. The chent

sofiware decodes the URLs and retrieves the particular
web pages as described above. Preferably, the web
pages are synchronized with the particular video frames
and presented to the user.

{0047] Aswithall the ernbociments describedabove,
instead of receiving the video program fram a transmis-
sion means, the video program may be addressed di-
rectly from a local video source 144 if the video program,

with or without embedded URLs, is stored on a storage
means such as a video tape or onlical disc. In this em-
bodiment, the digital cable box 140 is connected to a
VCR,disc drive or other appropriate device.

{0048] Figure 6 illustrates an embodiment where a
digital TV 152 is the remote reception unit and performs
the functions of the persona! computer, shown in Fig-
ures 1,2 and 4, and the digital cable box 140 shownin
Figure 5. A processor means and memory are incorpo-

rated in the digital TV 152, and the client software and
web browser software are implemented in memory in
the digital TV 752. All of the functions described abov
with reference to the other embodiments are perforrned

ina similar manner by the digital TV 152 embodiment.
{0048}] Althoughthe digital cable boax/TV 146, 18 and
digital TV 182, shown in Figures 5 and 6, are incorpo-
rated into the embodiment of Figure 1, in substitution for

the PC 76, hey may also be substituted for the PC 16
shown in Figures 2 and 4.
(0050) A user may view the video and web content on

one screen (in two windows}, or with the video on one
display screen and the web content on a separate dis-
play monitor. AHernatively, a user may access the video
or web content separately. Thus, a user may branch
from video io web content and vice versa.
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(00571) The systems described herein are well-suited
to the education environment. Thus, students and

teachers may access one or more web servers. Soft-

ware componenis including instructor and student user
software, authoring software and database assessment
sofiware are provided. An instructor may, for example,
use content creation software on @ personal computer

to easily integrate into the curriculum current information
published on the web through an interface 156 shown

in Figure 7. The instructor creates a playlist (Le. linkfile)
160, the playlist 160 comprising a list of web pages, text
notes and questions. The web siies and questions are

set out in a predetermined order and can be assigned
limes. Preferably, the URLs identifying the web site and
time stamps are sent automatically to ine desktop of
each student in the virtual community, either during a

playback of a pre-recorded program or during a tive
event.

(0052) At each of the student workstations, the pro-
gram is directed by the playlist 160. In other words, the

playlist 160 provides the structure for the program. At
predetermined times as indicated by the playlist 160, the
browserwill fetch and display a web pagein a frarne on
ihe computer screen. Because program evenis can be

set up in this mannerat predetermined times, the entire
prograrn and playlist can be prerecorded and storedin
a web databasefor later access by students.
(0053) iiwil be appreciated ihat the students and the

instructor may be located anywhere, as long as they are
all connected to the web. Because a server controls the

prograrn, the instructor output comes frorn the server
and the student workstations are automatically updated

by the web server.
{6054} This educational embodiment integrates web
content and other rnedia with collaborative groupware
functionality to create an interactive environmentfor stu-

dents and teachers. The student may receive a tradi-
tional video fesson through a frarne in his or her web
browser, or from @ ielevision. Separate frames may be
simultaneously provided as shown in Figure 8, which

shows the browser displaying: web pages 176 automat-
ically delivered to each student's desktop with informa-
tion or exercises that complement the video presenta-
tion; a chat dialogue frame 168 for conversing with the
instructor and/or other studenis online; and an interac-

live playlist 164 of web pages and questions comprising
the lesson.

{6055} in the student interface of Figure 8, each stu-

dent may perform a virtual experirent,for exarnple, dur-
ing a physics lesson io learn about gravity. In addition,
the studenis may converse with one another and with
the instructor using the chat dialogue frame 168. They
may also send web pages io one another and provide

answers to questions from the teachervia the chat dia-
logue frame 168 of the student interface 7176. With the
chai feature, students may break into subgroupsfar col-
laborative learning. Whenever a student in the group

sends a message, the message is sent to the Internet
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server 20 and every other student in the subgroup re-
ceives and views the message in their chat dialogue
frame 168.

{6058} The instructor, however, may retain contro!

over the chat feature. For example, the instructor may
terminate the chat feature or web push to terminate un-
ruly on-line conversations or the sending of web pages
by students.

{6057} The systems described herein area more pow-
erful than conventional distance learning systems as
they allow the instructor to freely and conveniently ex-
ercise almost any type of testing strategy. The instructor

may test students using a combination of the chat dia-
logue feature and web pages. For example, multiple
choice questions and short answer questions can ap-
pearin the chat window 168. Essay questions, requiring

longer answers, become web pages. As mentioned
above, students can perform virtual experiments on-
ine. Once the instructors persanal computer receives
student answers, student scoring may be presented to

the instructor in any format including tables, charts, di-
agrams, bar graphs,etc. The instructor, thus, may ana-
lyze the results anid has ihe capability of providing real-
time feedback to the students.

{0053] Students mayalso receive individualized feed-

back via branchedinteractive audio, video and/or graph-
ics responses. For example, the workstation may
branch io a particular audio response, preferably prere-
corded in the instructor's own voice, based on the stu-

dent responseto a multiple-choice question. A plurality
of potential audio responses may be made available at
the student's workstation, for example, by a method as

described in US patent No. 5,537,141. Additionally and/
or aliernatively, personalized video, audio and graphics
segments maybe delivered anddisplayed to ihe student
based on a student answeror personal profile, for ex-
amole, in a manner as described in US patent No.
§,724,091.

{0058] Responses to student answers may be more
substantive using a memory feature comprising an al-
gorithm which selects an interactive responseto the us-

er based not only on the student's current answer se-
lection, but also on the student's previous responses.
The aigarithm, preferably stored in memory at each stu-
dent's workstation and under processor control, selects

an output interactive ressonse based on student re-
sponses. in an example, a student who gets three or
more answers in sequance right receives a more difficult
question. However, a student whofails to correctly an-

swer one or more of the three questions receives an
easier question.
{0666] The system iHlustrated in Figure 9 is capable of
servicing large numbers of users, for example, several
schools. As shown, communications servers 180 dis-

tribute and roule message across a LAN, WAN and the
internet. Ai the heart of the system is a group database
server 184, and this is surrounded by several cormmu-
nicaiion servers 180 which each serve an area 192.
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Each comraunication server 180 is surrounded by
squares representing user stations 186. The communi-
cation servers 180 are organized in node relationships
with one another.

{0061] Each nodeis responsible for serving an area
192. An area 192 is defined as a virtual location serviced

by a single communication server 180 (or "com server").
An area 192 rnay be a single schoal, an office, or may

consist of several actual physica! locations. The defining
characteristic of an area 192 is thai messages sent from
one memberof an area 192 to another need not be rout-

ed outside of the servicing corn server 180.

{0062] Ar area rnemberis analogousto the frequently
used iarm “user”. For example, a “user” may be a stu-
dent in an educational environment.

{6063] The distributed communication systern shown

in Figure 9 perrnits the dynamic addition of comraunica-
dion servers 180 within a group with little or no adminis-
trative tasks as well as the addition of groups within an
overall communications network. A communication

server group consists of several defined virtual areas

192 (preferably, consisting of no more than 250 mem-
bers each), each area 192 serviced by a single com
server 180. This system allows mernbers of one area

192, or group, to easily communicate with members of
another area 192 or group without any configuration
changes.
(0064) in the past, service of very large numbers of

users has required large expensive servers and net-
works. Furthermore, as the user base increased, per-
formance suffered and the hardware had to be upgrad-
ed to service the demand.

(0065) The distributed cornmunication system allows
the same, relatively inexpensive, machines to serve an
ever-increasing user base. This is accomplished by
routing messages from one serverto another when nec-

essary following substantially the sarne core patiern as
iP routing and DNS fookups. Ha messageis for amem-
ber not balonging to the Current area 792 or group, the
message is routed through the distributed comrnunica-
tion system unt its destination, or someone who knows

the destination and can deliver the message, is found.
The destination may be cached so subsequent messag-
es for that member or group may be mare efficiently de-
livered.

{0066] Referring to Fiqure SG, if a message is posted
by member "A" and is intended only for ihe members of
group 1, ihe message never leavesthe area 1 com serv-
er. However, if the message is intended for members of
area 1 and for members of area 2, the area 1 com server

forwards the rnessage to the group database server
184. The message is broadcast to the members of area
+ and tagged in the group database server 184 as be-

longing to area 2. The message is ihen routed to area
2 and broadcast to area 2 members. With this technique,
any member may potentially send a message to any oth-
er member. if the area com server 180 doas nol recog-

nize the destination, the message is forwarded up the
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line. Each comserver 186 does not need fo know about

any other server 160. Messages are routed until they
delivered. if undeliverable, the original senderis noli-
fied.

{6067} New areas 192 can be added on the fly. When
a new com server 180 is added to ihe network,it regis-
iars itself with the databaseapplication, Henceforth, any
message destined for the new area 192 may be routed
properly wilhout altering the other area servers 180.

{0068} This method and system worksfar global mes-
sages or for user to user messages. Furthermore, new
groups may also be dynamically added. Once added,
each new group database server 184 registers itself with

the axisting database servers 184. This distribution of
load permits nearly unlimited expansion with existing
software and hardware. Each server manages a finite
number of members, curnulatively serving a growing

community.
{0069} Users need not be informed asfo the particular
cam server 180 they should connect io. Members are
directed fo a single URL. The selection of the serverfor

user connection is deterrnined by load balancing soft-
ware. In this manner, ihe network may appear io be a
global network of servers or simply a local classroorn.
{0070] The archilecture described, which uses data-

base servers as routing gateways, enables ihe system
to serve with minimum administration and configuration
and with lower end, cosi-effective hardware.

{0074] Figure 10 illustrates a system 200 arranged to

utilise an entity referred to as a local host for facilitating
network communication between a user machine 202

and a server 224 through a network 222. The network
222 may be any suitable network, for example, such as

the Internet. A local host connection may provide in-
creased functionality in network communication by
overcoming certain limitations which exist, for example,
within appiets in the JAVA programrning language. Ap-

plets are smail applications, typically written in the JAVA
programminglanquade. In order to meet required secu-
rity criteria, the JAVA programming language does not
permil certain functions to ba undertaken by use of ap-
plets. For example, applets typically cannot read to, or

write from, a hard disk on a user's machine. The security
criteria help to ensure that a user does not unknowingly
download an applet as part of a web page, for example,
where ihe applet has the capability to adversely affect

the user's system processing or stored data. However,
ihere are situations where ii may be advantageous to
eliminate or reduce the security restrictions applied to
applets in a particular controlled environment. In those

situations, the local host may enable the functions of ap-
plets to be increased.
{OG72] In system 200 illusirated, the user machine
202 has a local host or connection with the server 224

through Internat 222, The user machine 202includes a
web browser 204, which may be implemented by any
iype of web browser for Internet communication. The
web browser 204 includes a Hyperfext Markup Lan-

-
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guage (HTML) page, referred to as a donut.hirn! page,
within a hidden HTML frame 2086. Instead of frames, it

rnay use layers such as those used with dynamic HTML

(DHTML) pages. The page 206 maybe stored within a
hidden frame or within a layer in memory on the user
machine 202. Hidden frame or layer 206 includes a do-
nut applet 208 having functions for communicating with
the server 224, and the applet 208 may include, for ex-

ample, applications requiring communication with a
server.

{6073} The term "donut" is used only as a label and,
in this example, refers to a particular file storing user-

profile information for use in transmitling content to a
user. The user-profile information may include a wide
variety of information relating to a user such as, for ex-
ample, one or moreof the following: age of the user, sex

of the user, marital status of the user, prior activities of
the user, income range of the user, number of peopie in
the users household, occupation of the user, industry
of the user, length of residence, interests of the user,

and other information, such as demographic andactiv-
ity-based information, about the user.
{0074] Use of a "donul” storing user profile informa-

tion is described in US application No. 09/409305 filed
23th September 1999.
{0075} The web browser 204 also includes a pi.ntrnl
page within an HTML frame or layer 210 stored in mem-
ory of the userrnachine 202. The pihtim page in frame

or layer 210 is loaded from the server 244. The frame
or layer 210 also includes a plug-in 212arranged fo im-
plement a gateway module 2714 for communication be-
iween the applet 208 and the internet 222. A “plug-in”

is an auxiliary oragrarn which works with a software
packageor other pragram to enhanceiis capability. The
plug-in 212 implements the gateway racdule 214 in or-
der to provide for a local host that effectively functions

as a web server. In particular, upon being loaded, pi.htlm
page 210 initiates the plug-in 212 and the gateway mod-
ule 214, in the C++ programming language, for exam-
ple, io open a connection 220 with the applet 206.
{OG76] Plug-in 212 communicates through the Inter-

nei 222 with the server 224. The server 224 may include
a web server 226, which may be any web serverable to

provide for internet and/or other network comraunica-
tion. The server 224 may also include a distributed com-

munity network (DCN) hub 228, for exarnple, as de-
scribed in US patent application No. 09/896693 filed on
15th September 1899.
{0077] In operation, the plug-in 212 provides a Show-

Dac command 218; for example, noi: ShowDac(http://
locaihast/idonuLhtml’), The term “NPP (or “npi’) refers
to the "Netscape Plugin Interface” which is an applica-
tion programinterface used by plug-ins in web browsers

such as the Netscape Navigator program and the Micro-
soft Internet Explorer program. The "ShowDocs" cormn-
mand is a command in the NPI and the JAVA pragram-
ming language instructing a web browser fo showin a

frame of the web browserthe content from the URL pro-
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vided in the command. Therefore, the ShowDoc com-

mand is used to push content to the web browser.
{O078] The ShoawDoc command 218 initiales an ap-
plet tag located in the page 206. Upon receiving the
ShowDoc command 218, the web browser 204 rea-

sponds by sending a GETrequest 216 in order to es-
tablish a connection with the server 224, which in tum

intiates the applet 208. The GET request 216 includes
a URLfor a particular page, for example,

"http: GEThttp-/Hocalhost/donuLhimh” Plug-in 242 re-
ceives the GET request 216 and usesit to open a Trans-

mission Control Protocol/internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
socket 220 to plug-in 212, which then functions as a lo-

cal host using the gateway module 214 to permit open
and persistent communication with the server 224. A
socket is a known way io provide Internet communica-
tion, and if specifies an Internet Protocol address of a

station and a port number. The applet 208 subsequently
communicates with the server 224 through ihe module
214, which appears to applet 208 as a web server.
{OG78)] Figure 11 is a flow chart showing a method 250

for implementing a local host within the system 200. in
order to implement a local host, the plug-in 212 locally
functions as a web server, and the host which the JAVA

code in the applet 208 is allowed to access will be the

same host as that which originally served the HTML
page containing the applet 208. The plug-in 212 re-
quires functionality fo respond to only one HTTP request
which it generates itself by means of the ShoawDoc com-

mand 218 for displaying a URL into a hidden frameor
layer. That URL refers to the gateway module 214 on a
port known onby io the plug-in 242.
{0686] In the method 250, the plug-in 272 sends a

URL to the web browser 204 using the ShowDoc com-
mand 218, such as npi:

ShowDoci((hitp-/Aocathost/donut/niml") (step 252). The
web browser 204 loads a web page or other networked

content using the URL in order to generate the GETre-
guest 216 (step 254), and the plug-in 212 receives the
GET request 216 frorn the applet 208 in web browser

204 (step 256). The GET request includes a URL such
as "http: GET htto-:/ocalhost/donut.htm!" for indicating
an address for the lacal hast.

(0087) Plug-in 212 in ihe web browser 204 uses the
web page information or ather networked contentin or-

der to open the TCPAP socket 220 to a local host includ-

ing the gateway rnodule 214 in plug-in 210 (step 260).
in establishirig the local host, the gateway module 214
provides for socket 220 between the applet 208 and the

server 224 (step 262). In particular, plug-in 212 acts as
a proxy, forwarding requests from the applet 208 to the
remote server 224, Plug-in 212 may optionally obtain an
entity referred to as a "skin", explained below, to rander
liself in a specific user interface for the machine 202

{step 263}. The applet 208 then uses the socket 220 to
communicate with the server 224 through plug-in 212
and remote server 244. Plug-in 212 maintains the sock-
et 220 and deiecis whether the applet 208 disconnects
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the corineclion (step 266). Hf the connection is discon-
nected, the plug-in 212 removes the socket 220.
(8082) The plug-in 212 preferably has ihe abil

use multiple skins, which are an integrated set of graph-
ics, colors, and other multimedia content, and their par-
ticular arrangement to form a specific, branded userin-
terface. Plug-in 212 and a DCN; identified above, have
the ability to distribute and receive an arbitrary object.

One such object may be the package of graphics and
other content that comprise a skin. Before a program
begins, when the user logs on to the network, the system
checks to see Hfthe particular skin js resident on the us-

ers machine. If the skin is not resident, the plug-in 212
requeststhe skin object, and ihe DCN automatically dis-
iriputes the skin to the plug-in 272. Once the skinis res-
ident, the plug-in 242 rendersitself using those graph-
ies, colors, and other content.

{0083} In addition to raquesting and distributing a skin
when the user logs on, a programraer may also dynarn-
ically change a user’s skin during the program. The logic

for loading the new skin during the program is ihe same
as the logic for loading a skin at the start of a program.
This skin change may also be invoked by a playlist re-
quest or a donut event based on user-profile information

as described in the application identified abov
(0084) The following provides one exampie of the use
of a local host. During an event that combines automat-
ically delivered web content through a web browser

plug-in with a video stream, a question appears in the
users web browser containing an interactive question.
This may be written, for example, in Macromedia Flash,
a cormmon web authoring tool. The question reads:

Have you brought a new car this year? Yes or No. Hf the
user clicks on "Yes", the JavaScript program in the web
page containing the question may execute a post with
the format of nito-//localhost?userclick=Yes. The local

host is therefore the "pipe" that connects the web brows-
er to the plug-in. The plug-in receives this information
through an open socket and acts on if to send the user
another web page with content applicable to persons
who have recently bought a new car.

{0085}] A playlist permits one user, referred to as an
author, to push a list of URLs or network addresses to

other users. A playlist is a structured callaction of URLs
that are seni to a user's machine to either be displayed

at a specified time ("pushed") or presented in a trea
structure to be pulled down later when the user wants
to find more detail. The playlist may reference a network
address, such as a URL, a description for each URL, a

time value, a frameset, a frame or layer, a prefetch time

(#f appropriate), a pull within a push context, and poien-
Hially a variable for a dynamic URL. The playlist permits
the author to effectively push various types of content

to users, such as advertisements, interactive games,
sports scores, narrative content, or any type of multime-
dia information. The narrative content may be used, for
example, to provide textual descriptions accompanying

video presentations.
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{0086} The author enters a URL and an associated
description along with a time value. Based upon the time
value, the author's machine transmiis the URL, along
with the description and web page or other networked

content, to the user. The frame (or layer) and frameset
indicates where to display ihe web page or other net-
worked content on the user's machine. The prefetch
time rnay be used to assemble a page corresponding to
the URLin a hidden frameor layer. The dynamic URL

permits the URL to be customised based upon other in-
farmation such as a user's geographic location, as ex-
plained below. in addition to web pages from the Infer-
nel, the playlist may use the URLto retrieve web or other

content from a variety of sources such as, for example,
from the user's hard disk drive or other storage medium.
in addition to web pages, the playlist may be used to
retrieve other content such as, for example, an audio
stream, a video file, or other multimedia information

{8087} The pull within the push context provides other
ways to retrieve content using the playlist, as Hlustrated
by ihe following example. During a news program, the

television broadcast shows a clip of anews conference.
A playlist iter, a web page or other networked content
designed to appear in a particular frame in a particular

framesel, is pushed (automatically delivered) to all the
users on-line. in addition, the news organization broad-
casting the conference has several other web pages
which the user may be interested in as background ma-
terial. This other networked content is sent as a “pull

within a push”playlist itern. The additional content does
noi automatically appearin the user's browser. Instead,
the user receives an indication thal other natworked

content can be accessed. ff the user requires to access
the other content available, the user accesses the can-

tant in an appropriate manner, for example, by using &
mouse to click on a graphic, or by way of other user in-
puts. Thus, the pull within the push context permis con-

tent to be pushed fo a user, and through that content the
user may cull additional content to ihe user machine.

{0088} Additionally and/or alternatively to URLs, the
playlist may include Uniform Resource Identifiers

(URIs). AURIJis a compactstring of characters for iden-
ufying an abstract or physical resource. More specifical-
ly, URIs provide a simple and extensible means for iden-
iifying a resource, and a UR! may be furtherclassified
as a locator, a name, or both. The specification of URI

syntax and semantics is derived from concepts intro-
duced by the World Wide Web giobal information initla-
tive. URIs include, for example, URLs and Uniform Re-

source Naras (URNs). A URL is a subset of a URI
which identifies resources via a representation of their
primary access mechanism, such as their network "lo-
cation’, rather than identifying the resource by narne or
other attribute of that resource. The term URN refers t

a subset of URI which is required to remain globally
unique and persistent even when the resource ceases
io exist or becomes unavailable.

{60089} Figure 12 is a diagram of a user interface 300
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displaying @ playlist to an authorof the playlist content.
in this example, the playlist content is shown in a section
302 displayed within a screen 300. The content in-

cludes, for each URL, a textual description 368, a type
of content 319, a URL 312, and a time value 314. The

textual description 308 permits the author to provide a
potentially more descriptiveidentifier for the content as-
sociated with a particular URL. The type of content 310

identifies for each URL the type of associated cantent
or how itis fo be displayed, and examples include push

content (PSH), a ticker display (TIC}, and an advertise-
rnent (ADV). The section 302 includes a playlist menu

tern 304 for a user to select in orderto view playlist sec-
tion 302 Hsting the playlist. If also includes an edit item
306 for a user to select in order io create or edit the play-
hist content.

(G080] Upon selecting item306, tne author's rmachine
displays user interface 320 shown in Figure 13. The user
interface 320 includes a section 322 for the author to

enter a textual description for a particular URL. A section

324 permits the author to enter the URL. A section 326
provides 4 pull-down menupermitting the authorto iden-
ify a particular frame or layer on the user's machine in
which ihe content associated with the URL in section

324 will be displayed. A section 328 provides a pull-
down rnenu perrnitting the author to select a frame set
identifying how many frames or layers will be displayed
on ihe users machine. As shown, one optionis 4 triple

frame set in which three frames are displayed. Other ex-
amples include a single, double, or quadruple frameset
for displaying, respectively, one, two or four frames.
{0097} A time section 330 sermits the author to iden-

tify a time value for the author's machine to transmit to
a user's machine the URL in section 324, the description
in section 322, and optionally an associated web page
or other networked content. In this example, the author

may enter values for hours, minutes, and seconds. The
author's machine uses the entered time value as a timer,

and it pushes the associated URLto the user's machine
upon time-out of the entered time value. Other tirne pa-
rameters are possible for determining when io pushthe

URL to a user's machine. For example, the URL may be

pushed at a specified particular time and day and/or at
a predetermined amount of time after the occurrence of
a specified event.

{0092] In edii section 320, the author may select an
add section G32 to add the entered information to the

playlist and select a cancel section 334 to cancel the
entered information. The author typically selects the

sections by use of a cursor-contral device to "click on”
the section and/or by entering a command using a key-
board. H will be appreciated that any suitable user input
interface may be provided.

{0093] Figure 14 is a diagram of a userinterface 240
displaying a playlist of Hems pushedto a user. User in-
terface 340 includes a section 342 for displaying playlist
items pushed io the user. Usually, only ihe descriptions

are displayed to the user, whilst associated URLs, web
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pages and/or other networked content, may be stored
on the user’s machine and linked with the descriptions.
User interface 340 also includes frames or layers in
which to display cantent associated with the URLs

pushed to the user, and these may include, for example,
one or more frarnes 356 for displaying video content,
one or more frames 350 for displaying advertisermenis,
one or more frames 352 for displaying games, and one
or more frames 354 for displaying a ticker display, for

example, of sports scores.
{0694] Upon selecting a description among the playi-
ist terns in section 342, the user may retrieve and view
assaciaied content. The description may thus operate

as a hypertext link. For example, by selecting descrip-
Hon 344, the ticker display in section 354 may be dis-
played. By selacting description 346, the gamein frarne
352 may be displayed. By selecting description 348, the

advertisement in frame 350 is displayed. The user may
select other descriptions from amongstthe playlist items
in section 342 in orderto view the associated content or

web pages or other networked content. The frame or

layer in which the content is displayed depends upon
the frame or layer information identified by the authorin
section 326 of edit section 320.

{0095] Fiqure 15 illusirates an example of a data

structure 360 for playlist entities. The playlist entity pro-
vides a name and identifier to the collection of URLs.

Data structure 360 includes multiple entities or other da-
ta structure elements for storing the playlist entities and
associated data. in this example, these antities include

a Playlist entity 262, a Playlistitem entity 364, a frame
or layer entity 366, a ResFolder entity 368, and a
Resitem entity 370.

{0096] The actual URL data is stored in aresData field
371 of Resitem entity 370. ResFolder entity 368 is used
by the authorof the playlist to organize data in Resitem
entity 370 into a folder hierarchy for organizational con-

venience and typically has no effect on the end user ex-
perience. A defFrameSellD field 372, a defFramefield
373, and a description field 374 are similarly provided
as conveniences for the author.

{0097] Playlisttem entity 364, also referred io as

"item", represents a specified resitem in entity S70. itis
identified by a resitemiD field 376 in a playlist identified
by playlistID field 376. The itemis to be shown after a
time specified by a timeOffset field 377. In particular, the

iter is pushed to the user's machine ai that time unless
a pull only feature is set as identified in a pullOmly field
378, in which case the item is a pull within a push con-
text. The itern is to be shownin the frame or layer spec-

Hied by a frame field 379 and a frameSellD field 380. A
description field 381 specifies the description seen by
the user in the displayed playlist. Default values for
frame field 379, frameSetiD field 380, and description

field 381 are derived from the corresponding item in
Resitem entity 370. A prefeich field 382 indicates the
pre-loading of the URLin a staging area. A staging area
for prefetch involves the assembly of a page in a hidden
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frame for subsequent display of a completely assern-
bled web page. One example of this is described in US

patent application No. 09/397298 filed an 15th Septem-
ber 1999.

{0098] A parenilD field 383 of Piaylisillem entity 364
specifies a parent item in the hierarchyof iterns. In a flat
playlist, parentiD is null. Whenin ahierarchy, timeOffset
field 377is relative to a time offset for a parentitem. The

relationship is recursive, making it easy to push a playlist
at any time and tc reuse URL resources and their rela-
tionships in the autharing tool.
{00989} Frame entity 366 specifies a specific frame or

layer within a frameset into which an itemis to be pushed
or pulled. itis referred to by both Rasltem antty 370 and
Playlistitem entity 364. These entities rnay exist in mul-
tiple databasesor even by muHiple vendors and are ma-

nipulated by authoring tools, for exarnple, such as those
available in the C++, JAVA, and Tango programming
languages. These entities may be exchanged and man-

ually edited in Extensible Markup Language CXML) and
transmitted over a distributed community network. An
example of a distributed comraunity network is de-

seribed in US patent application No. 09/396693 filed
15th September 1999.

{6760} Figure 16 is a flow chart of a method 400 for
implementing a playlist. Method 400 may be implement-
ed using software modules for execution by a corre-
sponding machine. In method 400, the systern receives

playlist information from ihe author in edit section 320

{step 402). This information may include a URL, a da-
scription, a frame or layer identification, and a time val-
ue. The system uses the playlist information to generate

and display a playlist as shown in section 302 (step 404}.
The system continually monitors the playlist to deter-

rine if it contains an iiem (step 406). If it contains an
tam, the system determines if prefetch was invoked

{step 408) and, if so, it pushes the playlist item with a
web page or other networked content to the user's ma-

chine along with a crefetch time (step 410). The user's
machine may use a web page staging area io display

the playlist Item (step 412}. That is, the web page may
be assernbiled in a hidden frame or layer and displayed
when assembled. if prefeich was not invoked, the sys-
tem deterrnines if the offset time as entered by the au-

thor has expired (step 414}. Once the offset time ex-
pires, the system pushes the playlist Hem with a web
page or other networked content to the user's machine

and displays the itam as shown in saction 342 (step
416). Particular conmtentis also pushed to the user's ma-
chine based upon the user's selection of playlist items
(step 443).
{67167} The system determines if the author has

closed the playlist (step 418). If the claylist remains
open, the system determinesif the author enters more
playlist informalion in edit section 320. H moreplaylist
information is to be entered, the system returns to step
402 to receive the playlist information and then generate

and display a new olaylisi ai step 404. If the user dees
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not enter more playlist information, the system returns
to step 406 to pracess any additional items in the play-
list.

{67162} A dynamic URLs feature permits a system to

dynamically configure a URL, URI, or other content
identified based upon resolution of a variable. Thus, the
system may customize URLcontent for particular uses.
The dynamic URL is important as it enables content to
be localised and enables the transmission of various

types of content, for example, related to the playlist. For
example, a national television broadcast might include
a commercial for a particular vehicle. The advertiser
may wish to supplement that advertisement with infor-

mation local to each viewer. A dynamic URLs feature
enables viewers to be sent web pages identifying local
dealers.

{6163} In one specific exarnple, a user Bob lives in Los

Angeles and there is a specific automobile dealer based
afew miles awayfrom Bob on Ventura Bivd. The playlist
author may have a playlist entry for an automobile ad-
vertisement which includes a dynamic URL. The server

sofiware may determine which one of many URLs that
references all particular dealers in America should be

sent to Bob, or Bob's user profile (donut) in his client
mayparse the dynamic URL, determinethe specific web

address of the Ventura automobile dealer web page,
and push that network address into Bob's browser.
(0404) The dynamic URLs maybe stored and distrib-
uied in a playlist as described above and executed as

part of steps 410 and 416. Adynamic URL may be iden-
tified by the presence of a variable with particular char-
acters. The dynamic URL may contain the variable

brackets "{" and "}" as follows, for exampis,

PHS //http//conient.gqa.actv.com/{variable}.
(0108) Figure 17 is a flow chart of a method 430 for
processing dynamic URLs, URIs, or other network ad-
dresses. Method 430 may be iraplemented using soft-

ware modules for execution by a corresponding ma-
chine. In method 430, the system retrieves a playlist

item including a URL (step 431) and deterrnines if the
retrieved URLis a dynamic URL(step 432). It may de-
termine if the URL is dynamic by parsing the URL to de-

tect ihe presence of a variable in brackets or other dis-
tinguishing characters. ff itis not a dynamic URL, the
system returns the playlist iter with no pracessing to

the URL (step 446).
{0106] Hitisadynamic URL, the system resolves the

variable in the URL(step 434}. The sysiam determines
if ihe variable references ar invokes a particular process

{step 436). Ifa process is not involved, the systam ob-

tains a definition for the variable (siep 444), If the vari-
able does invoke a process, the sysiem retrieves and
executes the process in order to generate a definition

for the variable (step 438). The system may resolve the
variable based upon an identification of an infanded re-
cipient of the URL in order customize contentfor the us-
er. For example, it may obtain user-profile information,
and select a variabie definition based upon the user-pro-
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file inforrnation, and/orit may use a geographiclocation
of the user fo resolve the variable. The user’s location

ray be determined, for example, fram the user-profile

information. Using the variable definition, the system as-

sembles a completed URL siep (440) and returns the
playlist item with ihe assembled URL in steps 410 and

416 of playlist method 409 (step 442}.
{0107] As indicated above, user profile information

may be collected fram the activities of a user by way of

a user machine and/or may comprise dernographic in-
formation about the user. The user profile information
rnay be storedlocal io the user, for example, by the user

machine, and may be used to resolve the variable of the
dynamic URL.

Claims

network communication be-

server, the method compris-
4. Arnethodfor providing

tweenamachineanda

ing the stepsof:

receiving a request for a network connection;
generating a reference to a local connection in

response to the request;
detecting communication at the local connec-
tion: and

establishing a connection with the local con-

nection in response to the detecting and for fa-
ciltating network communication with the ma-
chine.

2. Amethodas claimed in Claim 1, wherein ihe estab-

lishing step comprises providing a local web server
function at the local connection.

3. Amethod as claimed in Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein

the astablishing step comprises providing a socket
for the communication.

4 Amethod as claimed in any preceding claim, further
comprising downloading networked content from @
network for use in establishing the connection.

§ Amethod as claimed in any preceding claim, where-
in the receiving step comprises receiving networked
content.

&  Amethod as claimed in any preceding claim, where-

in the receiving step comprises receiving a request
for a web page frora a web browser.

T. Arnethod as claimed in any preceding claim, where-

in the receiving step comprises receiving the re-
quasi from an applet.

8. Armethod as claimed in any preceding claim, where-

in the generating step comprises providing an ad-
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16.

17.

18.

18.
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dress of the local connection.

Amethod as claimed in any preceding clairn, where-
in the detecting comprises receiving information for

use in opening a socket with the local connection.

Amethod as claimed in any preceding claim, further
comprising detecting a disconnection from the local!
connection.

Amethod as claimed in any preceding claim, further
comprising obtaining garticular content for use in

rendering a specific user interface for the network
communication.

Apparatus for providing network communication

between a machine and @ server, comorising:

receiving means for receiving & request for a
network connaction;

generating means for generating a reference fo

a loca! connection in response io ithe request;
detecting means for detecting communication
at the local connection; and connection means

for establishing a connection with the locai con-

nection in response to the detecting and forfa-
cilitating network communication with the ma-
shine.

Apparatus as claimed in Claim 12, wherein the con-
nection means is arranged to provide a local web
server function at the local connection.

Apparatus as claimed in Claim 72 or Claim 13,
wherein said connection means provides a socket
for the communication.

Apparatus as clairned in any of Claims 12 to 14, fur-
ther comprising meansfor downloading networked
content from a network for use in establishing the
connection.

to 15,
to re-

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 12
wherein said receiving means is arranged
ceive networked content.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 12 to 16,
wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive a request for a web page from a web browser.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 12 to 17,
wherein said receiving means is arranged fo re-
ceive the requesi from an applet.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 12 to 18,
wherein said generating means comprises means
for providing an address of the local connection.
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at.

22.

23.

24,

28.

26.

2?.

28.

28.

20

Apparatus as claimed in any of Clairns 1Z to 18,
wherein said detecting means comprises means for
receiving information for use in opening a socket
with the local connection.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Clairns 12 to 20, fur-
ther comprising means for detecting a disconnec-
tion from the local connection.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Clairns 12 to 21, fur-
ther comprising means for obtaining particular con-
teni for use in rendering a specific user interface for
the network communication.

A method for distributing network addresses to user
machines for use in obtaining content associated

with ihe addresses, the method comprising the
steps of:

receiving a plurality of network addresses iden-

tifying network locations of particular content;
receiving a tire value of a time parameter as-
sociaied with each of the network addresses;
and

transmitting each of the network addresses to
a user based upon each of the corresponding
time values.

A method as claimed in Claim 23, further compris-
ing receiving an associated description for each
network address, and transmitting the associated
description along with each network addrass

A method as claimed in Claim 24, wherein the step

of receiving the associated description comprises
receiving a textual description for each of the net-
work addresses.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 23 to 25,
wherein the step of receiving the network address-
es comprises receiving a plurality of uniform re-
source locaiors.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 23 ta 26,
wherein the step of receiving the network address-

es comprises receiving a plurality of uniform re-
source identifiers.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 23 to 27,

wherein the step of receiving the time value com-
prises receiving a time-out value.

Amethod as claimed in any of Clairns 23 to 28, fur-

ther comprising the steps of receiving for each of
the network addresses an indication of a frame or

o layer in which to display corresponding descrip-
tions on user machines.
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30.

St.

32.

33.

34.

38.

36.

37.

38.

A method as claimed in any of Clairns 23 to 29, fur-
ther comprising the step of receiving for each of the
network addresses an indication of a type of a con-
tent identified by the network address.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 23 to 30,
wherein the transmitting step comprises transmit-
ting fo user machines networked content corre-
sponding to each of the network addressas.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 23 to 31,
wherein descriptions are assaciated with each net-
work address, and further comprising permitting a

user to specify the network addresses, associaiad
descriptions, and the time values.

A method as claimed in Claim 32, wherein the per-

mitting step comprises 5 displaying a user interface
for receiving from the user the network addresses,
the associated descriptions, and the time values.

Armethod as claimed in any of Claims 23 to 33, fur-
ther comprising receiving an associated description
for each network address, and wherein:

the sep of receiving the associaied description
comprises receiving an indication of the partic-
ular content: and

the transmitting step comprises transmitting the

indication of the particular content fo user ma-
chines for perrnitting users to select the indica-
tion in order to retrieve the particular content.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 23 to 34, fur-
ther comprising receiving an associaied description
for each network address, and wherein:

the step of receiving the associated description
comprises receiving a hypertext link; and
the transmitting step cornprises transmitting the
nypertextlink to user machines.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 23 to 35,
wherein ihe step of receiving the network address-
es comprises receiving anidentification of advertis-
ing content.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 23 to 36,
wherein the step of receiving network addresses
comprises receiving an identification of sports con-

tent, narrative content, and/or interactive game con-
tent.

Apparatus fordistributing network addresses to us-

er machines for use in obtaining content associated
with the addresses, comprising:

receiving means for receiving a plurality of net-
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4.

at.

42.

43.

44,

45.

46.

aT.

48.

af

work addresses identifying network locations of
particular content;
lirne receiving means for receiving a lirne value

of a tirne pararneter associated with each of the
network addresses; and

transmission meansfor transmitting each of the
network addressesto user machines based up-
on each of the corresponding time values.

Apparatus as claimed in Claim 38, wherein said re-
ceiving meansis arranged to receive an associated
description for each network address, and said

transmission means ts arranged to transmit the as-
sociated descriptions along with the network ad-
dresses.

Apparatus as claimed in Claim 38, wherein said re-
ceiving means is arranged to receive an indication
of a frame or layer in which fo display the corre-
sponding descriptions on the user machines.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 38 to 40,
wherein said receiving means is arranged fo re-
ceive a plurality of uniform resource locators.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 38 to 41,
wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive a plurality of uniforrn resource identifiers.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 36 to 42,
wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive @ textual description for each of the network
addresses.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 38 to 43,
wherein said time receiving means is arranged to
receive 2 time-out valua.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 36 to 44,
wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive an indication of a type of a contentidentified

by the network address.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 38 to 45,
wherein said transmission means is arranged to
transmit to the user machinas networked cantent

corresponding to each of the network addresses.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 38 to 46,

wherein descriptions are associated with each net-
work address, and further comprising means for
permitting a user to specify the network addresses,
the associated descriptions, and the time values.

Apparatus as claimedin Claim 47, wherein said par-
miiting means is arranged to display a user inter-
face for receiving from the user ihe network ad-

dresses, the associated descriptions, and the time
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52.

53.

54,

56

28

values.

. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 38 to 48,
wherein:

said receiving rneans is arranged to receive an
indication of the particular content; and
said transmission means is arranged to trans-
mit ihe indication of the particular contant to us-

er machines io enable users to retrieve ihe par-
ticular content by selecting the indication.

. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 38 io 49,
wherein:

said receiving means is arranged to receive a
nypertext link; and

said transmission means is arranged to trans-
mit the hypertext link to user machines.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Clairns 38

wherein said receiving means is arranged
ceive an identification of advertising content.

to 50,
to re-

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 38 to 51,

wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive an identification of sports content, narrativ

content, and/orinteractive garne content.

A method for distributing dynamic network address-
es to user machines for use in obtaining content as-
sociated with the addresses, comprising the steps
oft

receiving a network address containing @ vari-
able, the network address identifying varying
neiwork locations of particular content based

upon the variable;
receiving an associated description for the nei-
work address;

resolving the variable in the network address
based upon information related io a user ma-
chine intended to receive the network address;
and

transmitting the network address along with the
associated descrigtion to said user machine.

A mathod as claimed in Claim 53, further compris-
ing the steps of receiving a time value of a time pa-
rameier associated with the network address, and

transmitting the network address to ihe user ma-
chine based upon said time value.

. Amethod as claimed in Claim 54, wherein the step

of receiving the time value comprises receiving a
time-out value.

cn
. A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 585,
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wherein the resolving step cornprises executing 4
process associated with the variable.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 56,
wherein the rasclving step comprises obtaining in-

9

formation based upon the variable.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 57,
wherein the resolving step comprises assembling
the network address using the information.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 58,

wherein the step of receiving the network address
comprises receiving a uniform resourcelocator.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 59,

wherein the step of receiving the network address
comprises receiving a uniform resource identifier.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 60,

wherein the step of receiving the description com-
prises receiving a textual description for the network
addrass.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 674, fur-
ther comprising receiving for the network address
an indication of a frame or layer in which to display
the corresponding description on the user machine.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 62, fur-
ther comprising receiving for the network address
an indication of a type of a content identified by the
network address.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 63,
wherein the transmitting sfep comprises transmit-

ting to the user machirie networked content corre-
sponding to the network address.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 64,

wherein the step of receiving the network address
comprises receiving an identification of advertising
content.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 65,

wherein the step of receiving the network address
comprises receiving an identification of sports con-

tani, narrative content, and/or interactive gama con-
teni.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 fo 66,
wherein the resolving step comprises resolving the
variable based upon user-profile information relat-
ed to a user.

A method as claimed in Claim 67, wherein the re-

solving step comprisesresolving the variable basad

upon demographic information related to the user.
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63.

70.

7H.

72.

73.

74,

75.

76.

77.

30

A method as claimed in Claim 67 or Chaim 68,

wherein the resolving step comprises resolving the
vanable based upon activity-based inforrnation re-
lated to the user.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 67 to 89,
wherein ihe resolving step comprises resolving the
variable based upon ai least one of the following:
the age of a user, the sex of a user, ihe marital status

of a user, orior activities of a user, the income range
of a user, the number of people in a user's house-
hold, the occupationof a user, the industry of a user,

the length of residence of a user, and/or the inter-
ests of a user.

A method as claimed in any of Claims 53 to 76,
wherein ithe resolving step comprises resolving the

variable based upon identification of a geographic
location of a user.

Apparatus for distributing dynamic network ad-

dresses io user machines for use in obtaining con-
tent associated with the address, comprising:

receiving means for receiving a network ad-

dress containing a variable, the network ad-
dress identifying varying network locations of
particular content based uponthe variable, and
for receiving an associated description for the
network address;

resolution means module for resolving the var-
iable in the network address based upon infor-
mation related to a user machine intended to

receive the network address; and

transmission means for transrniiting the net-
work address along with the associated de-
scription fo said user rmachine.

Apparatus as claimed in Claim72, further compris-
ing time receiving means for receiving a time value
of a time parameter associated with the network ad-
dress, and wherein said transmission means is ar-

ranged to transmit the network address to said user
raachine based upon the corresponding time value.

Apparatus as claimed in Claim 73, wherein said

time receiving meansis arranged to receive a time-
out value.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 74,

wherein the resolution means is arranged io exe-
cute a process associated with the variable.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 75,

wherein the resolulion means is arranged to cbiain
information based upon the variable.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 i
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wherein the resolution means is arranged to assem-
ble the network address using the information.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 77,
wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive a uniform resource locator.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 78,
wherein said receiving means is arranged to
ceive a uniform resource locator,

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 79,

wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive a textual description for the network address.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to &0,

wherein said receiving means is arranged fo re-
ceive for a network address an indication of a frame

or layer in which to display the corresponding de-
scription on the user machine.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 81,
wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive an indication of a type of a content identified

by the network address.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 82,
wherein the transmission means is arranged to
transmit to the user riachine networked content

corresponding to the network address

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 83,

wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive an indication of advertising content.

. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 84,

wherein said receiving means is arranged to re-
ceive an identification of sports content, narrative

coniant, and/or interactive garne content.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 85,
wherein the resolution means is arranged to resalve
the variable based upon user-profile information re-
lated to a user.

Apparatus as claimed in Claim 86, wherein the res-
olution means is arranged to resolve ihe variable
based upon demographic information related to the
user.

Apparatus as claimed in Claim 86 or Claim 87,
wherein the resolution means is arranged to resolv
the variable based upon activity-based information
related to the user.

Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 86 fo 88,
wherein the resolution means is arrangedto rasolve

the variable based upon at least one ofthe fallow-
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ing: the age of a user, ine sex of a user, the marital
status of a user, the prior activities of a user, the
income range of a user, the number of peapiein 4
user's household, the occupation of a user, the in-

dusiry of a user, the length of residence of 4 user,
and/or the interests of a user.

96. Apparatus as claimed in any of Claims 72 to 89,

ot.

wherein the resolution means is arrangedto rasolve

the variable based upon identification of a geo-
graphic location of the user.

A method of receiving information over a network,

the information related to a program, comprising:

activating a computer program associated with
a user machine, the computer program operai-

ing as local server to provide communication
beiween the user machine and ihe network;
and

receiving ihe information at the user machine

from the network via the computer prograrn.

$2. A method of providing information related to a pro-

$3. A method of

gram over a network, comprising:

electing information related to the program;fo 3 om
otansmitting the information from the network to
a user machina, the user machine associated

with a computer program, the computer oper-
ating as local server to provide communication
between the user machine and the network.

receiving information over a network,
the information related to a television program,
comprising:

activating a computer program associated with
a user machine, the computer program operai-
ing as local server to provide communication
beiween the user machine and ihe network;
and

receiving ihe information at the user machine
from the network via the computer program.

$4. A method of providing information related to a tele-
vision program over a network, comprising:

selecting information related io the television

programy and
transmitting the information from the network to
a user machine, the user machine associated

with a computer program, the computer pro-

gramoperating as local server to provide com-
munication between the user machine and the
network.
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95. Araethod as claimed in any of Claims 91 to 94, fur-
ther comprising the step of reading data from a
memory device coupled io ihe user machine.

$6. A method as claimed in any of Claims 91 to 95, fur-
ther comprising the step of writing data from a mem-
ory device coupled to the user machine.

$7. A method as claimed in any of Claims $1 to 96,
wherein ihe network is the Internet.

88. A method as claimed in Claira 97, wherein the in-

formation related to the program further comprises
a uniform resource locator.

83. A method as claimed in any of Claims 91 to &8,

wherein the programis provided from broadcast tel-
evision, storage media such as VHS tane, Beta

tape, CD-ROM, or DVD, internet and/or a video
server.

400.A method as claimed in any of Claims 91 to 99, fur-
ther comprising the step of transmilting a response
from the user machine via the computer program fo
the network.

404.4 method as claimed in any of Claims 97 io 106,
wherein the computer programis a plug-in ina web
browser,

402.4 method as claimed in Claim 101, wherein the

plug-in instantiales gateway means for communica-
tion with the network.

4O3.A method as claimed in Claim 102, wherein, for

communication purposes, the plug-in appears to
the usar machine and the network to be a web serv-
er.

404.A method of receiving information related fo a tele-

vision program overthe Internet, comprising:

activating a computer program associated with
a usermachine, the computerprogramoperat-
ing as local server to pravide communication
cbaiween the user machine and the network;
and

receiving the information at the user machine
frorn the network via the computer program, the

information including a uniform resource loca-
tor from a playlist containing at least one uni-
form resource locator related to the television

program.

105.A mathod of providing information related to a tele-
vision program over a network, cornprising:

selecting information including @ uniform re-
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source locator froma olaylisi containing atleast
one uniform resource locatar related to the tel-

evsion program; and
transmitting the information from the network fo
a user machine, the user machine associaied

with a computer program, the computer pro-
gram operating as local server to provide corm-
munication between the user machine and the

network.

406.A method as claimed in Claim 104 or Claim 105,

further cornprising the step of reading data from a
memory device coupled to the user machine.

407.A method as clairned in any of Clairns 104 to 106,
further comprising ihe step of writing daia from a
rnemory device coupled to the user machine.

408.A method as clairned in any of Clairns 104 ta 107,
wherein the uniform resource locatoris directed to

a web sife providing additional information related

to the content of the television program.

408.4 method as clairned in any of Clairns 104 to 107,
wherein the uniform resource locatoris directed to

a web sife providing additional information related
to advertising associated with the television pro-
gram.

44G.A method as claimed in any of Claims 104 fo 108,
wherein the television program is provided from
broadcast television, storage media such as VHS

tape, Beta tape, CD-ROM, or DVD, Internet and/or
a video server.

444.4 method as claimed in any of Claims 104 to 110,
further comprising the step of transmitting a re-

sponse frorn ihe user machine via the computer
program io the network.

442.A mathod as claimed in any of Claims 104 to 111,

wherein the cornputer program is a olug-in in a web
browser.

4113.A method as claimed in Claim 172, wherein the

plug-in instaniiates gateway means for comraunica-
tion with the network.

414.4 rnethod as claimed in Claim 112 or Claim 113,

wherein, for communication purposes, the plug-in

appears to the user machine and the network ta be
a web server.

445.4 communications apparatus for providing network

communications, comprising:
instantiating gateway means within the com-

munications apparatus; and opening a connection
to a network with the gateway means; and emulai-
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ing a web server for communications with the net-
work.

416.A cormmunications apparatus as claimed in Claim
115, wherein the gateway means utilizes informa-
tion transmitted over a network and received by a
browser, the browser being supported by the com-

munications apparatus.

447.A communications apparatus as claimed in Claim
115 or Claim 116, wherein the gateway meansis
instantiated in response to a command from an ap-

olet.

448.4 method for connecting to a network server, com-
prising:

loading an hilm page on a user machine with a
web browser in comraunication with the net-

work server;

instaniiating a pluc
page;

instantialing a gateway module with the plug-in
module; and

opening a TCP/IP socket connection to the net-
work sérver in response fo a request from an
applet; and
emulating a web server for communications 4
web serverin the user machine.

in module with the html 

418.4 computer readable medium containing instruc-
tions for controlling a computer systemin a user ma-

chine to iraplement 4 local host for coramunicating
between the user machine and a network server,

by:

instantialting a gateway module within the user
machine; and

opening a connection to the network server with
the gateway module; and emulating a web
server for communications with the network
server.

420.A computer readable medium containing instruc-
tions for controlling a computer systemin a user ma-

chine to implement a local host for communicating
between the user machine and a network server,

by:

loading an hilm page on a user machine with a
web browser in comraunication with the net-

work server;

instantiating a plug-in module with the fhirni
page,

instantialing a gateway module with the plug-in
module; and

opening a TCPAP socket connection to the net-
work sérver in response fo a request from an
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appiet.

4247.An apparatus arranged to receive inforrnation over
a network, the information related to a program,

comprising:

a user machine; and

a cornpuier program associated with the user

machine, the computer program operating as
iocal server to receive the inforrnation fram the

network and provide the information to the user
machine.

Ay

422.An apparatus arranged to provideinformationrelat-
ed io a program over a network comprising:

an information selector, the information selec-

tor containing and transmitting information related

to the program to a computer program associated
with @ user raachine, the cornputer program oper-
ating as local serverto receive the information from
the network and provide the information to the user
rrachine.

423.An apparatus capable of receiving information over
a network, the information related to a television

program, comprising:

a user machine; and

a computer program associated with the user

machine, the computer program operating as
local serverto receive the information from the

network and provide the information to the user
machine.

424.An apparatus capable of providing inforrnation re-
lated to a television program over a network, com-
prising:

an information selector, the information selec-

tor containing and transmitting information related
to the program to a computer program associated
with a user machine, the cormpuler program oper-

ating as a local server to receive the information
from the network andprovide the information to the
user machine.

¥25.An apparatus for receiving information over a net-

work, the information related to a prograrn compris-
ing:

means for activating a computer program as-

sociated with a user machine, the computer
program operating as local server fo provide
cormmunication between the user machine and

the network; and

means for receiving the information at the user
machine frorn the network via the computer
program,
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426.An apparatus for providing information related to a
program over a network, comprising:

means for selecting information related to the
program, and 5
means for transmitting the information from the
network to a user machine, the user machine

associated with a computer program, the com-
puter program operating as local server to pro-
vide cornmunication between the usermachine 10
andthe network.

427.An apparatus for receiving information over a net-
work, the information related to a television pro-
gram, comprising: 15

means for activating a computer program as-
sociated with a user machine, the computer
gragram operating as local server to provide
communication between the user machine and=20

the network: and

means for receiving the information at the user
machine from the network via the computer
program.

25

428.An apparatus for providing information related tc a
television program over a network, comprising:

rneans for selecting information related to the

television program; and meansfor transmitting the
information from the network to a user machine, ihe 30

user machine associated with a computer program,
the computer program operating as local server to

provide communication between the user machine
and the network.

40
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{57} A method for implementing Fast Start packet-
switched streaming in a mobile telecommunications net-
work such as a UMTS network overreal-lirne bearers

that will improve the user's experience of the service as
wall as minimising the waste of resources. The present
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improved method for streaming in a mobile telecommunications network

idea specifies the requirements on, in the case of a
UMTS network, the UTRAN to make this method work

efficiently.
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Description

{0004} The present invention relates to the irnpleamen-

tation of streaming in a mobile felecommunications net-
work and in particular a Universal Mobile Telecommuni-

cations System (UMTS) network which enables the
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN} to
enhance the experience of streaming users while saving
radio network resources.

Background

{0002] Currenily over the internet, users can access
multimedia files, such as video clips or audio cligs, in
iwo ways. Thefirst one is download and the second one
is streaming.

When downloading a file, the userfirst makes a copy of

the whole file on his/her terminal and then piaysit from
the terminal. Hence, there is a certain delay during
which the user has to wait before they can view or listen

to the file. The larger the multimediafile, the longer the
delay.
Gn the other hand, when streaming a muitimediafile,
the file is played directly as it arrives from ihe internet

onto the user's terminal. Hence, the delay before start-
ing to play does not depend on the size of the file and
the delay could be virtually zero. Another advantage of
streaming is ihat the user does not need ta store the

whole file on his/her terminal, hence requiring much less
memory.

{0003] However, streaming a file requires that there is
no interruption in the flow of data coming from the inier-

nei, otherwise the mullimedia file being played to the
user would be interrupted. Because the internet is an
unreliable network, such a temporary lack of data is very
likely. As a matter of fact, a multimedia file streamed

over the internet is sent in individual packets. AHhough

the streaming server (the equipment sending the multi-
media file to the user) tries to feed the streaming player
(ihe application running on the user's terminal and

showing the data to the user) with a continuous flow of
packets, each packetis transmitied individually overthe
internet on a best-effort basis. The travelling time acrass
the network is then differant for each packet and some

packets might even be lost due to congestionin the in-
termet.

{6064} Therefore, the only way io guarantee that the
streaming player always hasdata to presentto the user

is ta make sure that the data arrives in the strearning
player a few seconds before it is to be played. Hence,
all streaming players perpetually buffer a few seconds
of multimedia files io accommodate delayed or last
packets. This buffer is of a more or less constant length

and basically fills with data corning from the internet and
empties when data has been shown to the user. How-
ever, this buffering means that the userstill has to wait
a certain amount of time before the file can start io be

played. The longer ihe buffer, the lower the probability
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that data is missedfromthe playedfile, but alse the long-
er the user has to wait.

{0005)] One technique used over the internet to reduce
this delay while streaming is called Fast Start. Basically,

the streaming server, instead of always sending the data
ai the rate the file is to be shown to the user, sends ihe

first few seconds of the fle at a much higher throughput.
The delay before showing the file can be significantly

reduced if a high throughput can be achieved on thefirst
few seconds ofthe file. Far instance, if the player needs
to buffer 10 secondsof the file to ensure low loss of data,

the initial delay could be only 5 seconds ifthe servercan

send some initial data ai a throughput twice the rate at
which the file is shownto the user. Fast Start streaming
over the internet requires the player and the server to
support this functionality and to agree to use it.

(00068) In a UMTS packet-switched network, both
download and streaming delivery techniques will be
supporied to provide the users with rnultimedia files.
However, streaming over a UMTS network will be able
io use real-time bearers. Such bearers do not work on

a best-effort basis like the infernet, but can guarantee
the bil rate and the delay for the transmission of the
packets over the network. As aresul,the delivery of the

packets to the player is much more reliable than over
the internet, and temporary congestion in the network
shaouid not affect the streaming data flow.
{2007} Nevertheless, because the radio link remains

non-reliable by nature (due to changing radio condi-

tions) and becausethe quality of the radiolink (in terms
of errors, delays and packet losses) has a very high cast
in terms of resources, itis foreseen that some buffering
will stil be required, even if in smaller amount than for

streaming overthe internet. Since buffering is required,
then Fast Stari streaming techniques could also be used
to reduce the delay during which the user must wait dur-
ing the initial buffering. However, fast start strearning

over a UMTS network and specifically over a real-time
bearer poses a problem.
{6008} indeed, ihe efficient use of a real-time UMTS

bearer assumes that the terminal is "Quality of Service

(QoS) aware”, i.e. it can determine the orecise charac-
teristics of the bearer needed to carry the service and
then request ihose characteristics frora the network. In
the case of streaming, the player will determine the

bandwidih needed by meanof signalling from the server

(ihe bandwidth pararneter in the SDPfile describing the
mulimedia file} and then request a real-tirme bearer
service with the appropriate bit rate from the UMTS net-

work. The bearer service provided by the UMTS core
network to the terminal is called Packei Data Protocol

(PDP) context. Such a real-time bearer would have the
following aitribuies:

» ‘Traffic class = streaming
e Guaranteed bit rate = derived from the bandwidth

parameter
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The UMTS core network then requests in turn @ bearer
service from the UTRANfor this terminal. The bearer

service provided by the UTRAN to the UMTS core net-

work for a particular terminal is called Radio Access

Bearer (RAB). its attrioutes are the same as that of the
PDP context above.

Finally, a radio link (radio bearer) is established by the
UTRAN wiih the terminal, This bearer will have charac-

teristics based on the QoS parameters of the RAB. Ba-
sically, the radio bearer will allow data to be sent to the
user at the guaranteed bit rate but no more, in an attempt
to optimise the resources.

Because, the guaranteed bit rate basically equals the
raia at which the data are io be played, this meansthat
fasi start streaming, even if used, would not reduce the
delay, since the throughput of the link is limHed in the

UMTS network by ihe guaranteedbit rate.
{0608] SGPP specifications also allow ihe terminal to
specify a maximura bit rate higher than the quaranieed
bit rate. However, the use and interpretation of this max-

imum bil rate is not very clear in the UTRAN, and might
lead to significant waste of resources if set too high and
noi used properly. Indeed, the 3GPP documents simply
recommend the UTRAN to use the maximum bit rate to

do code reservation. in the case of streaming, and es-
pecially that of fast start streaming, such interpretation
might lead to the UTRAN reserving downlink cade re-
source, Nede 8 channel elements and transport re-

sourcesfor a very high bit rate for the lifetime of the bear-
er. However, these will be used only for the first few sec-
onds, the rest of the lifetirne of the bearer being used at
the guaranteed bil rate only, With the higher level re-

sources being unecessarily reserved.

Summary of the Invention

j0070] The present invention provides a method of
controlling a radio link to a mobile terminal in a mobile
communications system, in which:

the terminal transmits a requestfor a link to be es-
tablished including a request fora first bit rate and
a request for a second bit rate higher thansaid first
bit rate; a link is established with said terminal allo-

cating at least saidfirst bit rate, if sufficient resourc-
es are availiable in the network; and in which a bit

rate higher than said first bit rate but not exceeding
said second bit rate is allocaiad to said link for an

initial time period, if sufficient resources are availa-
bie in the network.

{6047} The present inventiom further provides a mo-
bile cornmunications neiwork comprising:

means arranged to receive a request from a mobile
terminal for the establishment of a radio tink be-
tween the mobile communications network and the

mobile terminal, the request defines a first bit rate
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and a second bit rate higher than said first bit rate;
means arranged to establish a radio link at at least
said first bit rate bul no higher than said second bit
rate depending on the resources available in the
network; and

means arranged to control the bit rate of the radio
link and to reducethe bit rate allocated to the link
to arate no lower than said first bit rate after an initial

time period.

{00672] Thus, a method for implementing fast start
packet-swiiched streaming in a mobile telecommunica-
tions network such as a UMTS network overreal-time

bearers that will improve the user's experiance of the
service as well as minimising the waste of resources is
proposed. The prasent idea also specifies the require-
ments on the terminal as well as on, in the case of a

UMTS network, the UTRAN to make this method work

efficiently.
{0073] The present invention will now be discussed in
more detail with reference io a UMTS mobile telecorn-

munications network, howeverii will be appreciated that
the described method could be applied fo any mobile
cammunications network to achieve the stated aims.

{O074] wil be appreciated thalin ihe specific exam-

ple of strearning in a UMTS network, the “first bit rate’
is equivalent to the guaranteed bit rate and the "second
bitrate’ is equivalent to the maximurn bit rate requesied
when fast start streaming is required.

{0645] The methodfirst reles on a terminal's ability to

request a UMTS bearer with different QoS parameters
whenfast start is to be used than when fast start is not

to be used. The difference will mainly reside in the value

of the requested maximum bit rate.

* fast start is not to be used, then the maximumbit

rate will generally be the same as the guaranteed
bit rate.

¢ Hfaststartis io be used, then the maximumbit raie

shall be higher than the guaranteed bit rate.

The exact calculation of the maximum bil rate should be

performed by the terminal and be based on its capabil-
ities in terrns of recio bearers, buffering and streaming
player.

{6016} Secondly, the method aiso relies on the way
that the UTRAN will interpret these parameters and a
specific UTRAN behaviour based on the following 3
steps.

{60147} Step 1 corresponds to the call admissionproc-

ess. ifthe requested maximurn and guaranteed bil rates
are different, the UTRANshall try to establish a radio
bearer for the maxirnurn bit rate. in the case where this
maximum bit rate cannot be established beacause ofload

reason (admission control failed), then the UTRAN shail

try to establish the highestbit rate possible between the
maximum and the guaranteed. Only Hf the quaranieed
bitrate cannot be established should the bearer request
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be rejected.
{6048} Step 2 starts when a bearer higher than the
guaranteed bit rate has been established, and when fast

start streaming commences. The UTRAN shail monitor
ihe radio bearer in order to detect the end of the fast

start phase. This could be achieved in either of the fol-
lowing bvo ways:

e The UTRAN could start a timer (set by the operator
and dependent on the bit rate} at ine setup of the
bearer, and declare the end of the fast starf phase
upon the expiry of the timer.

e The UTRAN could rnonitor the throughputof the ra-
dio bearer, and declare the and of the fast start

phase when a certain criteria is met, such as the
actual throughputis lower than X kops for more than
Y seconds.

The first method above would probably be easierto irn-
plement and optimise than the second one, but the ca-

pacily gain of the second might bebigger.
{0078] Step 3 occurs when the UTRAN has defected
ihe and of the fasi start phase. At this point the UTRAN
shail reconfigure the whole radio bearer to the quaran-

tead bitrate. This means that all resources (code, chan-
nel elements, transport, etc.) will be scaled downto al-
low only the guaranteed bit rate to be transmitied.
(0028) In the foregoing the present invention has been

described in relation to streaming and in particular
streaming bearers. The dynamic control of the stream-
ing bearer bit rate allows the implerneniation of Fast
Start streaming on a UMTS system while conservingre-

sources once the Fast Stari period has ended. However
ii will be appreciated that the present invention is more
generally concerned with the dynamic contral of the
streaming bearer bit rate from the UTRANside whatever

ihe actual data being transmitted represenis. For eaxam-
ple, any data type which warranis a real tirne bearer due
fo lis delay sensitive nature and which requires buffering
could have applied fo it the dynamic contro! of the bit

rate of the bearer which is the subject of the present
invention.

{6027} Inthe foregoing the present invention has been
described inrelation to the beginning of the life of a bear-
er. Howeverit will be appreciated that dynamic contra
of ihe bit rate allocated io a bearer can be undertaken

during the life time of the bearer. In the context of
streaming, the streaming player on the mobile terminal
maybe arranged to keep the streaming server updated

with the status ofits buffers thereby enabling the stream-
ing playerto adjust its data flow accordingte the require-
ments of the steaming player's buffers. However, as dis-
cussed above, due io ihe fixed nature of the bearers in

terms of bit rate, the streaming server could supply data
ata higherrate but this would nottranslateto the strearn-
ing player due to the UTRANlimitations on the bearer
bit rate. Additionally the UTRAN has no information on

the status ofthe streaming player buffers. However, the
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UTRAN does monitor data being sent ta it from the core
network, and it is therefore proposed that the present
invention be apolied to the UTRANso that ifthe stream-
ing server atternpis to send data at a higher rate the

UTRAN responds by resetting the bearer to the maxi-
mum bitrate, as requested by the rnobile terminal at the
establishment of the bearer. The streaming player buff-
ers rnay be emptied if there is interference on the radio
ink which causes a drop in data rates or if the user uti-

ises a fast forward or rewind option on the strearning
player.

Benefits of the present idea

{0022] The present idea proposes a method of imple-
menting fast start streaming ina UMTS packet-switched
network.

{6023} H enables a reduction in the time that the user
has io wait before the multimedia file can be shown to
him.

(0024) However, if radio resources are not sufficient

io allow fast start streaming, then the service that the
user would get frorn the network is the same as in the
case where fast start was not used.

{0625}] Also the present method enables the UTRAN
to make an efficient use of all iis resources, since the

whole radio bearer is reconfigured.
{0026} Finally, the present method is fully compliant
with the SGPP Release 99 andlater standards and does

noi involve any new signalling between the different
equipments. As a matter of fact, this method mainly
specifies the UTRAN behaviour for a particular type of
RAB request for which the 3GPP specifications are quite

vague since such behaviour is assumed to be impie-
mentation dependent.

Claims

4. Amethod of controlling a radio link to a mobile fer-
minal ina mobile communications system, in which:

the terminal transmits a requestfor a link to be
established includingarequest fora first bil rate
and a request for a second bil rate higher than
said first bit rate; a fink is established with said

terrninal allocating at least said first bit rate, if
sufficient resources are available in the net-

werk; and in which a bit rate higher than said
first bit rate bul not exceeding said second bit
rale js allocaled fo said link for an initial time

period, if sufficient resources are available in
the network.

2. Amethod as claimed in clairn 1 in which after said

initial tirne period the radio link is allocated a higher
bit rate not exceeding said second bit for a further
initial time period, if sufficient resources are availa-
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16,

14.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

~

die in the network.

A method as clairned in clairn 1 or 2 in which the or

each initial time period is a predetermined tirne pe~
riod.

A method as claimed in claim 3 in which the prede-

termined time period is dependent on the bit rate
allocated for the or each initial time period.

A method as claimed in claim 3 oar 4 in which the
allocated bil rate is reduced to saidfirst bit rate after

the or each initial time period.

A method as clairned in clairn 1 or 2 in which the

actual data rate used by said link during the or each

initial time period is monitored, and when ihe actual
data rate falls to or belowthe first bit rate the first
bit rate is allocated fo the link.

A method as claimed in any preceding claim in
which the link is established at the highest bit rate
that resources will allow while not exceeding the
second bit rate.

A meihod as clairned in any preceding claim in
which the bit rates to be requested are calculated
by the terminal.

A method as claimed in claim 8 in which said calcu-

lation of the second bit rate is based on buffering
and streaming player capabilities of the terminal

and on capabilities of radio bearers.

A meihod as clairned in any preceding claim in
which the said link is established on a real-time

bearer.

A method as claimed in any preceding claim in
which the link is used for streaming of a data file to
the terminal,

A method as claimed in claim 77 in which the

sireaming is packel-switched strearaing.

A mathod as claimed in claim 71 or 72 in whichthe
data file is a multimedia data file.

A raethod as claimed in any of claims 11 fo 13 in

which during the first mentioned initial time period
Fast Start streaming is conducted.

A method as claimed in claira 14 in which, the first

bit rate is the bit rate required for streaming and the
second bil rate is a higher bit rate used for Fast Start
streaming.

A meihod as clairned in any preceding claim in
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which the mobile telecommunications system is a
UMTS.

A method as claimed in claim 16 in which the link is

established by the UTRAN.

A mobile cornmunications network comprising:

means arranged to receive a request from a
mobile terminal for the establishment of a radio
link between the mobile communications net-

work and the mobile terminal, the request de-
fines a first bit rate and a second bit rate higher
than said first bit rate;

means arranged to establish a radio link at at
least said first bit rate but no higher than said
second bit rafeé depending on the resources
available in the network; and

means arranged to control the bil rate of the ra-
dio tink and to reduce the hit rate allocated ta
the link to a rate no lower than said first bit rate

after an inital ime period.

A network as claimed in claim 18 wherein said

means arranged to control the bit rate is further ar-

ranged to allocate a higher bit rate not exceeding
said second bit rate to said radio link, after said in-

ital trne period, for a further initial time period, if
sufficient resources are available in the network.

A network as clairned in claims 16 or19 in which the

or each initial firme period is a predeiarmined time
period.

A network as claimed in claim 20 in whichthe pre-
determined time period is dependent on the bit rate
allocated for the or each initial time period.

A network as claimedin claim 20 or 21 in whichthe
allocated bit rate is reduced to said first bit rate after

the or eachinitial ime period.

A network as claimed in claim 16 further comprising
a data throughput moniforing means whichis ar
ranged to monitor the actual data rate used by said
link during ihe or each initial time period, and when
the actual data rate falls to or belowthe first bil rate
thefirst bit rate is allocated to the link.

A network as claimed in any of claims 18 io 23 in

which the link is established at the highest bit rate
that resources will allow while not exceeding the
second bit rate.

A network as claimed in any of claims 18 io 24 in
which the bit rates io be requested are calculated
by the terminal,
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26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

34.

32.

33.

34.

oO

A network as claimed in claim 25 in which said cai-

culation of the second bit rate is based on buffering
and streaming player capabilites of the terminal

and on capabilities of radio bearers.

A network as claimed in any of claims 18 to 26 in
which the said link is established on a real-time

bearer,

A network as claimed in any of claims 18 to 27 in
which the link is used for streaming of a data file to
the terminal.

A network as claimed in claim 28 in which the

streaming is packel-switched streaming.

A network as claimed in claim 28 or 29 in which the
data file is a multimedia data file.

A network as claimed in any of claims 26 to 30 in

which during the or each Inilial time period Fast
Start streaming is conducted.

A network as clairned in claim 31 in which the first

bit rate is the bit rate required for strearning and the
second bit rate is a higherbitrate used for Fast Start
streaming.

A network as claimed in any of claims 18 fo 32, be-
ing a UMTS.

A UMTS network as claimed in claim 33 in which

the UTRAN cornprises the means arranged to es-
tablish.

. AUMTS network as claimed in claim 34 in which

the UTRAN comprises the meansarranged fo con-
trot.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

{0601] The invention relates to a method and a sys-
tem for encrypting material such as video material for
distribution. In particular, it relates conditional access

and capy protection techniques, and more particularly
to such techniques for interactive, on-demand digital

program content such as video-on-demand (VOD)pro-
gramming distributed via cable and satellite networks.

BACKGROUND

{6062] Recent advances in cable and satellite distri-
bution of subscription and "on-dernand” audio, video

and other content to subscribers nave given rise to a

growing numberof digital set-top boxes (sometimes re-
ferred to as Digital Consumer Terminals or "DCTs") for
decoding and delivering digitally broadcast program-

ming. These set-top boxes often include additional cir-
cuitry fo make them compatible with older analog en-

coding schemesfor audio/videodistribution, As the mar-
ket for digital multimedia content of this type grows and

matures, there is a corresponding growth of demand for
new, more advanced feaiuras.

{0683] Video-on-demand (hereinafterVOD} and au-
gio-on-demand are examples of features made practical

by broadband digital broadcasting via cable and satel-
ite. Unike earlier services where subscribers were

granted access to scheduled encrypted broadcasts(e.

g., movie channels, Pecial events programming, payper view purchases, efc.), these on-dernand servicespermit a subscriberr torequest a desired video, audio ar
other programat any tirne and to begin viewing the con-
tent at any point therein. Uponreceiving the request for

programming (and, presumably, authorizationio bill the
subscriber's account), the service provider then trans-
mits the requested program to the subscriber's set-top

box for viewing/isiening. The program material is typi-
cally "streamed" to the subscriber in MPEG format for

immediate viewing/istening, but can also be stored or
buffered inthe set-top box (typically on a hard-disk driv
or "HDD") for subsequent viewingdistening.
{0004] The Motion Picture Association of America

{hereinafter MPAA) is a trade association of ihe Amari-
can filrn industry,whose members include the industry's

largest content providers (i.e., movie producers, studi-

os). The MPAArequires protection of VOD content frorn
piracy. Without adequate security to protect their can-
tant, its rnember content providers wil not release their

content (e.g., movies) for VOD distribution. Without up-
o-date, high-quality content, the VOD market would be-

came non-viable.

{0665] Access control methods, which may include
encryption, are continually evolving io keep pace with

the challenges of video-on-demand (VOD) and other
consurner-driven interactive services. With VOD, head-
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end-based sessions are necessarily becoming more
personalized. in this scenario, video streams are indi-
vidually encrypted and have their own set of unique
keys.

{6006} One key area of concern, especially for direct
content praviders and rnovie cornpanies, is VOD copy
protection. The meihod by which content is produced
and delivered to consumersis constantly changing. Un-

der the newest scenarios, content delivery can occur
over data backbones, satellite networks and the Inter-

nei, increasing the potential for hackers io get digitally
perfect copies of the VOD content. As the VOD industry

develops and adapts to the piracy threat by oroviding
more sophisticated encryption schemes, piracy be-
comes more difficult, but the potential gain to the video
“pirate” for achieving successful encryption breaches

{successful content copying) remains a considerable ai-
fraction to hackers.

{2007} Assuming that physical security and network
security measures are adequate at the movie company,

the VOD encoding company and ai the MSO (Multiple
System Operator) or satellite operator's facilities, the
primary points ofVOD vulnerability to piracy occur when
VOB contentis transmitted over widely accessible com-
munication networks such as a satellite channel, the In-

taret or a cable system. Such transmissions can occur
between the movie company and the VOD encoder, be-
tween the VOD encoder and the MSOorsatellite oper-
ator, and between the MSOor satellite operator and the
VOD customer. Because of the ease with which such

iransmissions can be infercepted, ihese are the points
where therisk of piracy is the greatest.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

{6068} According to the invention, techniques are pro-
vided to pre-encrypt VOD material with a changing cryp-

tographic key and to convey this information to VOD
servers so thal the VOD servers can send out the cor-

responding ECMs (Entitlement Control Messages)
whenthe encrypted contentis delivered to a consumer's

digital set top.
{0609] Further according to the invention, multiple en-
cryption keys are added when ore-encrypling VOD ma-
terial. More specitically, methods are provided for deter-

mining when to change encryption keys; howto record
the key changing criteria, and how to conveythis infor-
mation to the VOD servers,

(6010) Further according to the invention, streaming

conient is encrypted by segmenting the content into a
plurality of crypta periods, and encrypting the content
for each of a plurality of crypto periods with a different
cryptographic key. The crypto periods may be estab-
lished as follows:

1)Fixedcryptoperiod:Define a crypto time interval
and change the key each time the crypto time-inter-
val passes.
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2) Fixed number of packets: Determine a number
of content packets "n” corresponding to a suitable
time interval and change the cryptographic key eve-

ry "n" packets.
3) Fixed "marker" count: Using a sutable MPEG-II
field type as a "marker", such as an {-+frame header,
change the cryptographic key avery time "n" mark-

ers have passedin the stream, where “n’is selected
to produce a suilable crypto period. The MPEG-H FE
rame headeris oné example of a sullable "marker."

Alternatively, any other suitable, recurring MPEG-I
enceding element could be used as a stream “mark-

er" to delimit segments of the MPEG-H stream.

4) Random crypto period: Change the crypio-period
randomly within upper and lower constrainis on the

crypto period, using a pseudo-random algorithm.
Calculate a numberof packets for each crypto pe-
riod and change the key after that number of pack-
ets. Generate an index fle indicating at which pack-
et numbers the encryption key should be changed.

 

{0074] The invention is particularly useful for generat-
ing rapidly changing encryption keys, and for methods
of communicating how and when to change the keys in

the context of, for example, the MediaCipher-Hl candi-

tional access (CA) sysiem available from the Broadband
Communications Sector of Motorola, inc., Horsham,

Pennsylvania, USA. Motorola’s MediaCipher-if system

is capable of changing keys at rates (crypto periods)
which are measuredinfractions of a second, rather than
several seconds.

GLOSSARY

{0072} Unless otherwise noted, or as may be evident
from the context of their usage, any terms, abbrevia-

tions, acronyms or scientific symbols and notations
used herein are to be given their ordinary meaning in
the technical discipline io which the invention most near-
ly pertains. The following glossary of terms is intended

to lend clarity and consistency io the varicus descrip-~
tions contained herein, as well as in prior art documenis:

CA Cordiional Access. A means by which ac-
cess to contentis granted only if certain pre-

requisiie conditions ara mat (e.g., cayment
of a subscription fee, time-dependent li-

cense, etc.)

CAS Conditional Access System. A means of ai-
lowing system users to access only those
services that are authorized to them, com-

prises a combination of authentication and

encryption to prevent unauthorized recep-
tion

CP Crypto Period. A period covering a portion

of an encrypted stream during which a spe-
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ECM

EMM

ER

ERS

internet

MPAA

MPEG

MPEG-i

MSO

PCR

4

cific encryption key ts valid.

Entitlement Control Message. Entitlement
Control Messages are private conditional

access information which specify control
wards and possibly other, typically stream-

specific, scrambling and and/or control pa-
rameters.

Entitement Management Message. Condi-
Honalaccess messages used to convey en-
tilements or keys or other pararneters to
users, or to invalidate or delete entifiements

or keys. For example, an EMMcan be used
in cornbination with an ECMio determine

an encryption key. Without the EMM, the
key cannot be derived. The following cate-

gories of EMM are possible:

EMM-G: EMMfor the whole audience
EMM-S: Shared EMM between the ele-

mantis of a group.
EMM-U: EMMfor a single client.

Encryption Record. Contains information

about now specific prograrn content is en-
crypted, and rules for decoding.

Encryption Renewal System. A system by
which a conditional access license is re-
newed.

The internet (upper case "I"}is the vast col-
lection of inter-connected networks that ail

use ihe TCPHP protocols. The iniernet now
connects many independent netwarks into
a vast glabal internet. Any time two or more

networks are connected together, this re-

sults in ar internet (lower case "I"; as in in-
ternational or inter-state).

Motion Picture Association of Arnerica

Moving Pictures Experts Group

MPEG-2 is the standard for digital televi-

sion (officially designated as ISO/FEC
13818, in 9 parts).

Multiple System Operator. A company that
owns multigie cable systems.

Pragrarn Clock Reference. PCR informa-
tion is embedded into MPEG-H streams to

accurately synchronize a program clock on
the receiving systern to the MPEG-I
stream,
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VOB Video-On-Demand. The service of provid-
ing content through subscriber selection off
alarge menu of options, available to a view-

er at anytirne.

{6043} Embodiments of the present invention wil now
be described by way of example with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

{(0074] Figure tis a block diagram of a sysiemfor de-

livering pre-encrypted video content, in accordance with
the Invartion.

{6045] Figure 2A is a diagram showing a changing-
key encryption scheme for pre-ancrypted coniant using

a fixed crypto period, in accordance with the invention.
{0016] Figure 26 is a diagram showing a changing-
key encryption scheme for ore-encrypied content using
a crypio period based on a fixed number of packets,in
accordance wiih ihe invention.

{0077] Figure 2 is a diagram showing a changing-
kay encryption schemefor ore-encrypied content using
a crypto period delirnited by a fixed number of MPEG-I
i-frames, in accordance with the invention.

{0078} Figure 2D is a diagram showing a changing-
kay encryption scnemefor pre-encrypted content using
a "random"crypto period, in accordance with the inven-
tion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF
THE INVENTION

{6049} The inventionrelates io canditional access and
copy protection techniques and more particularly to
such techniques for interactive, on-demanddigital pro-

gram content such as video-on-demand (VOD} pro-
grarnming distributed via cable and satellite networks.
{6020} in order io protect againsi interception and
copying of digital pragram content, a pre-encryption pro-

cedure is employed whereby server-based VOD can-
tant is siored in an encrypted form, then delivered di-
recily to viewers without further encryption processing.
The VOD content is encrypted at the paint whereif is

encoded, andis distributed to content resellers (e.q.,
MSO’'s, satellite operators, etc.) in encrypted form. Gon-
tent encoders generally do not distribute directly to end-
users (viewers). Typically, encryption is accomplishedseparately and uniquely for each reseller.
{0024] Figure 7is a block schematic diagram of a sys-
tam 100 for delivery of pre-encrypied programcontent,
within which an embodiment of the present invention

can be incorporated. The systern 100 is suitably a con-

ditional access system (CAS) which is a system for
granting conditional access to certain digHal content

(movies, eic.)}, the “conditions” being licensing condi-
tions (fee paid, access graried slarting on date xx/xx/

xX af Xxixx until yy/yy/yy al yywoyy, etc.). Ibis noted that
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although the entire system 100is
in one CAS,it could be.

(0022) Ata content encoder’s location 110, master

content 112 (e.g., movies and other program content} is

encodedinto digital form via a suilable (¢.9., MPEG-H)
encoder 114. This content is then encrypted in an en-
cryption system 116, 1o be "encrypted content.” A con-
tent authorization sysiem 118 is used to, @.g., rnanage,

renew and verify valid licensing for the encrypted con-
tent. This can permit, for example, encryption by the en-
cryption system 116 only if valid licensing exists for any
particular destination. Al a rainirnum, system 118 will
control whether encryption can occur, independently of

content destination. The encryption systern 116 can
generate a “personalized” encryption for each destina-

tion content reseller (¢.g., MSO). Such a featurais not,
however, required. Instead, the same encryption proc-

ess could be used for a plurality of different MSOs. The

encrypted contentis transmitted via a transmitter (XMIT}
120 over a suitable transmission medium 140 to a re-
ceiver 132 ata reseller’s location 130. The transmission

medium is shown as being a satellite, but it can be the
internet, a cable network, or any other suitable dalivery
mechanism.

{0023] The receiver 132 receives the encrypted con-
tent and stores it in a VOD server 134 from which i can

be re-transmitied to end-users. A system manager 136

(e.g., computer systemthat contrals aperation of a re-
seller's various transmission and communications re-

sources) communicates with the encryption system 116
io rake requests for program content, and to receive

encryption records (ER) defining how the requested pro-
gram content is encrypted/encoded and to receive en-

titkement control messages (ECMs) associated with the
encryption of the program content. Typically, the encryp-
tion system 116 and the system manager 136 are parts

of an ECM Renewal System (ERS) by which authoriza-

tions fo distribute/decode program content are man-
aged and renewed. It should be appreciaied, however,
that the ECM renewal can be separate from the other
functions included in encryption systern 116. As an ex-

ample, a centralized ERS can be orovided. His also not-
ed that the System Manager 136 would typically be pro-
vided by the VOD vendor, although if may be provided
by others.

(8024) At the reseller's (e.g., MSO's) locailion, a user

authorization system 128 (VOD Auth.")} receives re-
guesisfrom end users for programcontent, and verifies
that appropriate authorizations are in place for the end
user to view the requested content. if the appropriate

authorizations are in place, then the user authorization
sysiem 138 instructs the VOD server 134 to deliver the

requested (encrygied) content io the user's VOD play-
back device 150 (6.9., set-top box) and generates an

Entilement Management Massage (EMM) for the re-
quested content for delivery to the VOD playback device
150, along with the requested content. in an alternate
embodiment, the EMM is sent well in advance, é.9., from

noi typically included
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the CAS.

{6025} An ECM contains encryption information spe-
cific to the program content which, in combination with

a valid EMM, can be used to derive a decryption keyfor
decrypting ihe content. ECMs are typically embedded
within the pragram content, and due io the encryption
mechanisms employed cannot be used to derive valid

encryption keys absent a valid EMM for the content.
EMMs mayalso include conditional access information,
such as inforrnation about when, how manyfirnes, and

under what conditions the content may be viewed/
played.

{0626] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that
when the inventive concepts are used with pre-encrypt-
ed content, ECM authorizations will change over time.
Thus, ECM data embeddedin the content will nead te

be updated with "renewed" ECMs, or ECMswith author-

izations based on subscriber specific righis (for example
fo copy one or more tirnes). With multiple key changes
in the content, the server (which “plays out" the content

with the ECMs) must know when to switch ECM sats
from one crypto period to the next. Several methods to
accomplish this synchronization are disclosed herein. It
should also be appreciated that the decoder will decrypt

(# it has the proper ECMs) by looking at the transport
scramoling control bits in the MPEG packet headers.
{0027] A technique that can be used to improve the
security of encrypted strearning content such as VOD

content is to change the crypiograpnic keys (encryption
keys) at a plurality of points within the content. In order
to make it more difficult for "pirafes” to steal these keys,
ii is desirable to use as many different cryptographic

keys as possible to encrypt one ifem of content. How-
aver, this creates a number of new issues:

1} Determining the numberof sets of cryptographic
keys that should be employed to encrypt one item
of content, and determining an upper limit on how
frequenily keys can be changed.

2) Determining how and where, within the program
content, to effect the cryptographic key changes,
and how to encode those key changes.

3) Determining how to communicate the crypto-~
graphic key seis fo VOD servers.

4) Determining how to synchronize cryptographic
key changes with the corresponding ECMs when
the content is streamed to the consumerat time of

purchase..

5) Determining how io handle the ECM renewal
process.

{6028} The inventive technique addresses these is-
sues by defining a cryptographic key change methodoal-

ogythat permits rapid key changes with straightforward,
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simple key change synchronization at the tirne of de-
cryption. This is accomplished, in part, by taking advan-
tage of the MPEG-H data strearn structure.
{6029} Present encryption schames employ a simple,

conventional bwo-key encryption technique fo encrypt
VOB content. Both keys taken together are essentially
8 single "cryptographic key set" used to encrypt the an-

tire content. For example, symmetric (.e., private} keys
can be used for encryption. in an alternate implementa-
tion, one of the keys can comprise a "public key”, and
be delivered with the content. The other key is required
in combination withthe public key fo decrypt the content,
and is delivered as part of a successful authorization or

hoensing process. Neither key is useful absent the other
key. Although a public key implementation is possible,
8 private key approach is currently the preferred impie-
mentation.

{6030} A problem with encrypting the VOD content
with a single set of keys is thal an aagressive “attack”
using exhaustive cryptographic “cracking” techniques

{@.g., a "brute force” approach) could discover a set of
keys that will decode the content. Once broken, ihe con-

tent can be reproduced “in the clear" (.e., unencrypted},
thereby completely thwarting the security offered by the
encryption scheme.As is well knownin iheart, key size

is a factor in minimizing the likelihood of a successful
brute force attack.

{00374} For highest security and greatest protection
against cryptographic “cracking” atlacks by "pirates", if

is highly dasirable to increase the number of separate
cryptographic keys used by changing the keys at nu-
merous points during the encryption process. The great-

er the numberof "crypto periods” (separately encrypted

segments of the content}, the more difficult it becomes
to "crack" the encryption scheme. If, for example, cryp-
tographic keys were to be changed every 0.5 seconds

within a VOD siream (i.e., a crygio period of 0.5 sec-

onds), then the would-be “pirate” would be forced to
crack the encryption schemefor each and every 0.5 sec-
onds of content. Each successful breach of encryption

security would only produce 0.5 seconds of “clear” (un-

encrypted) content. For a 90 minute movie, this would
require 10,800 separate successful breaches of the en-
cryption scheme. Given the time and effort required to
accomplish each breach, this presents a formidable bar-

rier to piracy.
{0032] The inventive technique maintains all crypto-

graphic keys separate from the ancoded/encrypied con-
tent. A set of ECMs (Entitlement Control Messages)
conveying information about a set of keys is multiplexed
into the VOD streamby the VOD server when delivering
the VOD content io an end user's VOD playback device

(e.g. sei-foo box). A separaie EMM (Eniitlement Man-

agernent Message} from an authorization system is de-
livered to the VOD playback device. The EMMcontains

the remaining information required to decode/decrypt
the VOD content.

{6033} There are two points in the streaming VOD de-
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livary process that dictate the practical upper limit on
how frequently keys can be changed within VOD con-
tent the VOD server and the sei-top box. Since the con-
tent can be encoded “off-line”, in a non real-time fashion,

thereis virtually no practical limit to howfrequently cryp-

fographic keys can be changed an the encoding/encryp-
tion side of the process. However, the VOD server and/
orthe set-top box may operate in real-time. VOD server
limitations on howfrequently ECMs can be multiplexed
into the VOD strearn to the set-top box set 4 first upper
limiton key change frequency. The rate at which the set-
top box can switch encryption keys as a part ofits de-

cryption process sets a second upper limit. The maxi-
mum raie at which cryptographic keys can be changed
is determined by ihe smaller of these two upper limits.
{6034} The inventive techniquefor implementing rap-

id cryptographic key changes uses any of four different

basic schemes (techniques, methodologies) for break-
ing up (subdividing, segmenting, sectioning) the content
fo be encoded/encrypted into a plurality of "crypto peri-
ods", covered by different cryptographic keys. These
are:

1) Fixed crypto period: Define a crypto time interval
and changethe key each time the crypto time-inier-
val passes.

2) Fixed numberof packeis: Deterrnine a nurmber
of content packets "n" corresponding ito a suitable
timeinterval and changethe cryptographickey eve-
ry "n" packets.

3) Fixed “marker” count Using a suitable MPEG-H
field type as a "marker", such as anI-+frame header,
change the cryptographic key every time °n" mark-
ers have passedin the stream, where "n"is selected

to produce a suitable crypto period. Thea MPEG-H E-
frame header is one example of a suitable "marker."
Alternatively, any other suitable, recurring MPEG-I
enceding element could be used as a stream “mark-

er" to delimit segments of the MPEG-H stream.

4) Randomcryptoperiod: Changethe crypio-period
randomly within upper and jower constrainis on

crypto period, using a pseudo-random algorithm.
Calculate a number of packets for each crypio pe-
riod and change the key after that numberof pack-
ets. Generate an index file indicating at which pack-

et numbers the encryption key should be changed.
His noted that instead of using a packet count to
define each crypto period, a tirne interval could be
used.

{0035] For the sake of ensuring clarity of the terminol-
ogy used herein, to "encode" does not necessanly mean
io “encrypt.” All encryption is encoding, of a sort. The

conversion to MPEG is an encoding process. The proc-
ess of securing with cryptographic keys is encryption.
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Both encoding and encryption are performed onthe pro-
gram content. The data stream which is segmenied, and
for which keys are changing, is essentially ihe encrypted

(e.g., by 116} data stream, which has previously been
encoded (@.g., by 114).
{0026] Figures 2A-2D itlustrate these four schemes

for breaking up the content to ba encoded/anorypted in-
io a plurality “crypto periods.”

Fixed crypto period

{@037] Under this encoding/encryption scheme, the
encoding system picks (selects) a sulfable time interval
{crypto period) consistent with the known performance
limitations of elements of the VOD delivery and playback
infrastructure. Assuming MPEG-H encoding, the encod-

ing/anoryption system can use the PCR (Program Clock
Reference} headers embedded in an MPEG-I stream
of an item of program content to determine the exact
amount of program time that has passed at any point in

ihe stream. Aninitial cryptographic key is generated and
encryption of the stream begins with the initial key.
When analysis of the PCR information in tha MPEG-H
strearn indicates that ihe crypto period has passed, a

new key is generated and encryption resumes at the
next MPEG-I} "packei" using the new key. This new key
is used until the PCR information once again indicates
that the crypto period has passed since the key was

changed, and the process repeats unt the end of the
stream, generaiing a new encryption key for each sub-
sequent segment of the stream equivalent to a crypto
period of program time. Each encryption kay is saved

for encoding into a set of ECMsfor the encoded/encrypt-
ed program content. Alternatively, ECMs may be gen-
erated and saved as content is encrypted. The ECMset

is provided to the VOD reseller (e.g., MSO) upon com-

pletion of licansing/authorizationof rights io the program
content. An encryption record (ER) is also generated,
describing the scheme by which the prograrn content

was encoded/encrypied and the numberof associated
ECMs. In another approach, the ERS can take the arig-

inal ECM set and “retrofit” (.e., modify) if for each VOD
reseller's conditional access system. The ER conveys
information which perrnits such an implernentation.

{6038} Figure 2A illustrates this fixed crypto period

encoding scheme 200a, showing an encoded/anerypt-
ed MPEG-H stream 202, divided into a plurality of seg-
ments 204. Each seqment corresponds to a series of
MPEG-IE packeis covered by a crynio period defined by

a fixed time interval AT. Each segment 204 is encrypted
according to a different encryption key, used to generate
an ECM 206 associated with each separately encrypted
crypte period. The ECMs 206 are rnainiained separately

from the encrypied MPEG-I stream 202.

Fixed numberof packets

(0038) Ina manner similar to that of the fixed crypto
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period scheme, this scheme initially determines a suit-
able crypio period. However, unlike the fixed crypto pe-
riod scheme,the “fixed number of packets’ scheme then

examines the encoding of the MPEG-H stream for an
iiam of program contento detarmine a suitable number
“n" of MPEG-H packets which correspond fo a crypto
period. A sufficient axira number of packets in "n" is al-

lowed to account for any variability inherent to MPEG-I
encoding and to ensure that no MPEG-H segment of "n”

packets will exceed the VOD distribution/playback sys-
tem’s key processing capabilities. It should be appreci-
ated that the strearning content being encrypted com-

prises a sequence of packets. An initial key is chosen,
and encryption of the MPEG-H siream begins, changing
ihe key after each "ni" MPEG-H packets in ihe stream.
The number of packets per time interval can vary dra-

matically.
{0046] As in the fixed crypto period scheme, the en-
cryption key for each "n” packeis is saved for encading

into a set of ECMs (ECM1, ECM2...) for the encoded/
encrypted program content. Alternatively, as noted

above, the ECMs can be generated (e.g., in real time)
and saved as content is encrypted. The ECMsetts pro-

vided to the VOD reseller (e.9., MSO} upon completion

of licensing/authorization of rights to the program con-
tent, and an encryption record (ER) is alse generated,
describing the scheme by which the program content

was encoded/encrypied and the number of associated
ECMs.As previously indicated, the ERS could take the
onginal ECM set and modify it for each VOD reseller’s
CAS.

{0041] Figure 28 illustrates an encoding scheme

200b ihat uses a fixed number of MPEG-H packets per

crypto interval. An encoded/encrypted MPEG-H stream
202 is divided into segments of "n” MPEG-I packets
each, where "n” represents the number of MPEG-I

packets that correspond to a suilable period of program
time to be used as a4 crypto period. Each segment 204.
is encrypted according to a different encryption key,
used fo generate an ECM206 associated with each sep-
arately encrypted crypto period. The ECMs 206 are

maintained separately from the encrypted MPEG-H
stream 202.

{6042] In this scheme, using a suitable, recurring ele-
ment of MPEG-H encoding as a stream segment delim-

iter (marker}, a number “n” of strearn segments is deter-
mined that correspond to a sulfable crypto period. The
stream is then encrypted in “crypto segments” defined
by "n" markers. The markers can optionally be transmit-

ted "In the clear”, (.e., unencrypted) io facilitate decod-
ing/decryption. Each crypto segment is encrypted using
a different cryptographic key.
{6043} In a mannerlike that of the “fixed number of

packets” scheme, the encryption key for each "n" pack-

eis is saved (or generated and then saved) for encoding
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info a set of ECMsfar the enceded/encrypied oragram
cantent. The ECMset is provided to the VOD reseller

{e.g., MSO) upon cornpletion of licensing/auihorization
of rights to the prograrn content, and an encryption

record (ER) is also generated, describing the scheme
by which the program content was encoded/encrypted
and the number of associated ECMs.

{0044} Figure 2C illustrates an encoding scheme
200c that uses MPEG-H "markers" 208 to delimit crypto

infervals in the MPEG-H siream. An encoded/encrypied
MPEG-IE stream 202 is divided into a plurality of seg-
ments 204 delimited by a nurnber°n’ of "markers" 208.

Each segment corresponds to a series of MPEG-H pack-

eis dalimited by "n" markers 208 ("n" = 2 in the figure}.
A marker 208 can be any suitable recurring element of

MPEG-IE encoding, such as an i-frame header (shown

in the Figure, as °}"), The number“nis chosen suchthat
each seqment corresponds roughly to a suitable amount
of program time for a crypto pericd. The markers 208
are transmitted "in the clear”to facilitate their identifica-

tion during the decoding/decryption process. Each sag-
meant 204 is encrypied according to a different encryp-
tion key, used to generate an ECM 206 associated with
each separately encrypted crypto period. The ECMs

206 are maintained separately from the encrypted
MPEG-IE stream 202.

"Randomcrypto periad

j0045] Using this scheme, suilable upper and lower
limits are selected for crypto periods within the perform-

ance limits of the VOD distribution/playback system.
The MPEG-H strearn encoding schemefor the pragram
cantent to be encrypted is then examined to determine
a minimum nurnaber “x” and a maximura nurnber “y" of
MPEG-IE packets corresponding to the selected upper

and lower limits on crypto periods. Using a pseudo-ran-
dom aigorithra, an initial packet count "n" between "x"

and "y" (inclusive) is determined. Aninitial key is chosen
and encryption of the stream begins. When "n" stream

packets have been encrypied, the pseudo-random al-
gorithm is used to select a new value for "n.” A new key
is generated, and encryption resumes until the new
number "n" of packets has been encrypted. The process

repeats, generating a new packet count and a new key

for each encrypted segment (crypto interval} of the
strearn. As each seqmentis encrypted, an index number
is stored indicating the packet at which the segment be-

gins, and the encryption key is saved (or ECMsare gan-

erated and then saved). An index file of all of the index
numbers is generated and saved so that the VOD server
knows when to insert ECMs. Decryption depends on

packet marking and the ECGMs. Theindex numbers can
be packet numbers within the MPEG-IHI stream, packet
courts or byie counts associated with each separately
encrypted segment, or any other index numbersuitable

for use by a multiplexing engine in determining which
MPEG-IE packets are associated with each separately
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encrypted segment.

{6048} As with the other schemes, the encryption key
for each encrypted segment is saved for encading into

3 set of ECMsfor the encoded/encrypted program con-
iant. Alternatively, as in the other schemes discussed
above, ECMs may be generated and saved as content
is ancrypied. The ECMsat is provided to the VOD re-

seller (e.g., MSO} upon cornpietion oflicensing/author-
ization of rights to the program content, and an encryp-

tion record (ER) is also generaied, describing the
scheme by which the program content was encoded/en-
crypted and the number of associated ECMs. The ERS

could alternatively take the original ECM sei and "retro-

fit” (.e., modify) it for each VOD resealler's conditional
access system. As previouslyindicated, the ER conveys
information which permits such an implementation.

{0047} Figure 2D illustraies a randorn crypto interval

cading scheme 200d. An encoded/encrypted MPEG-I
stream 202 is divided info a plurality of randomby-sized
segments 204a, 204b, 204c, 204d, 204e,atc. Each seg-

ment corresponds to a number of MPEG-IP packets

(specific to that seqrnent) derived using a pseudo-ran-
dom sequence generator 210. A new packet count is
determined for each segment, and is used in an encryp-

tion control mechanism 212, which generates a newkey

and index nuraber ('A", "BY, “C") "BD", "EB", "F", etc.) for
each segment. Each segment 204'x’ is encrypied ac-
cording to the new encryption key, which is in turn used

io generate an ECM 206a, 206b, 206c, 206d, 206e,
206f... associated with each separately encrypied seg-
ment 2044, 204b, 204c, 204d, 204e, 204f...The ECMs

206'x' are maintained separately from the encrypted

MPEG-IE stream 202. The index numbers (“A’, "BY, "C",
"D""E", "F" atc.) are stored in an indexfile 214, which

is used to faciltate decoding by identifying which pack-
els are associated with each ECM.

{0048} Although shownand described harainabovein
terms of MPEG-H encoding, it should be understood by
those of ordinary skill in the art that the inventive tech-
nique is readily adaptable to other farmsof encoding by

making the necessary adaptations, substituting features

of alternate video timing/synchronization and encoding
elements as appropriate. Moreover, the various tech-
niques described above can be combined. iis fully with-
in the spirit and scope of the invention to da so, and the

description presented hereinaboveis intended to be il-
lustrative, rather than limiting.
{6049} information about the encoding of the program

content (encoded/encrypted as described hereinabove)

is conveyed to an ERS (ECM Renewal System)in a few
separate pieces. First, the encoded/encrypted program
conient is maintained separately from any information
about its encoding and encryption. Second, ail of the en-

cryption keys used to encrypt the prograrn content (or
ihe ECMs) are stored in the sequential order that they
were used to encrypt the program content. Third, an en-

cryption record defining ihe encoding/encryption meth-

od and other relevant encocing/encryplion parameters
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is generated, stored and associated with the program
cantent. in the case of random crypto period encading,

the associated indexfile (214) is alsa stored. Other irn-
plementations are also possibie.

{60560} When a VOD “raseller", (¢.9., MSO, satelite

TV operator) successfully executes a licensing agree-
mentfor an iterof program content via an ERS sysiem,

the ERS system transrnits the encoded/encrypted pro-
gram content to the reseller via anysuitable (e.g., broad-

band) distribution means (¢@.g., satelliie, cable orInter-
net link} for storage on a VOD server at the reseiller's
location. A set of ECMs (one-io-one correspondence
with encryption keys, in sequential order, or a known

permulation thereof) is generated arid transmitted to the

reseller, and the encryption record (ER) (or an encoded
equivaiant thereof} defining assantial portions of ihe an-
cryption/encoding technique used to encode/encrypt
the program conientis transmitted to the reseller. In the
case of randomcrypio period encoding, the index file

{214} is also transmitted, either separately or embedded
into one or more of ihe other iterns (e.g., ECMs, ER)
which are transmitted to the reseller.

{6054} HK should be appreciated that content does nat
have to go through the ERS, although it can. The ER

could be sent by the VOD reseller (@.g., MSO} fo the
ERSto identify the content. The ERS can then generate
the ECMs and send them back.

{8052} For example, for the fixed methods of encoding

(fixed period, fixed packet count, or fixed marker count},
@ field can be added to the ER defining the number of

ECMs associated with the encryption/encoding proc-
ess. For fixed marker count encoding, an ER field or
fields defining the marker type can also be added where

different types of markers might be employed in encad-

ing/anorypting different crogram content. For (oseudo)
random crypio periad encoding, an ER field indicating
the number of ECMs and an ER field, or set of ER fields

containing the entire index file (or encoded equivalent
thereof}, can be added.
{6053} Referring again briefly io Figure 7, the VOD
server 134 receives and stores the program content.
The VOD server 134also receives the set of ECMs and

ER associated with the program content fram the sys-
iam manager 136. When an end-user requests and re-
ceives authorization to receive a VOD transmission of

the orograrn conient (e.g., via the end-user's set-iop box

150 and the user authorization system 138}, the VOD
server multiplexes the ECMsand the ancoded/encrypi-
ed program content as defined by the ER into a stream
and transmitsit to the and user's VOD playback device

(e.g., set-top box 150). The user authorization systern
generates an EMM containing license authorizations

and additional inforrnation (key, encoding parameiers,
sic.) necessary to decode/decrypt the program content
and transmitsif to the user's VOD playback device 150.
The VOD playback device 750 ihen has all of the ele-
ments necessary to decode, decrypt and display the
program content, and proceeds to do so.
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{0054} Alternatively, the ECM Renewal System (ERS)
can generate a “template” of one set of ECMs that can
be used to decrypt the program content. in this case,
the VOD server would be instructed how to fake this

iamplate and make corresponding ECMs for each cryp-
io period. The method used to determine when io move

from one encoded/encrypted segmentto the next would
be substantially the same as described hereinabove.

{0055] For (pseudo} random crypto period encoding,
the VOD serverretains the indexfile frorn the encryption
record, and uses it to determine at what point in the

strearn fo insert (multiplex in) the next ECM according
to the index numbers stored therein.

{0056] Aithough the invention has been described in
connection with various specific embodiments, those
skilled in the art will appreciaia that numerous adapia-

tions and modifications may be made thereto without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as
set forthin ihe clairns.

Claims

4. Arnethod for pre-encryoting rnaterial with a crypto-

graphic key comprising:

encoding the material into digital form, encrypt-
ing ihe resulting encoded material, and trans-

mitting the encrypted material over a transmis-
sion medium; and

in the process of encrypting the encoded ma-
terial, segmenting the encoded material into a

olurality of segraenis, and using different cryp-
tographic keys for different seqmenis.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

controlling the encrypting of the material by se-
lecting permission of encryption only Hf valid f-
censing exists.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2 wherein:

the transmission medium is at least one of a

satellite, the Internet, an intranet, and cable
network.

4 Amethod of communication of encrypted inforrna-
tion which includes the method of claim 1, claim 2
or claim 3 and further inchides:

ai a receiver, receiving the encrypted material
and storing ff in a server from which it can be
re-transmitted fo end-users; and

ai the receiver, controlling operation of a resel-
ler's various iransmission and communications
resources.
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§ The method of claim4, further cornprising:

generating a personalized encryption for each
of a plurality of destination content resellers.

6. The method of claim 4 or claim 5, wherein:

atleast one of the resellers is a Multiple System

Operator (MSO).

7. The method of any one preceding claim, wherein:

the material comprises at least one of rnovies,
data, audio, and other program content.

§. The method of any one preceding claim, wherein:

the encoding is according to the MPEG-I
standard,

%. The method of any one preceding claim, further

comprising:

generating an Entitlement Control! Message

{ECM} comprising encryption information spe-
cific to the raaterial which, in combination with

a valid Entitlement Management Message

(EMM), can be used to derive an encryption key
for decoding the encrypted material; and

multiplexing the ECM within the encrypted ma-
terial.

40. The method of claim 1, wherein,

the material comprises video on demand

(VOD) content.

14. A method according to claim 1 for encrypling

sireaming content, the method comprising:

changing cryptographic keys at 4 plurality of
points within ihe content.

42. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

determining a number of sets of cryptographic

keys that should be employed to encrypt one
item of content, and deterrnining an upper limit
of how frequently keys can be changed.

43. The methed of clair 11 or claim 12, further com-

prising:

determining how and where, within the content,
to effect the cryptographic key chanqes.

14, The method of claim 11, clairn 12 or claim 13 and

further comprising:
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19.

26.

24.

22.
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determining how fo communicate the crypto-
grapnic key sets io VOD servers.

The method of any one of claims 11 to 14, further
comprising:

determining how to synchronize cryptographic

key changes with corresponding entitlement

control messages (ECMs)at a time when con-
tent is sireamed to a consumer,

The meihod of any one of claims 11 to 15, further

comprising:

determining how io handle an ECM renewal!
process.

The method of any one of claims 11 to 16, further
comprising:

defining a cryptographic key change methodoi-
ogy that permits rapid key changes with
straightforward, simple key change synchroni-
zation at the time of decryption.

The meihod of any one of claims 11 to 17, further
comprising:

maintaining all cryptographic keys separate
from the encrypled content.

The method of claims 11 to 18, further comprising:

multiplexing a set of Entitlement Control Mes-

sages (ECMs) conveying information about a
set of keys into the stream when delivering the

encrypied content.

The method of any one of claims 11 to 15, further
comprising:

delivering a separate Entitlement Management

Message (EMM}from an authorization system.

Amethod according to any one preceding claim in-

chiding encrypiing strearning content, comprising:

segmenting the content into a plurality of crypto
periods; and

encrypting the content for each crypto period
with a different cryptographic key.

The method of clairn 21, wherein:

the crypto period comprises a fixed timeinter-
val; and

further comprising:
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changing the cryptographic key each time
the time interval passes.

. The method of claim 22, further comprising:

generating an Entitlement Control! Message

(ECM) for aach separately encrypted crypto pe-
iod; and

maintaining the ECMs separately from the en-
crypted streaming content.

i
\
r

. The method of claim 21, further cornprising:

using Program Clock Reference (PCR) head-
ers embedded in an MPEG-II stream of an item

of program content to datermine the arnount of
time that has passed at any point in the stream.

. The methad of claim 24, further comprising:

ceginning the encryption by generating an ini-

tial cryptographic key, and when analysis of the
PCR information in the MPEG-i stream indi-

cates that the crypto period has passed, ger-
erating a new key and resuming encryption at

the next MPEG-H packei using the new key;
using the new key until the PCR information
once again indicates that the crypto peried has
passed since the key was changed; and

repealing the process until the end of the
stream

. The method of claim 21, wherein:

the streaming content is embodied in a se-
quence of packets; and
the crypio period comprises a fixed number of

content packeis.

. The method of claim 26, further cornprising:

allowing a sufficient number of packets to ac-
count for any variability inherent fo the encad-
ing procedure and to ensure that na segment

of "n" packets will exceed a distribution/play-
back system's key processing capabiities.

. The method of claim 26, further comprising:

choosing an initial key and beginning eancryp-

tion of the streaming conient; and
changing the key after each fixed number of
packets in the strearning content.

. The method of claim 26, further comprising:

saving information about the encryption key for
each of a plurality of content packets into 4 set
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